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FOREWORD

The Water Resources Research Institute has provided the admin-
istrative coordination for this study by virtue of the Institute's broa d
experience in interdisciplinary research activities and its responsibilit y
to coordinate, integrate, and facilitate the efforts of scientists from
various disciplines . It is Institute policy to make available the result s
of significant water-related research conducted in Oregon's universitie s
and colleges . The Institute neither endorses nor rejects the findings o f
the authors of such research. It does recommend careful consideratio n
of the accumulated facts by those individuals concerned with the study o f
recognized problems .

SUPPORT FOR STUDY

Financial support for this study has been provided by th e
U . S . Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers, under contrac t
number DACW 68-70-C-0120. The contract for environmental studie s
in the Silvies River Basin is part of the "General Investigations -
Silvies River Basin and Tributaries" conducted by the U . S. Army
Engineer District, Walla Walla, Washington .



ABSTRAC T

Incorporation of environmental considerations into th e
water resources planning process and more extensive public involve-
ment at all stages of the process are examined with particular ref-
erence to the Silvies River Basin of Oregon . The concepts and
ecosystem attributes considered to be significant in environmenta l
planning for the basin are described . Ways in which these concept s
and attributes enter into environmental planning are examined wit h
particular reference to the evaluation of environmental features by
groups of people with differing philosophical bases . This approac h
places greater emphasis on the study of alternative choices durin g
early stages of the planning process . Finally, general inventorie s
are presented for historical and archaeological features, recreation ,
fisheries, wildlife, ecosystems, aesthetics, and unique features o f
the Silvies Basin as background to considering the effects of various
forms of water development and use .
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I . INTRODUCTION

Scope of Study

The purpose of this study is to make a general inventory o f
selected environmental factors affecting the water resources of the
Silvies River Basin of Oregon, including Malheur Lake, and to con-
sider the effects of various forms of water development, utilization ,
or management upon these and related environmental factors . The
environmental factors considered in the inventory include historica l
and archaeological features, recreation, fisheries, wildlife, ecosys-
tems, aesthetics, and unique features of the Silvies Basin .

The study area is part of a large closed basin in the arid east -
ern Oregon high-plateau country (see the location map in Figure 1 .) .
The surrounding mountains cause all drainage to be internal to th e
basin, with Malheur Lake serving as the basin's "sump" during all
but the wettest years, when overflow into Harney Lake occurs . The
basin population of slightly more than 7, 000 is mainly centered in th e
Burns-Hines area . The economy of the study area is based principal-
ly on livestock production, related agriculture, forestry, wood pro -
ducts manufacturing, and recreational services .

For the purpose of discussing the effects of water use upo n
environmental factors, the study report describes several concept s
and ecosystem attributes which are considered to be significant i n
environmental planning for the Silvies and other basins . Ways in
which such concepts enter environmental planning and become plan-
ning goals are examined . Examples and applications are given i n
terms of the inventoried environmental factors of the Silvies Basin .
The importance of environmental features to different groups of peopl e
is explored from the viewpoint of aiding the water planner to anticipat e
impacts which water development might have upon certain environmen -
tal features of a basin .

General Approac h

The general inventory of the stated environmental factors i s
based largely upon available material from published reports, librar y
collections, and open files of various governmental agencies . Inter -
views with many private and governmental individuals also contribute d
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much information on environmental resources . Similarly, the per-
sonal observations and knowledge of the study group did much to sup-
plement available reports and other written material . Because of
time and financial restrictions, only a limited amount of new fiel d
evaluation could be conducted during the study period of June-Decembe r
1970 . Consequently, where omissions in available information wer e
discovered or where the existing information was not sufficiently de -
tailed the study group has endeavored to suggest the kinds of useful
information which are needed --- rather than attempting to carry ou t
the field work required to obtain this information for the present study .

Based upon the environmental inventory, consideration i s
given to development of a suitable basis for studying and evaluating
human environmental factors in the Silvies Basin in order that th e
effect of various forms of water development, utilization, or manage-
ment might better be assessed during planning stages of projects . The
beneficial or detrimental effects of water resources development upo n
each environmental factor as viewed by various groups or human popu-
lations directly or indirectly concerned with the Silvies Basin are dis-
cussed . This part of the study also considers the identification of a
suitable process whereby "environmental quality" factors may be bette r
incorporated in such planning . "Environmental quality" factors are her e
considered to be those desirable attributes of the natural environment
which one would hope to protect, to enhance, or perhaps to restore .

This report is arranged so that the discussion of environmenta l
concepts precedes specific analysis of the concepts as they apply t o
the Silvies Basin . Some of the inventory material is included in th e
body of the report . The bulk of the inventory material has been placed
in appendices to the report, so that it may be referred to in relation t o
the discussion of environmental impacts of water development without
hindering such discussion .

Participating Specialists

The technical group participating in this environmental study
was formed to represent a diverse background of professional knowledge
and expertise . All have experience in interdisciplinary water resource s
problems . Because of the potential scope of environmental factor s
affected by water use and management, the study group could easily hav e
been many times larger in order to provide greater breadth and dept h
to this study . However, restrictions on the amount of study funds, th e
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duration stipulated for the study, and the availability of individuals t o
participate in the study led to limiting the group at its present size an d
limiting the number of environmental factors studied to those already
indicated .

Each member of the study group assumed specific responsibil -
ities for developing the initial inventory of environmental factors . This

-_was -followed- by c-ell-abor-ati ve -work and-discuss-ions -to augmant-tie -inven -
tory wherever possible and identify deficiencies in available knowledge .

The major tasks in preparation of the inventory (see appendices )
were assumed by Bruce Cole, a technical journalist, working with th e
six other staff members . Individually with each staff member Cole re -
viewed all available information and developed a draft of the inventor y
for each factor . His responsibilities also included gathering of revie w
materials from various sources, conducting literature searches, an d
interviewing many individuals both in the Silvies Basin and elsewher e
in Oregon.

The specific responsiblities of other staff members in devel-
oping the inventory were as follows : Peter Klingeman, Associate
Professor of Civil Engineering, provided overall coordination in prepara-
tion of this report . He also directed the review of historical and arch-
aeological features and shared leadership responsibilities on the inven-
tory of aesthetic features . Leadership responsibilities in connectio n
with fish life and fisheries of the Silvies Basin were assumed by Car l
Bond, Professor of Fisheries . Howard Wight, Professor of Wildlife ,
assumed principal responsibility for wildlife inventories . Marvin
Shearer, Irrigation Specialist, was principally responsible for assess-
ment of irrigation and farming practices as well as present land usag e
in relation to water . Courtland Smith, Assistant Professor of Anthro-
pology, shared the leadership on a review of aesthetic consideration s
and held principal responsibilities in the area of human attitudes towar d
water use. Russell Yolirnans, Associate Professor of Agricultural
Economics, assumed leadership responsibility for evaluation of water -
related recreation as well as responsibilities concerning . present land
uses . Bond, Wight, Shearer and Youmans shared responsibility for
analysis of basin ecosystems . The entire group shared responsibility
for identification of unique basin features as well as for review of eac h
of the other inventory items .

The six professional staff members jointly developed the bod y
of the report discussing relationships and impacts of environmenta l
factors and water resource planning under the leadership of Courtland
Smith .
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II . ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AND
WATER RESOURCE PLANNING

Environmental_Surve rys

The critical necessity of preserving, protecting and improvin g
man's natural environment in conjunction with any type of developmen t
has become increasingly clear in recent years . Governmental units di-
rectly responsible for water resources planning, development and man-
agement have received much criticism for environmental problem s
associated with our water and related land resources . Part of the basi s
for such criticism lies in the institutional constraints imposed upon such
agencies by their governing legislation, which specifies and limits th e
alternatives which they may consider . Criticism also is based upon a
seeming lack of understanding on the part of the agency of the effects o f
its projects upon the environment, which may come about becaus e
environmental studies at project sites have generally been very limite d
or even non-existent. Unfortunately, the critics have not been very
helpful in identifying the environmental aspects which they would have
the resource planners recognize . Neither have the supporters of wate r
resource development been very definite in this matter . Environmental
considerations have largely been dealt with in very general terms lik e
aesthetics, ecological balance, human needs, and the welfare of th e
people, which seem to defy quantification . Even the comparatively
more specific aspects, such as pollution control and water quality en-
hancement, leave much to be desired when it comes to incorporation o f
environmental objectives in the planning process .

The environmental survey or environmental inventory is a
critical initial phase in water resources planning, in order to provid e
information on environmental impacts of potential developments .
Unfortunately, the guidelines for an environmental survey are still in -
complete . The checklist of environmental factors is quite specific a s
regards hydrology and climatology but becomes progressively les s
definite as one moves past water quality factors, fish and wildlife, an d
recreation to ecological aspects, aesthetics, human needs and welfare ,
and, finally, "other" considerations . However, we have reached a tim e
in resource utilization when there is a much greater concern for th e
environment and its protection. Therefore, it is highly desirable t o
identify in far greater detail the environmental "aspects", "considerations ,
and "factors" with which the water resource planner should be concerned .
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Environmentalists, conservationists, and others are now re-
sponding to the challenge to provide an "environmental input" to th e
planning process . Scientists are also devoting a great deal of though t
to this problem . A new dimension has been added to water resourc e
planning --- environmental quality . While more intangible to cope with ,
it may have overriding importance in public decisions on how our wate r
resource is to be utilized . And gradually a body of literature is devel-
oping which may provide the guidelines for a careful and comprehensiv e
environmental survey .

Categories for an Environmental Inventory

Many factors must be examined in order to give proper cogni-
zance to the impacts of water development and management upon th e
human and natural environment . A reasonable starting point would b e
to "find out what's there now" -- i . e . , conduct an "inventory" of present
environmental conditions .

Several categories for conducting an environmental inventory
are suggested by perusal of recent literature on the subject . These hav e
been assembled in Table I to suggest the nature of a comprehensiv e
environmental inventory. The list of categories is possibly incomplete ,
in spite of its length. It should be noted that many of the indicate d
categories are already included in current studies conducted as part o f
the planning process . Nevertheless, even these are subject to ne w
interpretation in order to more fully assess the environmental aspect s
of water resource development . Each category would have numerou s
sub-categories .

Table I .

	

Categories for a Comprehensive Environmental Inventor y

Aesthetic s
Agriculture & Irrigation
Air Resources Problem s
Archaeological Feature s
Attitudes of People to Wate r
Bibliographic Material Describing

Basin
Climate
Communication System s
Economy
Ecosystems

Existing Measures for Wate r
Control

Existing Water Use & Developmen t
Fish and Fisherie s
Floods & Flood Plain s
Forest Resource s
Geology
Governmental Organization
Historical Feature s
Human Adaptation: Subsistence ,

Community, Communication ,
Innovation
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Table I . Continued.

Hydrology
Industry
Land Resource s
Mineral Resource s
Navigation
Physiography
Population
Power & Transmission System s
Recreation
Sentimental & Cultural Ties t o

Basin

Tourism
Transportation Systems
Unique Features of Basi n
Waste Water Treatment & Disposal
Waterfowl, Game & Wildlife
Water Quality
Water Resource Feature s
Water Right s
Water Supplie s
Zoning & Planning

The Silvies Basin Inventory

This study is devoted to a consideration of selected environ-
mental factors which include : historical features, archaeological features ,
recreation, fisheries, wildlife, ecosystems, aesthetics, aspects of present
land use, and unique features of the Silvies Basin . From examination of
Table I it is apparent that the above factors represent only a fraction of a
comprehensive environmental inventory . Many of the other categorie s
have been previously studied or nzy be studied later by federal, state o r
local organizations .

Some duplication of effort by different groups concerned with
basin resources should be regarded as beneficial, rather than wasteful ,
because of the present lack of sufficiently objective guidelines for a
completely unbiased environmental survey. Assessments by different
groups can serve to give the planner a more complete description of th e
environmental resource than might otherwise be true .



III . ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING PHILOSOPHIE S

Perceptual Base s

One of the critical factors dictating what is defined as "good "
environmental planning is the philosophy of planners regarding man' s
relation to the environment . Clearly someone believing that manage-
ment by nature is preferable to management by man will articulate a
different set of "shoulds" for environmental planning . The perceptua l
bases upon which planning is based are critical factors which should b e
the subject of analysis if environmental planning is to develop beyond a
power struggle between those wishing environmental preservation an d
those wishing bolder and more massive environmental manipulation .

Statements of government planning agencies, of citizens '
groups supportive of a range of activities from business growth t o
wildlife preservation, and of concerned individuals indicate severa l
contrasting perceptual bases for environmental planning. One range of
perceptual differences about man's relation to the environment concern s
who should be manager --- man or nature? Associated with this is the
question of whether one conceives man as part of nature or whether the
perception is that nature was created for the benefit of man . A third
element in this set of perceptions is the question of adjustment to en-
vironmental change . Is adjustment best accomplished by predictability
or adaptability?

A second set of perceptions is associated with the question o f
population and economic growth . Which are to be emphasized, th e
benefits or malefits of population and economic growth? Associated with
the question of emphasis on the benefits or malefits of population an d
economic growth is the question of whether these benefits should accru e
to the individual or society .

Each of these perceptions leads in different actions in environ-
mental planning. Most of the conflicts over "good" or "bad" environ-
mental planning, while worked out over specific issues such as nuclea r
power, water resource development, highway construction, etc ., have
at their root groups of individuals who approach environmental plannin g
from different sets of basic perceptions .

In the Silvies Basin, natural management versus man' s
management has been a continuing issue of conflict . This issue is em-
phasized because of the presence in the basin of the Malheur Marsh .
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Natural management versus man's management was the issue in 196 9
when a proposal was evaluated to make the marsh a wilderness area .
Arguments against this proposal pointed out that a wilderness are a
would "inhibit and prevent proper management of the marsh . " Thos e
opposing the wilderness area concept perceived man, with his ability
to adjust and rearrange the time and place of water flow, as the bes t
manager of the marsh . Those favoring the wilderness area emphasize d
the importance of natural management . They pointed to the naturall y
stimulated diversity of water flow which resulted in variation in wet
and dry years . Associated with this diversity was an abundance o r
scarcity of wildlife . Natural diversity, they argued, was necessary fo r
the continued existence of the marsh ecosystem .

Associated with the question of man's management versu s
nature's is the perception of man's relation to the environment .
Christian philosophy emphasizes that the world was created by God for
man. The environmental implications of this perception have been ex-
plored by Lynn White ( 1 9 6 7 ) .

	

The contrast to this perception
is that man is an intimate part of the natural environment, that man i s
a creature interrelated and interdependent on all other parts of the en- .
vironment. In this perception, man may be a unique creature who ques-
tions his relation to the environment ; nevertheless, he is still just on e
part of that environmental whole .

A third element in man's relation to the environment is th e
question of predictability versus adaptability . One of the major tasks
of water resource development is to establish control over water flow s
so that predictability is enhanced and water users can plan on thei r
water supply. The establishment of predictability in the Silvies is illus-
trated by the following statements :

. . a plan could be developed that would stabilize
the water supply for multiple uses in the area . "(Testimony
at hearings, U .S .Army Corps of Engineers, 1969, p .35 )

"Features include constructing storage reservoirs an d
developing ground-water resources to supplement irri -
gation land and to provide waterfowl with a more stabl e
water supply . " (Oregon State Water Resources Board ,
1967, p. xii) .

	

-

Adaptability in planning is the preparation of plans which are designe d
to adjust to physical, social, and perceptual changes in man's relatio n
to the environment . In this case the concern is not with predictabilit y
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achieved by stabilizing, but the concern is with being able to adjust to
changing situations as they occur .

The second set of perceptual issues are associated with th e
desirability of having population and economic growth . Growth is see n
as a justification for water resource development and has been institu-
tionalized in state statutes .

"The maintenance of the present level of economic an d
general welfare of the people of this state and the futur e
growth and development of this state for the increase d
economic and general welfare of the people thereof ar e
in large part dependent upon the proper utilization an d
control of the water resources of this state, and such us e
and control is therefore a matter of greatest concern an d
highest priority . " (ORS 536 . 220, State Engineer, 1966 )

Most planning does not separate population from economic growth . Both
are used as indicators of how economically "healthy" an area is, wit h
water resource development being assumed by planners as the stimulu s
to growth.

Instead of emphasizing the benefits of population and economi c
growth, other planners place greater emphasis on the malefits of more
people who increase problems of pollution, social disruption, environmen-
tal degradation . Economic growth, too, is perceived as placing greate r
demands on the environment which is perceived, by those opposed to pop-
ulation and economic growth, to be in need of preservation . At the present
time, being against population and economic growth is not a politically
sound position for activist groups attempting to win administrative and
legislative concessions to environmental quality . Therefore, few groups
or individuals actually oppose population and economic growth, instea d
they merely place greater emphasis on the malefits of population an d
economic growth than the benefits .

Closely associated with the issue of population and economi c
growth are perceptions of who should be the beneficiaries --- self o r
society. Many individuals and organizations support population and
economic growth for the sole purpose, most often not explicitly expressed ,
of individual or personal gain. In contrast to this, the statement is ofte n
heard that the development should "do the greatest good for the greates t
number ." This value emphasizes the benefits to society .



Kinds of Philosophie s

These perceptual bases to environmental planning are found i n
dusters associated with various groups and philosophies . . For -xample .,
people identified as preservationists are more likely to favor natura l
management, perceive man as a part of nature, and favor adaptability a s
the major mechanism'for environmental adjustment . Preservationists ,
within the constraints of political action, oppose population and economi c
growth while falling in an intermediate position on the benefits to sel f
versus society . The preservationist philosophy is articulated in such
voluntary associations as the Sierra Club, Audubon Society, Issac Walto n
League, Nature Conservancy, and hiking clubs . Federally, the preser-
vationist philosophy is represented in part through the actions, policies ,
and philosophies of the National Park Service .

Probably the most distinctive element in the cluster of percep-
tions attributed to the preservationist philosophy is the emphasis on allow-
ing the environment to remain in its "natural" state, a condition which caw),
be best achieved by natural rather than man's methods of management . To
the preservationist, who generally has a very long "time horizon" (place s
a high value on long-term future benefits), planning should be for the pur-
pose of adding to . . .

rt . . . the growing knowledge that the preservation and sup -
port of the total environment and of all living things is essen-
tial to the well being of humanity . "(Testimony at hearings ,
U .S . Army, Corps of Engineers, 1969, p . 78) .

The preservationist, too, questions the importance of populatio n
and economic growth . He is continually faced with conflict between hi s
philosophy and the realities of his society as he . . .

. . faces a problem every time he buys a tank of gas, red -
wood picnic table, or a piece of electrical apparatus ; he place s
an economic pressure on the supplier to expand the very act-
ivities to which he is opposed . The preservationist with a n
eight cylinder car and a house full of appliances is a man agains t
himself . He cannot demand the preservation of wilderness and
at the same time demand a greater amount of consumer good s
and tolerate an expanding population .'." (Eiselein, 1969, p . 98) .

The criterion used by the preservationist to evaluate wate r
development plans is "survival" or the "threat to survival" for plants ,
animals, and vistas . The preservationist argument takes on its greates t
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force in swaying public opinion when rare plants, animals, or vista s
are threatened or when the life of man himself is threatened . Thi s
latter element of the preservationist argument has generally only bee n
alluded to in their statements . Because survival is the basic evaluative
criterion, one which can only be tested by death, the preservationis t
argument tends to be presented on an emotional level, especially as i t
relates to the future of man .

-_ Most-extreme-from the preservationist, in terms-of-having
the most opposites on the contrasting perceptual issues, is the exploite r
who favors man's management for the sole purpose of benefiting man .
The exploiter perceives the environment as something created solel y
for the benefit of man, and he exploits it for his own benefit . From an
environmental point of view, the exploiter consistently violates natur e
for the benefit of self . His time horizon is typically quite short and he
generally seeks immediate rather than long-range benefits .

In contrast to the preservationist, those having a developmental
philosophy tend to favor man's management, see nature as something
which should be developed for the benefit of man, express the goal to im-
prove the predictability of water yields through stabilizing water flows ,
and accept the inevitability of population growth and the desirability of
economic growth which maximize the benefits to society . This point of
view is most often found in the planning culture of federal planning agencie s
such as the Corps of Engineers and Bureau of Reclamation, in correspond-
ing state agencies, and in local voluntary associations such as Chamber s
of Commerce .

The basic evaluative criterion for the developmental philos-
phy is economic growth . Economic growth is defined as increase d
income per capita (Moore, 1965, p . 4) . Seldom have those planners
promoting the development philosophy actually measured the projecte d
impacts of a water project in these terms . More often the tendency i s
to accept the assumption that population growth is a correlate of economi c
growth and that water development is essential for economic growth .

"A plan for the comprehensive development of the Malheur
Lake Basin is essential if the economy of the basin is t o
flourish and its ultimate potential is to be realized . "
(Oregon State Water Resources Board, 1967, p. xiii) .

Since Earth Day, April 22, 1970, the term environmentalis t
has been used to refer to those concerned with environmental issues .
This term lumps into one category many groups and individuals having



rather broad perceptual differences . One is the preservationist philoso-
phy already discussed; another is the conservationist philosophy . The
term conservationist is reserved here for those who accept man's man-
agement over natural management, especially for desired population s
of plants and animals . The conservationist believes in the management
of plant and animal populations for the benefit of man, and he favor s
being able to predict the population levels of desired plants and animals .
The management concept used to attain predictability is sustained yield s
for populations of animals, timber, etc . which are defined as important

-re-sources . - -Sustaine~c yield Ts concerned with how the quantity of th e
resource varies over time . The goal is to always maintain a sufficien t
quantity of the resource to meet human demands . A decline in the
availability of a preferred resource to meet human demands is define d
as undesirable . The sustained yield concept irnplies"limited use" in orde r
not to cause such declines in resource availability .

On the issue of population and economic growth the conserva-
tionist is not in open opposition, but he is opposed to any growth whic h
would jeopardize the preferred species of plants and animals . On the
issue of benefits for self versus benefits for society the conservationis t
thinks first of the society composed of his fellow conservationists .

Someone articulating the conservationist philosophy would
say "I don't disagree with the preservationist, but where you have a
choice between water for people and water for animals, then we mus t
take water for people" (Eiselein, 1969, p. 69) . Most often the group s
supporting the conservationist philosophy are those who depend directl y
on the natural resource for their recreation and livelihood . These are
farmers, cattlemen, fishermen, hunters . State and federal fish and
wildlife managing organizations are governmental units also articulatin g
this philosophy .

Conflicts

In most water resource development the preservationist an d
the developmental philosophies are in conflict with one another. Pre-
servation is inherently anti-development because the preservationis t
goal is to minimize manipulation of the natural processes by man . The
developmental point of view is inherently anti preservationist becaus e
the goal is to maximize manipulation of nature for the purpose of growth
and development .

These perceptual bases are conceptual tools for explainin g
some of the conflict which arises from environmental planning . As
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conceptual tools they are only useful to the extent that they reflect th e
planning situation. The perceptual bases should not be accepted as th e
planning situation, but they should be used in probing the goals an d
points of view of the various individuals and groups involved in the pro-
cess of evaluating environmental change . In situations where this diver-
sity of points of view is represented, then these concepts may be usefu l
in providing a better understanding of the planning situation, especiall y
with respect to conflicts due to different philosophies of environmenta l
planning .

Social conflict in environmental planning is a common an d
necessary part of the planning process . From a scientific point of vie w
this conflict has a valuable evolutionary purpose . The data developed b y
social scientists about the nature of man's adaptation to the environmen t
do not support any one pole of the perceptual questions of man's manage-
ment versus natural management, nature created solely for the benefi t
of man versus man as simply another element in nature, adjustment b y
predictability versus adjustment by adaptability, the goodness of popula-
tion and economic growth versus the badness, or benefits to self versu s
benefits to society . Instead, data indicate that man adjusts to his envir-
onment by continually working out a balance between these extremes .
In this sense the preservationist, exploiter, developmentalist, and con-
servationist philosophies are not mutually exclusive, but part of th e
process by which people adjust to the environment . These philosophie s
keep before society the perceptual issues to be evaluated in environ-
mental planning .

Resolving Conflicts

To work out solutions, given these often conflicting points o f
view, two major avenues are open . One is through the development o f
legislative, legal, economic, and public power which gives one grou p
or several groups the ability to carry out their own will despite the re-
sistence of others . A second major avenue for working out solution s
is to look for points of complementarity (Smith, 1971) among the various group s
involved . These are solutions in which the different goals of two or mor e
groups can be met with a single program. Many of those of the develop-
mental and conservationist points of view accept the concept that predict -
ability in water availability would enhance irrigation and waterfow l
benefits in the Silvies Basin. Those favoring natural management
point out that such a program would be detrimental to waterfowl an d
perhaps even to irrigation ; at least irrigation would alter the rancher' s
life style .
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These two mechanisms, power and mutual complementarity ,
are broad avenues. They contain no specific program of action .

If the objective is to be applications oriented --- solving th e
problem of environmental change by man --- questions of what is fair ,
right, and necessary have to be asked . These are questions about
people's values for good and bad, desirable and undesirable environ-
mental planning. There is no easy answer to these questions . They are
and will continue to be worked out based on power and influence and base d
on cooperation to achieve a balance between the perceptual bases fo r
"good" environmental planning .



IV. ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING PROCEDURE S

There is no simple set of environmental planning procedures .
Different philosophies regarding the environment, the structure of tra-
ditional ways of planning, and the limitations in our knowledge about
man's relation to ecological processes all contribute to the complexity
of environmental planning . To improve the planning process, planner s
should address their attention to several areas of the process . First,
they should consider the basic assumptions and cultural realities of the
planning process . More attention needs to be given to the identificatio n
and definition of the environmental problem to be solved . Further, plan-
ners need to identify the people who have an interest in environmental
decision making and the scope of their interest .

We suggest the use of an "alternative" planning procedur e
which, in the early stages of planning, places less emphasis on detaile d
technical studies and more emphasis on the evaluation of alternatives .
Such a planning procedure requires public involvement . This can b e
facilitated by changes in the contact situation between planners and th e
public and by improvements in the level of public "education" regardin g
their environmental setting, the planning process, the planning goal s

- and objectives, their complementary or conflicting nature, environmenta l
effects, and similar information regarding alternative courses of action .

Basic Assumptions About the Planning Proces s

At the time of inception of water resources and related envir-
onmental planning, both the public and the planner act on the basis o f
incomplete and sometimes erroneous information. A particular water
problem is likely to be first brought to the planner's attention by some
group with a vested interest -- by representatives of a particular philo-
sophic orientation. At the outset, therefore, the planner is expose d
most to those articulating a limited viewpoint .

Under the most favorable of circumstances, other philosophi c
groups may be sufficiently prepared to present useful information to the
planner at the time of initial public hearings and meetings . More common,
however, is that those groups best able to communicate their interests t o
the planner at the initiation of a study are most likely to favor develop-
ment . The testimonies of others who have not had time to organize a s
effectively are more likely to oppose development or at least certain
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forms of development. Because of differences in the degree of prepara-
tion, a distorted impression of basin interests may be given the planner
at this early stage . Misconceptions, reflecting imperfect communica-
tion, are possible as to the form and extent of water development o r
environmental management desired .

If the planner understands the perceptual bases and associate d
philosophies which lead to diverging and conflicting attitudes among th e
groups concerned with a basin's water problems, he should be able t o
recognize much of the bias of initial testimony . Therefore, as he begins
the planning task he will be less likely to have a false impression of basi n
interests .

If the planner is to be "objective" in his approach, the early
phases of planning should not become too deeply involved with specific s
but should be an attempt to consider a wide range of alternatives . The
various planning philosophies give an indication of the alternatives to b e
considered. The "objective" planner at this early stage of the plannin g
should obtain a broad environmental inventory which can be accomplishe d
by an interdisciplinary team . (Appendices A through G or Table I of this
report provide examples of the -categories of information which would b e
required) . Clearly this inventory would be limited by time, money, an d
previous surveys . At this early stage of planning, learning the inade-
quacies and gaps in available information would be as important as assem-
bling readily available facts .

From the resulting environmental inventory, a number of de-
sirable and undesirable alternatives for possible detailed study are re -
cognizable in a manner analogous to the use of hydrologic and geologi c
data for project site selections . Evaluation of these alternatives would
then proceed as measured against various philosophies (Chapter III) ,
environmental planning concepts (Chapter V), and ecological system
performance (Chapter VI) . Hence, the inventory would serve a practica l
purpose of tentative identification of alternatives from a broader perspec-
tive than has been the case . This would be done without predisposition
or initial commitment to any particular scheme -- in contrast to a revie w
study of a formulated project .

An organization like the Corps of Engineers will have consider -
able difficulty convincing people that it is an "objective" planner . The
Corps has a long history of environmental planning and manipulatio n
which, philosophically, is developmentalist . It can undertake to chang e
this image through planning actions which will consider the alternative s
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of many environmental planning philosophies . The Corps is, however ,
at a disadvantage in doing this . First, the national goal is still articu-
lated as economic development, a goal which often exploits the environ-
ment solely for human gain and fails to consider the consequences o f
this exploitation. Second, this history of developmentalist actions ha s
fixed in the public mind the role of the Corps . This history of action s
can only be changed by subsequent actions showing planning objectivity .
Third, the Corps is composed of specialists who are accustomed t o
planning in the developmentalist tradition . Often these individuals are
resistant to change . Finally, these statements assume that the Corp s
or any other environmental planning agency wants to be "objective . "

This latter point raises the question of whether objectivit y
is necessarily useful . Philosophic specialization may be just as useful .
Clearly, in the Silvies Basin the Corps statements on basin hydrology
(U . S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1957) exceed in depth of knowledg e
their statements on wildlife . The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlif e
statement on the ecology of Malheur Lake (Duebbert, 1969) exceeds thei r
statement on hydrology . The Audubon Society states the needs and de -
sires of bird watchers more clearly than either the Corps or the Burea u
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife . Philosophic specialization may b e
useful if it is used to bring forward in the early stages of planning a
broad range of alternatives for consideration .

Another assumption about the planning process is that som e
views, primarily those not yet institutionalized in legislation, legisla-
tive constituencies, judicial decisions, and executive emphasis, will no t
be represented and will remain peripheral to the planning process . This
will lead to conflicts between planners and those whose views are no t
represented. Conflict is not necessarily something to be built out of th e
planning process . Conflict is one form of social readjustment ; it i s
often unpleasant, but it is a natural and normal mechanism for posin g
alternatives which are not accepted or recognized by the existing plan-
ning culture .

A final basic assumption is that the technology for gauging th e
environmental impacts of some of man's activities is continually bein g
perfected. However, past experience indicates that we will continue t o
be shocked by the environmental impacts of some of our acts . The plan-
ners suggesting the diking and splitting of Malheur Marsh in the 1930' s
did not understand that it was the diversity, not the stability of wate r
flow, which made the marsh a productive wildlife habitat . The planner s
did not project that water stability would reduce rather than increase the
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productivity of the marsh. What will be the consequence for the marsh o f
increased withdrawals of ground water for the agricultural lands surround-
ing the marsh? What planners can predict the impacts on the marsh's wild -
life inhabitants of increased use of the marsh by recreation enthusiasts ,
or of an oil spill near the Pacific flyway in California, or of increasin g
levels of DDT in the food chain along the flyway? Changes are occurrin g
in the environment and it is about these changes that more knowledge mus t
be acquired to deal with them properly . Change and adjustment are a pro-
blem of human adaptation to a changing environment .

Definition of the Proble m

Many times the question of "Why are we doing this?" goes un-
asked and unanswered, and planning or environmental manipulation occur s
for the sake of planning or manipulation . A plan to alter the environment
assumes the existence of some problem which needs correcting or som e
human goals which need satisfying . An attempt to make a clear statemen t
of the problem or goals is a necessary first step in any planning procedure .
People sharing different environmental planning philosophies will see th e
problems and goals differently . Often what appears to be a problem to
some may not be a problem to others, and a solution to one point of view
may create a problem to another .

As a minimum in the definition of the problem requiring envir-
onmental planning, these questions should be answered :

1. What is the problem with the way the ecologica l
system presently works ?

2. Does the present operation of the ecological sys-
tem serve human needs? If not, why not ?

3. Which people are affected adversely by the pre -
sent operation of the system ?

4. How many people are there and in what ways ar e
they affected ?

5. Where are they located in the ecological system ?

6. What is it that they want and do not already have ?
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Who Should Decide ?

People accepting different environmental planning philosophie s
can be expected to develop different plans for environmental management .
The preservationist,, for example, would develop a plan which empha-
sizes maintaining the present value of the environment, while the devel-
opmentalist would develop a plan to maximize economic gain . Different
planning philosophies place different emphasis on the various element s
of an environmental inventory (Appendices A-G) . One's philosophy will
influence the elements that are- included in the inventory . A bird watch-
ing enthusiast would place a great deal of value on seeing, attracting, an d
preserving the great sandhill crane, trumpeter . swan, northern bal d
eagle, peregrine falcon, and prairie falcon which are endangered specie s
of the Silvies Basin (Appendix F-2) . A hunter, on the other hand, woul d
place greater value on the availability in large numbers of grouse ,
pheasant, quail, and ducks for hunting (Appendix D-5) . A resident of
Burns who had just seeded his lawn would probably not oppose at leas t
a short-term elimination of birds from the area. Other plants, animals ,
and vistas inventoried would be similarly differentially valued based on
the importance each particular individual or group of individuals place d
on them.

One factor, then, is who should decide the best environmental
use for a particular area . Who-will be "local"' to any decision-making ?
Ecologically, all the people whose style of life is either directly or indi-
rectly affected by dependence on a particular ecological system certainl y
share an interest in that system and any potential alterations to it . Fo r
the Silvies Basin many of the bird watchers and hunters come from out -
side the area. Most of these and other special interests are represente d
by local or national voluntary associations -- the Audubon Society ,
Cattleman's Association, Farm Federation, National Wildlife Federation ,
etc . If the environmental planning agency is truly interested in being
objective with its planning, it might present to each organization th e
range of alternatives, in general terms, it is considering and ask them
to eliminate those which are least desirable and add others, not listed ,
which are more desirable . Or planning funds could be made availabl e
to others for formulation of alternative plans .

Another factor in determining the best environmental use for
an area is the relationship between that area and other parts of the re-
gion, nation, and the world . The Malheur Marsh is an important part
of the Pacific Flyway which is an international ecological system tha t
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encompasses portions of the United States, Canada, and Mexico .
Chattin (1970) has shown that urbanization in California was the principa l
factor that led to the shift in a portion of the Black Brant population fro m
wintering in Southern California to wintering in Mexico . Any alteration
in the Silvies River Basin could conceivably effect other areas along the
Pacific Flyway . From an environmental planning standpoint some attemp t
should be made to estimate the impacts of each alternative, to determin e
in what areas these impacts will be felt, and to determine if the people s
in these areas regard these effects as desirable or undesirable .

These external impacts are quite remote to the people of th e
Silvies Basin . What roles should the people of the Basin have in envir, -
onmental planning? If the goal is accepted that "those who pay should
have the say, " then the people of the Silvies Basin, for most federaa pro-
jects considered there, would have little say . The money for environmen-
tal planning and environmental modification come =s from the federal govern-
ment and is justified, in part, on national income economic efficiency . If
the people of the Silvies Basin had the resources_Fr the need for floo d
control, irrigation, wildlife preservation, they could finance the program
themselves, and, thus, control its scope . Such an approach in addition
to being highly unlikely, raises the issue of the extent of the people' s
rights to alter ecological systems upon which a wider public depends ?
Since the people of the Silvies Basin have neither the desire nor th e
resources for funding their own program of environmental manipulation ,
they compete for public funds to do the job . Peoples outside the basin .
who provide these funds will demand, and justifiably obtain, an input
into the planning process . Clearly this is not meant to say that the local
people should have no say . They should, but if the project is federall y
sponsored, the federal role is to assess the implications on the nationa l
income account, distribution of national resources, national quality o f
life, and the national environment . The people of the Silvies Basin be -
come, then, one part of the national interest .

Overemphasis of national goals to the exclusion of local inter-
ests is not uncommon in federal planning . The nation surely bears a
responsibility for equitable treatment of the peoples in the area to b e
affected by some environmental modification . Because the funds for
federal projects eventually have to be budgeted by the executive branc h
of government and funded by Congress this has been the political arena
in which the relative magnitude of local versus the broader regional ,
national, and international interests have been worked out ._ A planning
agency wanting to present the best information upon which to base thes e
decisions could improve its presentation by :
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1. Identifying each of the individuals and groups ecologicall y
dependent on a particular area and the basis of thei r
dependence, e. g . , subsistence, health and welfare ,
aesthetics .

2. Identifying the areas outside the planning area to be affecte d
by an environmental modification, the people who inhabi t
these areas, and their perception of the desirability o r
lack of desirability of such a change .

This means expanding the process of information gatherin g
and impact analysis to look beyond the particular basin in question .
This could be approached in two ways :

1. Add this kind of planning on top of the already detaile d
engineering studies conducted in a basin .

2. Reduce the scope of technical basin planning in favo r
of, initially, looking more generally at acceptabl e
alternatives .

With the second approach the alternatives have to be stated with enoug h
specificity for people to be able to conceptualize the physical works, o r
absence thereof, which may ultimately be part of the project . People
need enough information to picture the impacts of the project on their lif e
styles, lands, etc .

An "Alternatives" Planning Procedure

The suggestion has already been made that the initial phase s
of environmental planning should be less concerned with the detail neces-
sary to construct a new dam, facility, or other form of environmenta l
manipulation and more concerned with looking for the alternative way s
the identified problem might be solved. The next phase of planning i s
an examination in limited detail of all the alternatives, from those though t
to be highly promising to those rejected based on the application of envir-
onmental planning concepts (Chapters V and VI) . The purpose of such a
step would be to prepare a basis for understanding and communicatin g
with the public .

Communication with the public is suggested as the next o r
third phase of planning . It must be a dual process of informing the
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people and soliciting their reaction . Because of the diversity of percep-
tions and philosophical attitudes held by people, the planner should main-
tain continual feedback with those affected by the basin planning, in orde r
to inform them of the alternatives and to remain more aware of an y
change in public attitude and interest . The consequences associated with
each alternative should also be discussed . If this is accomplished vi a
one or more meetings conducted after completion of initial formulation
of alternatives, the atmosphere is likely to be less hostile than if "th e
plan" is presented or "the recommendations" are made, as is now th e
case. Criticism is likely to be more constructive because several
types of alternatives having varying appeal to different philosophic group s
would be discussed instead of only one or two alternatives . The planner
would be able to keep the public informed of alternative choices and ob-
tain more meaningful reactions . This should give him'greater insight
into the possibilities for mutual complementarity as a mechanism fo r
resolving conflicts.

The fourth phase of planning might then concern the detaile d
study of one or more alternatives, as is now the case . Retention of a
second or third alternative may be important because of the rapidity with
which public interest and opinion changes as the public becomes bette r
informed (or misinformed) on environmental matters .

Additional public meetings held after detailed plans have been
developed would provide the opportunity for further public review an d
reaction . This should make clear whether any action and project will be
forthcoming from the study. Even if conflicts remain irreconcilable an d
a decision against any basin development is made, a basic input to region -
al planning will have been made . And if a mutually satisfactory plan for
water management results from the study, it will have been obtaine d
through a much closer working and communicating relationship with th e
public and with a greater awareness of the environmental quality consid-
erations of importance to people concerned with the basin .

Public Involvement

One of the goals of planning is to secure public involvement .
Planners find, however, that involving the public is easier said than
done . There are noteworthy examples of doing so, such as the Susque-
hana Planning by the Corps of Engineers and the Skidmore, Owings, an d
Merrill neighborhood meeting approach for providing community input s
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into the process of locating Baltimore's freeway system. More often,
however, involving the public is a difficult task. Two elements of the
process of public involvement seem critical for environmental planning .
One is the structure of the contact situation between planners and th e
public . The other is educating the public to give them the opportunity to
consider the nature of the environment about them, and to decide on an d
support the type of environmental planning that is desired .

The public meeting has been the typical tool for communicatio n
between planners and the public . Environmental planners should recog-
nize that the time, location, organization of presentation, and organiza-
tion of the meeting room all structure the type of interaction which wil l
take place. Most public meetings have the planners sitting before th e
audience, often on a raised platform, using microphones, and feigning
objectivity as they present the plan which they have found to be mos t
feasible . The rules are generally that only the planners can ask questions
of those giving testimony. Such a set up clearly sets the role of the plan-
ner as an authority . It is not a situation designed for interchange o f
ideas, for feedback, for equal levels of communication . An extensive
body of literature in social psychology discusses the importance of suc h
variables as group size ; group composition ; dress, mannerisms, speec h
of participants ; kind of leadership ; seating arrangement ; room color ,
size, decor ; etc . on group dynamics . If public involvement is the goal ,
then the contact situation between planners and the public should be care -
fully considered .

The location of the contact situation will affect the kinds o f
points of view articulated. A public meeting in Burns on the Silvie s
Basin would be attended primarily by local people . A public meeting
held in Portland would be attended primarily by users of the Silvie s
Basin but not inhabitants . A public meeting held in New York City woul d
be attended primarily by those having only a vicarious contact with th e
Silvies environment . Existing laws require local hearings . Adequate
environmental planning, if it is to consider alternative approaches, re -
quires a broader base .

More hearings increase the cost of planning . This can be the
case, but low and no cost solutions could be obtained by enlisting th e
participation of citizens groups in the process of planning . This has been
the procedure of the City of Vancouver, B .C ., in its urban plannin g
(Vancouver Planning Department, 1968) . Such a procedure assumes that
planners want a wide range of ideas and do not have fixed in their mind s
a narrow set of problems and possible solutions . Planners sometime s
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suppress ideas which they define as outside their perception of possibl e
solutions -- the planning for the Central Arizona Project is a classi c
example (Eiselein, 1969 ; Mann, 1963 ; National Research Council, 1968 ;
Young and Martin, 1967) or outside the institutionalized framework of
alternatives imposed by-legislation, tradition, experience, or organiza-
tional competence . Planning takes place in a social and cultural context .
This context in itself is a limiting factor .

The process of public involvement requires education to facil-
itate public understanding. Certainly the education needs to be selectiv e
with respect to audience and resource people involved. The proces s
needs to assist people in appraising the alternatives available to achiev e
socially determined goals . A number of methods have been used to pro -
vide this public involvement. Most common is the use of surveys t o
provide this public involvement . A more powerful technique is the "socia l
action process" developed by Beal (1964) . Some suggestions which ar e
more along the lines of the social action process than the survey techniqu e
are discussed in the following paragraphs .

In order for a socially active public to choose rationally, mor e
information is needed on potentials for environmental use and the impact
of environmental manipulation . Interest here goes well beyond the direc t
impact, to the secondary and tertiary impacts that have caused societ y
much consternation in the past .

The "mouse trap" analogy is worth considering here . In foot -
ball the mouse trap is a play initiated by the offensive line in which a
defensive lineman is allowed "free" penetration and then hit very effect-
ively from the side . After an extended period of this type of conditioning ,
the defensive lineman becomes less aggressive in engaging in this littl e
drama. Society is reacting much the same as a result of the "side effects "
unanticipated from technological development and is asking for more corn
plete information on all of the environmental effects of technological
changes .

Too often environmental manipulation has been made wit h
almost no analysis of potential impacts ; certainly analysis is rare indee d
that goes beyond first round effects . This type of "mouse trapping" i s
being challenged for good reasons, but further, in cases where analysi s
is done, the extent of analysis is only partial . Society is asking for a
general analysis of the effects of environmental manipulation on people ,
institutions, ecosystems, value systems, etc .
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The cost to society for becoming informed on environmenta l
issues is quite high; for one thing it takes time . Education may delay ou r
ability to start action, and it will take personnel from other jobs . It is
our hope that the benefits far outweigh these kinds of costs, the benefit s
being measured in wiser acceptable uses of our environment and in no t
suffering the rather expensive rejection of policies designed to improv e
our environmental setting .

	

_

Planning can be more effective if those affected are include d
sooner in the planning process and are informed and involved to a far '
greater extent than is the general practice at the present . With no edu-
cation we will be allowed to do nothing, regardless of how "good" ou r
plans appear . In other situations we will push through "bad" plans be -
cause we were not able to include information held and valued by the pub-
lic, as they were excluded from the planning process . The ill-informe d
public may allow action so slowly that irreparable damage is done to ou r
resources. All of these are examples of some of the high costs that hav e
been paid because the public has not been informed .

The education must surely go far beyond public relations work .
It must lower the cost of people becoming generally informed on the issues ,
on the alternatives, on the consequences resulting from opportunities i n
changing resource use . An informed public, incidently, can place consid-
erable stress on those institutions that seem unable to move fast enoug h
to make desired changes, once developments are identified and desire d
by the greater society .

Education is going to cost something, and in the environmenta l
planning area it needs to cost considerably more than it has in the recent
past . The cost will be in additional budgets, or diversions of people fro m
existing programs to that of an educational program . As people become
concerned with environmental use and policy, we need inputs from the
public into planning activities . Inputs are needed of a nature that hel p
define what is desired by the public, what social goals are pertaining t o
management of natural resources, and the altexnative policies that ar e
felt to be possible within the public sphere . We also seek to broaden an d
deepen the public understanding of public issues and consequences o f
policies open to them .

In evolving a method for greater public involvement and educa-
tion, the following questions should be considered :
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1. Which ecological or related public issues need understand-
ing before a socially acceptable environmental plan can be
developed and implemented ?

2. Which audiences need to be involved in water planning an d
and on which issues ?

3. How can we reach the audiences identified? What kind o f
educational program is called for ?

4. Who should be involved as leaders and resource people in
the educational effort? (It is important to identify th e
issues and audiences when deciding who would be involved
in the delivery system of an educational program . )

5. Where does the money and time come from to support the
educational programs ?

It is the interrelationships resulting from resource develop-
ment that are not understood by the public and cause much of the conflic t
over resource use . Audiences perceive potential impact differently .
Policy is attacked very frequently because of the conflicting relationship s
perceived differently by segments of society. Often implementation of
these policies has resulted because controversial aspects were believe d
insignificant or not perceived by the decision group . Education, of itself ,
certainly will not solve environmental problems . However, education
has not yet been utilized greatly to assist in the resolution of resourc e
questions confronting society .



V . CONCEPTS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNIN G

Concern for the environment in water resource planning r_e__
quires expansion of the existing planning framework to include a num-
ber of new concepts . Two approaches to this expansion are open .
One is to provide the concepts and the framework in which they shoul d
be employed . This has been the approach of Baine, Caves, and Mar-
golis (1966), Firey (1960) and G . F . White (1969) . A second appro-
ach is to suggest new concepts to be incorporated in the existin g
framework . They are basic concepts which have to be incorporate d
into the evaluative process if this framework is to adopt more tha n
just passing concern for the environment .

Adaptation

Adaptation is a concept dealing with the adjustment made by
individuals and groups to the environment in which they live . If the
people of a particular area are able to live and reproduce in that place ,
then they can be said to be adapted to the environment . One of the
unique features of man as an animal is that he defines as "good" or
"bad" his adaptation . He sets goals regarding "better" and "worse "
adaptation, and when he defines his adaptation as inadequate he alter s
the environment in accordance with his tastes and preferences .

The various elements of the Silvies Basin ecosystem -- th e
Malheur Marsh, populations of bird-watching enthusiasts, fish or lac k
thereof in the Silvies River, ranchers, businessmen -- are all adapte d
to the present state of the ecosystem . This is not to say that all, especi-
ally the ranchers and businessmen, find this environment totally adequate .
It does say that any alteration of the present state of the environment wil l
necessitate adjustments on the part of all elements .

Some can more readily adjust than others . Businessmen, fo r
example, are particularly well fitted to adjust to growth . In fact, the busines s
culture thrives on growth . It has institutions, such as Chambers of Com-
merce, whose purpose is to promote growth. Ranchers, on the other hand ,
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have found cattle raising to be a viable adjustment to the present state o f
the ecosystem . Irrigated agriculture would require more than just a
change in subsistence activity for the rancher ; irrigated agriculture would
necessitate a change in the rancher's adaptation. It would require that he
adjust his perspective on life and adjust his life style as he shifts from a
ranching emphasis to one of farming .

Differential Reproduction

Environmental planning is, when stripped to the least commo n
denominator, concerned with human adaptation . The most basic element
of adaptation is the ability to reproduce . Those plants and animals, in-
cluding man, which can reproduce their own kind will persist, those that
do not become extinct.

Differential reproduction is a criterion for evaluating man' s
adaptation to the environment and the changes which he makes to tha t
environment . Such a criterion seems paradoxical . It seems to sugges t
evaluation of plans so as to stimulate population growth . Physical facts
of the process of adaptation suggest caution here . The physical facts o f
population growth in other animal species suggest that rapid populatio n
growth is often the predecessor of rapid population decline . The dee r
population on the north rim of Grand Canyon, the Scandinavian lemming ,
and the Australian wild rabbit come immediately to mind . Often the
obvious reason -- an overdraft of the environment -- is not a suitabl e
explanation for the population decline . Rather, psychological factor s
which stem from overcrowding better explain the observed change s
(Stott, 1969) .

Differential reproduction as an evaluative criterion does no t
take into account man's tastes and preferences . Differential reproduc-
tion's importance in environmental planning is in the kinds of concept s
and questions it raises for consideration .

One concept requiring critical study is the desirability fo r
population and economic growth . For example, in the Silvies Basin
justification for the Malheur Marsh is based on the number of bir d
watchers, hunters, etc . , it attracts . Evaluating the marsh with th e
differential reproduction criterion, it would seem that the reproduction
of some species of wildlife would be enhanced if the intrusions of human
beings were kept to a minimum. However, for populations of domesti-
cated plants and animals, just the reverse is true . Domesticated plant s
and animals depend on man as an important element in their reproductiv e
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system. Whether wildlife or domesticated crops are more valuable t o
man at this point in the decision making process is a question subject t o
human tastes and preferences . With additional data on the relation o f
the Silvies ecosystem to other ecosystems, the importance of each coul d
be worked out --- and this is an important question for man to answer .
The value of the differential reproduction criterion is in the kinds of ques-
tions it stimulates planners to ask, and not as much in the kinds of ques-
tions it answers .

Diversity

Another concept which is important is diversity versus same-
ness . Obviously for the continuity of a creature similarities must b e
passed on from generation to generation through genetic and cultura l
mechanisms . Planners seem well aware of the need for the continuanc e
of similarities . What planning, especially environmental planning, ha s
not taken into account is diversity . In order to adapt to the changes i n
the environment, either naturally or culturally induced diversity is a
necessary element . Diversity provides a broad range of alternative s
for adaptation to a changing environment. Risk, in terms of a loss o f
ability to reproduce, is increased as the number of alternatives open t o
a population decrease .

In the Silvies Basin the wildlife populations and the rancher s
are adapted to the seasonal and yearly diversity in water availability .
Water resource development would function to smooth out this diversity .
It would tend to even out yearly water flows and increase water applica-
tion at times of the year when it would be most beneficial to agriculture .
Diversity of water flow, however, is necessary for the persistence o f
Malheur Marsh . The variability in water flow creates an alternate dry-
ing and flushing of the marsh which maintains its ability to suppor t
populations of wildlife .

System Boundarie s

The Malheur Marsh, which is one component of the Silvies ,
Silver, and Donner and Biltzen water supply system, is not an indepen-
dent unit. For bird life it is one element of a larger ecosystem, the
Pacific Flyway. When the Malheur Marsh is dry, food resources ar e
insufficient to support large bird populations . Thus, the bird populations
exercise their other options on the flyway -- Klamath Lake, Tule Lake ,
etc. The alternate wet and dry periods are required, however, for th e
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reproduction of sago pond weed, one of the principal food-stuffs fp r
bird populations. Without the sago pondweed there would be insufficient
food for bird populations . This in itself would not alter their ability t o
reproduce. With other marshes on the flyway open to them the bird s
could move to these . But the other marshes on the flyway have already
been modified, losing some of their support capacity, and Malheu r
Marsh increases in importance as other alternatives are reduced .

The relationship of Malheur Marsh to other marshes on the
Pacific Flyway illustrates the interrelated nature of ecosystems . Eve n
a closed water system such as the Malheur-Harney Lake Basin is re-
lated to other ecosystems . In terms of human social and cultural envir-
onments the relations between systems, too, prevail . Where do the
populations of bird watchers and preservation enthusiasts live? Do an y
or all of them live in the Silvies Basin? Where are the cattle markets ?
Where do the tourists in search of aesthetic relief originate their travels ?
Are all the hunters who use the marsh from Harney County? Environ- -
mental planning requires not solely analysis of the local ecological an d
cultural system, it requires analysis of the matter, energy, and infor-
mation which crossed the system boundary (Buckley, 1967) .

Redistribution of Outflo w

Perceptually the Silvies is a closed surface water system .
Since this is the case, one of the alternatives most commonly used t o
optimize water resource development is not available . Most water re -
source development takes from the basin's outflow and redistribute s
this within the river basin . Examples would be the reduction of surface
outflow from the Colorado River for use in agriculture in Souther n
California and Arizona. In this way surface outflow is reduced an d
redistributed within the basin. The attitude behind this practice is that
if water gets to the ocean unused by man, then that water has bee n
wasted .

In the Silvies Basin, redistribution of river flow would affec t
each of the existing users, since all the flow is used by either the mars h
or other water users .

Perception of Ecological Processe s

In the above discussion of the redistribution of outflow, onl y
the availability of surface water was discussed . This reflects an
inaccurate perception of the water system of the Silvies Basin. The
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water system, while perceptually a closed system, is not just surfac e
water, butboth surface and ground water . Those arguing for develop-
ment point to the inadequacy of the surface water supply and the nee d
to develop ground water to supplement surface water supplies . Thi s
perception of the ecological system is still too narrow . The pumping
of ground water will affect the water table which will, in turn, affec t
the marsh and other components of the system . Surface and ground
water, while perceived as separate entities, are interrelated fro m
the point of view of the ecosystem .

Introducing a diagram of the hydrologic cycle would show th e
dependence of the Silvies Basin on other processes in which the basi n
is only one small part . Perceptually, planners look at river basins
as wholes . In terms of some ecological processes they are, but in
terms of others they are only one small component of a much large r
process . This requires, as mentioned above, that planners pay a s
much attention to the matter, energy, and information crossing th e
system boundary as they do to the description of the river basin as a
system .

This is not to say that from an environmental point of view th e
description of the elements of a river basin system are adequate . In
terms of wildlife, socio-economic, and cultural factors the description s
are not adequate . River basin evaluations are much less adequate, how -
ever, in the attempt to understand the river basin as part of other mor e
encompassing ecological and social systems, both of which are integra l
parts of the environment to which people must adapt .

There is a danger seen here of planning for the water resource s
of the Silvies River Basin without proper perception of the system bound-
aries, the effects of flow redistribution, and the ecological processes o f
both the Silvies River Basin and Malheur Lake . As pointed out in Appen-
dix A, the Silvies Basin provides only a part of the inflow to Malheur
Lake . In some years the inflow from the Donner and Blitzen River may
exceed that from the Silvies . Consequently, in evaluating the effect s
on Malheur Lake of resource development in the Silvies Basin th e
assumptions made for runoff from the Donner and Blitzen River may be
critical . What future additional water consumption is anticipated there
and how will it compound any problems at Malheur Lake which concurrent
Silvies development could cause? Comprehensive rather than partia l
planning is suggested for the Malheur Lake system .
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Decision Making Criteria

Differential reproduction in plants and animals (including man)
is a criterion for evaluating the environmental impacts of water re -
source development . This criterion does not encompass optimizin g
human tastes and preferences for a desired quality of environment .
The lake created by a dam appeals to the tastes and preferences of
many recreation enthusiasts, yet in optimizing these human tastes th e
environments of some plants and animals are eliminated . In the Silvie s
basin a water storage reservoir would create an

	

6nriierit-
able

	

_
able to the reproduction of fish populations . Water storage, if it
altered the diversity necessary to maintain the reproduction of sag o
pondweed, would create an environment unfavorable to migratory birds .
The differential reproduction criterion only tells us that there are
fewer birds and more sport fish . It does not tell us this is what peopl e
want .

In terms of people's tastes and preferences, an economi c
system of decision making has been used by water planners . Thi s
system is as much imposed upon planners competing in Congress fo r
the funding of water development projects as it is a product of the
planning culture .

Economic feasibility for water resource development incorporate s
the cultural goals that people should get more rather than less from the
development (whether this is in fact possible without exploiting other peo-
ple or the environment is an interesting question--but not discussed here )
and the benefits should be distributed more widely in the population of
beneficiaries . In reality the distribution portion of the criterion has con-
sistently not been included in decision making and most decisions ar e
made on the basis of the benefit-cost ratio, which is to get more rathe r
than less from the development . In this latter respect it is worth noting
that the benefit-cost ratio need not always be greater than unity, however ,
in order to select the least costly method of achieving some goal--subsidy ,
for example .

The benefit-cost ratio plays a very powerful role in water planning .
One reason is because it is an accepted part of the decision making frame -
work . A second reason is because the evaluation of a water developmen t
project can be reduced to a single figure which summarizes all the benefit s
and costs for each project . This figure is a quantified measure, provide d
in dollars and cents, which forms a basis for comparing alternatives an d
projects .
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Differential reproduction,. too, is quantifiable by m.easuring
changes in the population number of plants and animals . The decline
of a population is certainly empirically testable, but the test is o f
little solace to the declining population . . .For human populations the -
goal has been persistence of the population ; thus, arguments tend
toward the emotional when the differential reproduction criterion i s
introduced .

A criterion alone, however, is not the important end that
planners are striving toward . They are really concerned with devel-
oping a criterion which raises critical questions . Benefit-cost analy-
sis is a useful tool for evaluating environmental planning ; it does not ,
however, raise relevant environmental questions about adaptation ,
growth, diversity versus similarity, systems relationships, and a
myriad of other concepts one is more likely to find in an introductor y
ecology text than in a basic water resources text . Differential repro-
duction is an important criterion for evaluating environmental impact s
of development because it raises critical questions about human adapt-
ation, as well as the adaptation of other plants and animals to environ-
mental change .



VI THE SILVIES BASIN ECOSYSTEM

Introduction

With the knowledge that all in this report deals with the ecosystem ,
the title of this chapter was chosen and its structure organized to em-
phasize the interdependence of the biota and the physical environment .
The chapter deals largely with wildlife and fisheries, and consider s
the Silvies ecosystem as including Malheur Lake .

From a geographical standpoint, lands and waters beyond the
confines of the Silvies River Basin are considered because of the re-
lationship of the Silvies to them . From the biological standpoint, allow-
ance must be made for mention of the importance of the transient bir d
fauna of Malheur Lake to ecosystems many miles distant .

Three principal biological families have been viewed as critica l
in this study (see appendices) : (1) humans, including the evidence o f
their early occupation of the Silvies Basin and the desire for outdoo r
recreation and scenic enjoyment ; (2) fish, both those species which
are sought by fishermen and those species which coexist with, compet e
with, or even displace the game and pan fish ; and (3) wildlife, parti-
cularly birds, waterfowl, big game, and small game which may b e
hunted or watched by man but also including other species, some of whic h
may be pests or nuisancesin the eyes of man .

While extremely important, man, fish, and wildlife are but a
part of a diverse ecosystem which provides food chains, energy sources ,
and a multiplicity of natural checks and balances in a living, thrivin g
environment . Portions of the ecosystem may experience phenomena l
growth under certain favorable climatic-hydrologic conditions and sever e
population mortality under other, more stressing conditions . Consequent-
ly, the availability of water, including the amount available and its timin g
may greatly influence many segments of the total ecosystem .

The Basis for Life

The natural driving forces in an ecosystem are the climate an d
the soils of the system . These forces, in a large part, determine th e
composition and distribution of native plants and the crops which can b e
grown by agriculture . The plant communities in turn dictate which specie s
of animals will occur within the ecosystem . Irrigation, by altering the
distribution of water within the system, can modify the distribution an d
kinds of plant communities . But even this process is limited by the amount
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of precipitation falling within the watershed and the character of th e
watershed itself. For these reasons we chose to consider the eco-
system of the Silvies River to include the watershed of the Silvies an d
the flowage of the river to and through the Malheur marsh and int o
the final sump area, Harney Lake .

The Climate

The climate of the Silvies Basin ecosystem is semi-arid, wit h
long, rather severe winters and short summers . The growing season
is from 72 to 98 days with the longer seasons occurring in the lowe r
vall-eyg and Wi - shorter seasons in the upper valleys . Sunny skie s
occur in July and August, the driest months, with increasing cloudi-
ness during the winter . Much of the precipitation falls as snow an d
averages between 10 and 13 inches in many locales . The driest area s
are -found in the lower valleys where snowfall is lightest, but precipi-
tation can be as much as 40 inches in the higher elevations at the head -
waters of the Silvies . Little rainfall occurs in the agricultural areas
during the growing season . This is also the period of the lowest re-
lative humidity, which occurs during the warm mid-day periods in th e
summer . These climatic factors combine to produce a cold deser t
plant community (Upper Sonoran) in the non-irrigated portions of the
uplands, and contribute to the problems of alkalinity of the marshlands
where salts are deposited during the periods of evaporation during the
summer . (See Appendix A for additional information on basin climate . )

The Land

The Silvies Watershed drains about 1,346,000 acres . It range s
in an elevation from about 4,085 to 9,038 feet above sea level . A t
higher elevations it is mainly forest lands which comprise about 4 0
percent of the total in the Silvies watershed . Principal tree species
are Ponderosa Pine and associated fir and larch;, these make up mor e
than 90 percent of the timber production of the area .

Desert-range lands make up about 48 percent of the area in th e
Silvies watershed . Big Sagebrush, Rabbit-brush, and Greasewood ar e
dominant shrubs with desert salt grass, giant wild rye and other specie s
of grasses interspersed .

Farmlands, for the purposes of this report, include lands in com-
mercial crop production . Because of the short growing season, farmer s
are limited to hardy varieties of alfalfa, pasture mixes, wild hay, spring
grains, and minor specialty crops . Farmlands in the Silvies drainage
make up 12 percent of the total land area .

A more detailed description of the physical features and charac-
teristics of the land appears in Appendix A .
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Because the Silvies River drains into a natural sump with no
outlet to the sea, the water terminates its flow in Malheur Lake in low
water years, and flushes westward at the Narrow's Channel throug h
Mud Lake into Harney Lake in years of high run-off . Malheur Lake
water levels fluctuate seasonally with generally the highest levels occur -
ring following the seasonal floods associated with the snow melt in April
and May . In high water years the lake can cover 66,000acres and	 in
the lowest years (e .g. 1962) following several years of restricted flows ,
the lake has dropped to 7, 000 acres . The average acreage in the perio d
1938 to 1965 was 46, 000 acres . (See Table F-III, Appendix F for addi-
tional information) .

Malheur Lake is shallow, with the greatest depth rarely exceed-
ing six feet . The shallow nature of the lake, with declining wate r
levels following the spring run-off, provides the basis for rich growth s
of aquatic and semi-aquatic marsh plants in a highly prized natura l
setting . Bull rush, burreed, and cattail grow in clumps and border s
interspersed with areas of open water . Sago pond weed is the dominant
submerged aquatic plant and is a favored food for waterfowl . Mud flats
provide feeding areas for wading birds and shore birds . Muskrats live
in the marsh and feed on the vegetation to the degree that they aid i n
keeping a desirable balance between marsh plants and open water areas .

The Malheur Marsh is recognized as a unique and valuable resourc e
in this country . Its uniqueness stems from the fact that it is the larges t
natural marsh in the west and contains the habitats necessary to sustain
a variety of plant and animal species in great abundance . Few areas
support the variety of wildlife found at Malheur . A total of 248 specie s
of birds and 51 species of mammals have been recorded on the Refuge .
Several species of birds classified as rare or endangered nationally o r
in Oregon find their last outposts in the vicinity of the Malheur Lake area .
These include the American peregrine falcon, prairie falcon, greate r
sandhill crane, trumpeter swan, northern bald eagle, white pelican, swain-
son's hawk, western snowy plover, and the caspian tern . (See Appendix F
for additional Information . )

The Malheur Marsh provides a local point for human recreationa l
activity, as described in Appendices D, E and F .

Management plans have been proposed in the past to stabilize the Mal-
heur Marsh by a system of dikes to allow the manipulation of water levels .
There is little doubt that although such a program would be very expensiv e
(some estimates as high as 10 million dollars) it could be accomplished .
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The Streams

The hydrology of the Harney Basin has been documented else -
where and summarized in Apendix A . The annual water supply result s
largely from the snowfall which might measure as much as 70 inche s
in the mountains . Precipitation is more than 40 inches in the mountain s
	 -_but under 1-0_inchesin some of -the lowlands-_ - T- e-Silvis--R arer--has-an -

annual runoff of over 127, 000 acre feet, with peak flows occurring in
April . The average April discharge is over 800 c . f . s . ; average dis-
charge in September is about 10 c . f . s . (See Table A-III, Appendix A) .
The high discharges contribute greatly to the filling and flushing of
Malheur Lake .

How the System Works

The System

The Silvies River watershed is an excellent example of an ecosystem
with well defined water boundaries and an essentially closed system of surfac e
and groundwater movement . The global hydrologic cycle can be to a
large degree ignored since the basin evapotranspiration losses, presentl y
appreciable, will not be enlarged greatly under irrigation . The princi-
pal alterations within the system are in the form of temporal and spatia l
,redistribution of the water supplies .

The nutrient-chemical cycles, on the other hand, may be appreci-
ably altered as the result of the redistribution of water which is the mai n
transport mechanism of nutrients in the system . It is reasonable to sup -
pose that greater quantities of agricultural chemicals will be transporte d
into the lake system if an increase in the quantity of farm crop productio n
results from a program to increase irrigational use of the water resource .

Since we are dealing with a closed water system with limited (eve n
icarce) resources, any altered use of this limited resource will have it s
greatest impact on the terminus of the water flowage in the Malheur Mars h
and Harney Lake .

Water is the "life-blood" of this semi-arid ecosystem . At the highe r
elevations, more precipitation, lower average temperatures accompanie d
by higher relative humidity, and lower evaporation rates create a settin g
for coniferous forests .

	

At lower elevations, less precipitation and highe r
average temperatures results in sagebrush rangelands . It is only in the
areas of lands watered by irrigation and spring floods that cultivate d
agriculture and hay lands thrive . Even here the relatively short grow-
ing season places restrictions on the crops that can be grown .
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The Stream Life

Fish habitat in the Silvies system ranges from the clear, col d
upland brooks through warmer creeks of slighter gradient to sluggis h
lower sections and the still waters of Malheur Lake . Biological pro-
ductivity is generally good and appears to be high in the lower section s

- of the system . Algae and higher plants are sufficiently abundant t o----------
provide a food base for the invertebrates upon which fish feed . The
growing season for warm water fish species is short, however .

Native fishes in the basin are derived from the Columbia Rive r
fauna . The oldest representatives came from early connections with
the upper Snake and the more recent from the lower Columbia . The
form of mottled sculpin in Poison and Devine Creeks is considered t o
be a rare form, the relationships of which are still under study . Intro-
duced fish appear to have been brought in rather indiscriminately i n
attempts to establish a warm water fishery (See Table E--I, Appendix E) .
With the exceptions of the kokanee and hatchery strains of rainbow trout ,
the introduced species are found mainly in the low, slow-flowing areas .
Native fish may enter any part of the system, depending on seasona l
temperature, but the trout and dace are the usual residents of the up-
land tributaries . The remainer of the species are found throughout
the larger tributaries and the main stem .

Of the native fishes, the longnose dace is the most specialized
as to habitat, being confined to swift riffles . All the others, even
the mottled sculpin and chiselmouth, are capable of invading stil l
water areas of suitable temperature . The tui chub flourishes in a
lacustrine habitat, and sqawfish, suckers, speckled dace and redsid e
shiners often have a greater impact on trout populations of still water s
than those of rivers . A more complete discussion of the fish distri-
bution in the Silvies Basin is presented in Appendix . E and shown in
Figure E-l and Table E-II .

Of the introduced species, the carp is most likely to be detrimen-
tal to any reservoir fishery that might be created . Crappie, bass and .
others of the sunfish family might flourish in the warm upper layer of
a reservoir .

From the standpoint of fisheries management in the Silvie s
River, the seasonal fluctuation is not desirable . The scouring pea k
flows, alternating with extremely low flows in the fall, may benefi t
the dowaistream marshes, but create an instability detrimental to th e
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maintenance of a significant fish population . Warm water fish ar e
limited by the extent of the waters during low flows, and cold wate r
fish are doubly limited in that suitable temperatures can be found onl y
upstream or in spring sources .

Control of flow in the Silvies River so that a greater volume o f
water could be available, during the late summer, fall, and early winte r
would benefit the fisheries by_ providing ace fora_greater population___
below the control structure . Control of peak flows would stablize the
environment in the spring months, which constitute the reproductiv e
season for many of the species . If discharge from a reservoir could
be taken from a level that would provide cool water to the stream ,
greater emphasis could be placed on the maintenance of a fishery o n
salmonids downstream. The warm water fishery would be correspond-
ingly reduced . Of course, the higher in the watershed the contro l
structure is placed, the greater the length of stream benefited .

The reservoir area could provide an additional fishery, bu t
only if favorable conditions of temperature, turbidity and level o f
fluctuations existed . Some of the game and nongame species now i n
the river are essentially still-water fish and would be favored by
impoundment, with the possibility that non-game species (suckers, carp ,
squawfish, ttii chub) could dominate .

The benefit that might accrue to the fishery because of the con-
struction of a reservoir would be incidental to other uses of th e
reservoir . All benefits would come at the expense of the maintenanc e
of the Malheur Lake marshes in their present desirable state . Prob-
ably fishery benefits on the same, or greater, level could be derive d
from less disruptive projects . Any program that could increase the
number of small impoundments similar to Delintment Lake in th e
Silver Creek watershed, and could keep these impoundments supplie d
with sufficient water for fishery purposes, would create new oppor-
tunities for fishery management without major changes in flow patterns .

The Land Productivity

The typical features of the Bear and Silvies Valleys in the uppe r
Silvies Basin include flat or gently inclined lands with surroundin g
hills through which stream channels meander in a gentle manner . The
developed lands are principally used for raising hay and grains an d
for the grazing of livestock. Structural improvements on the land ar e
generally modest, in part due to the small population living there .
Some stretches of the river are sufficiently confined by nearby hill s
that little flatland exists for development .
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South of the Silvies Canyon and Malheur National Forest lands ,
alluvial zones occur on both sides of the river to form a valley whic h
gradually widens downstream until, near Burns, it abruptly opens t o
the east . Again here, grazing and growth of hay or grains appear to be -
the principal land uses . However, a greater population density is
common and more structural improvements exist -- particularly nea r
Burns,

The Silvies River passes Burns in a mixed setting of rural an d
city-fringe housing, with a corresponding land usage .

Downstream from Burns, the Silvies River branches into distri-
butaries which pass through more intensively used grazing lands an d
hay-grain raising lands . Structural improvements on the land ar e
more extensive here than in the upper Silvies Basin, although the sam e
dependence is placed upon out-of-doors storage of hay . At greate r
distance downstream from Burns, near Wright's Point, the land usag e
is less intensive and more sage lands appear-- although some sag e
land also occurs in upstream areas .

The lands near the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge and Malheu r
Lake are varied, some being covered with sage, others growing forag e
crops and hay, and some irrigated . The flat land is relatively devoi d
of structural improvements . Some of the buildings present ar e
located on higher ground, presumably above the infrequent highe r
levels of the lake during very wet years .

Refuge lands offer intensive livestock grazing and growth o f
hay or grains, in comparison with some of the surrounding lands ,
giving an oasis-like appearance in the midst of semi-desert .

Forestry and grazing 'livestock enterprises are the major use s
of land within the basin . Hay is the principal crop grown, wild hay
comprising more than two-thirds of all the acreage . Limited amount s
9f...small grains are grown for winter feeding of „livestock. There ar e
minor acreages of specialized crops . Further information is given i n
Appendix A .

Low annual precipitation (about 16 inches annually) and short grow -
ing seasons (72-98 days) coupled with the possibility of frost in any month are
factors which tend to favor the growing of hay and feed grains rather tha n
other crops .

A summation of reconnaissance surveys of the major tributarie s
of the Silvies Basin (U . S . D . A . , 1967) indicated that in 1967 almost
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1,330,000 acres of the 1,341,000 acres in the basin were used fo r
livestock and crops . Of this total, 542, 100 acres were grazed wood -
land, 638, 000 acres were rangeland, and 147, 700 acres were crop -
land (See Table A-XIII, Appendix A) . Of this cropland 125,200 acre s
were irrigated, much of this land by wild flooding of the low area s
(See Table A-VII, Appendix A) .

Most of the soils occurring on flood plains and lake beds withi n
the basin are intentionally flooded for wet meadow irrigation or water -
fowl habitat . Spring runoff is utilized with limited control by dikin g
and spreading . Flooding does not normally constitute a hazard unde r
these practices .

Figure A-8, Appendix A, gives an indication of the areas wit h
different classes of land capabilities . Soils in the Bear and Silvie s
valleys near the channels have few limitations or hazards to cultiva-
tion, although simple conservation practices are needed . Soil in thes e
valleys, farther from the main channels have somewhat greater limit-
ations for cultivation and require more difficult and complex conser-
vation practices . Soils near the alluvial fan areas of Harney Valley
also have few limitations for cultivation whereas those farther sout h
in the valley are more limited than those away from the channel s
in the Bear and Silvies Valleys . Most of the remaining basin land s
have such severe limitations that they are generally not suited to cul-
tiation. However, they are generally suited to pasture, range, wood -
lands, and wildlife .

The Lake Life

The terminus of the flowing waters in this system is the Malheur
Marsh and Harney Lake . Harney Lake, in most years, is an alkalin e
flat . It is a quirk of geological fate that the Malheur Marsh is not als o
an alkaline area supporting only the most salt-tolerant vegetation .
Two features of the Silvies ecosystem make the Malheur Marsh pos-
sible . The first of these is the fact that most of the water coming
into Malheur Lake is flood water which, in high water years, flushe s
through the lake, carrying off much of the alkaline salts into th e
Harney Lake basin . This periodic flushing action prevents the crea-
tion of a harsh alkaline environment . The second feature in the syste m
is the presence of a natural "valve" at the west end of Malheur Lak e
in the form of a ridge at the mouth of the channel connecting Malheu r
and Harney Lakes . This raised portion of the lake bed assures tha t
in years of low water flows little water escapes into Harney Lake ,
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which is at a lower elevation than Malheur Lake . This means that
water is held in Malheur Marsh in most years . It is importan t
to recognize that if the waters of the Silvies .River were diverte d
and used elsewhere in the Silvies watershed, so that a periodi c
flushing occurred less frequently, or not at all, the Malheur Lak e
would soon be altered both as to size and plant composition .

A feature of this system that also contributes to the riches o f
the habitats of the Malheur Marsh is that periodically there is an
extreme shortage of water and the lake shrinks to as low as 7, 00 0
acres of surface water . There is little doubt that when this occur s
there is drastic reduction of aquatic habitat . But in the process ,
the nutrients tied up in the muck formed by slowly decomposin g
organic matter are rapidly recycled, so that when the area is agai n
charged with water, a tremendous growth of vigorous aquatic plant s
(principally sago pond weed) results . This periodic rejuvenation o f
the submerged aquatic plants, so important to waterfowl, is accomp-
anied by a reduction in the stands of bull rush, cattail and othe r
emergent vegetation, which when found in dense stands reduces the
carrying capacity of the marsh for wildlife . Thus, arguments fo r
a reduced but stabilized flow of water into the Malheur Marsh fro m
the Silvies River fail to recognize the delicate balance between th e
erratic but, on the average, adequate supply of water and the plant
ecology of the Malheur Marsh . It is the plant associations produced b y
this process that makes this area such a rich environment for th e
wildlife of the area . Proposals to alter this natural system o f
periodic flushing, dewatering, and even drying up of the marsh are of con-
cern to those who wish to see this vast natural marsh survive in
an unaltered state .

The People

The natural driving forces of the ecosystem, and the respons e
of plant and animal communities to these forces all combine to for m
the basis for human habitation and cultural development in the basi n
for some 7, 000 residents .

Human settlements in the basin have always been near water be -
cause of the dependency upon this "life-blood" of the system (se e
Appendices A, B, and C) . Whereas the old indian sites were dependent
upon surface drinking water, the present inhabitants are supplied with
well-water for drinking and domestic purposes . By far the greates t
use of surface waters today is for grazing and irrigation (see Appendix A) .
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Most sewage is treated by means of lagoons or septic tanks, thus offering
a measure of protection to the waters of the system . However, the Silvies
River currently receives raw sewage from the town of Seneca, and as a
result bacterial densities in the river below the community are undesirable .

" (C-NP, p. 1007) .

The residents of the basin have adapted their life styles to th e
basin ecosystem in its present state, although not necessarily wit h
acceptance of the status quo. The present methods of water spreading ,
"horseback farming" and ranching represent a different way of lif e
than would say,-a- more intensive sprinkler irrigation type of farm-
ing, both for the rancher and the town merchant whose living is de -
pendent upon the rancher in large measure. A change in agricultur e
could be a hardship to some and a great benefit to others .

Possibly the most severe restrictions on agricultural develop-
ment in the Silvies Basin are the shortness of the growing season an d
the risk of freezing temperatures at any time during that season .
These can not be easily overcome by improved agricultural methods . ;
The costs of agricultural improvements may not be adequately offse t
by increased yields .

The basin residents have adapted to two other features of the
ecosystem which strongly influence the livelihoods of the ranchers ,
farmers and others but over which some measure of control is pos-
sible . These are the floods and droughts to which the basin is sub-
jected because of the great variability of precipitation in this semi -
arid region and because of the timing of seasonal runoff . Many basin
residents favor changing the redistribution of outflow by catching
stream runoff in the spring in order to release it for irrigation through -
out the growing season. However, uncertainty or scepticism regardin g
the effects of such flow redistribution upon Malheur Marsh and nearb y
farmlands have produced a schism among basin residents as well a s
between residents and non-residents of the area, the latter grou p
generally more concerned about the natural features of the basin an d
less about the economic base which supports its inhabitants .

The people who live or visit the basin encounter a variety o f
outdoor recreational opportunities because of the diversity of the eco-
system and of the physical environment . Presumably, the recreation-
ist does not object to the existing diversity . However, many peopl e
having exploitational or conservationist viewpoints advocate the devel-
opment of reservoir storage so as to improve on existing recreational
opportunities and expand the types of water-sport activities . The
preservationist sees this as a direct threat to the naturalist-type o f
recreational opportunities and to wildlife of the basin. In effect, the
people collectively desire a diversity of recreational types, but i n
seeking to develop certain forms of recreation there could be an
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adverse effect upon other types -- such that the diversity spectrum
is merely shifted rather than enlarged .

While recreational development is limited in and near the basin ,
the local population is not numerous . Visitor-day and angler-day
figures cited in Chapter VII arxi Appendix D suggest that little over -
crowding of facilities occurs . However, it could well be that greate r
recreational development would attract people from outside the basi n
if sufficiently distinct from that available elsewhere .



VII. UNIQUE OR SPECIAL FEATURES
,OF THE SILVIES BASIN

A number of special features of the Silvies Basin can be identi-
fied, a few of which might be regarded as unique .

Perhaps the most unique feature is the Malheur Marsh, por-
tions of which are in the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge, the larges t
of such protected reserves in the United States . On the heavily travele d
Pacific flyway, this refuge offers rest and feed to millions of migrator y
birds and breeding grounds to tens of thousands of migratory waterfow l
each year. (See Tables F-IV and F-V of Appendix F for additional infor-
mation. ) Further, it is an .outstanding example of "a natural marsh" .
The ecological and recreational value of such an area are difficult t o
match elsewhere .

The importance of the Malheur Marsh to man is Well expresse d
in the following statement:

"As human populations grow, and the quest for materialistic
goals continues, man finds himself surrounded by an increa-
singly artificial environment . . . . The Malheur Refuge give s
man a place to take stock and return to the kind of environ-
ment his forefathers wrote about .

"Even though the Malheur Refuge is hundreds of miles fro m
urban centers, over 31, 000 people visited here last year . .
. . . representative of the sudden awareness by Americans o f
fast disappearing natural values . This 31, 000 represent s
only a fraction of numbers expected in the future, provided
the existing natural values of Malheur are maintained .
Dwarfing the number who actually visit Malheur are the mil -
lions who will annually obtain both inspirational and educational
benefits from this refuge through T . V . and other films, nat-
ural history books and magazines . Still others receive plea-
sure by simply knowing wildlife areas exist . " (Testimony at
hearings, U .S . Army Corps of Engineers, 1969,, p . 7) .

An associated unique feature is the Malheur-Harney Lake
complex. The Malheur Lake Basin is one of the nations few large basin s
in which a "closed" system fo-r surface and subsurface waters exists (th e
Great Basin in the-intermountain region of the U .S . is, of course, the
largest such system) . The only basin water outflow occurs through pro-
cesses of evaporation and transpiration. Because of this, any type of
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water use or control in the tributary rivers will have an effect, n o
matter how subtle, upon Malheur and Harney Lakes . In essence, these
lakes represent "sinks" or "sumps" within the basin, as contrasted t o
most other locales where a larger downstream river or an ocean pro-
vides an outflow point from the basin .

Perhaps the most important scenic feature, after the wildlif e
refuge, is Wright's Point . Although itself not unusually attractive, thi s
finger of highland penetrates the very flat basin lands near Malheur Lake
so as to offer outstanding open views extending to the horizon in nearl y
all directions .

The lower Silvies River offers some interesting and perhap s
unique features . Unlike most rivers, the channel tends to disappear into
a network of natural and manmade distributaties . A few miles south -
east of Burns it is most difficult to find the river during dry periods .
The barrier dams to accomplish water distribution to the land here an d
in upstream areas are also of note, some of them being referred to a s
"manure dams" .

Another special feature is the diversity of scenery and corres-
ponding recreational and outdoor-sports opportunities as one traverse s
the basin in a north-south direction -- forested mountains, prosperous -
looking agricultural lands and herds of cattle, a narrow canyon wher e
the present highway follows an old stage coach trail, sage deserts, an d
the flat, open bottom lands near Malheur Lake .

Proximity to nearby points of special interest is another of th e
features of the basin . In this regard the basin offers a tourist route t o
such outstanding areas as the Steens Mountain, to the south, or th e
Picture Gorge portion of the John Day River, to the north . A principal
highway, U .S. 20, crosses the basin and provides for the best east -
west route across the state after Interstate 80, far to the north .
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APPENDIX A

THE SILVIES BASIN ; SOME CHARACTERIZING FEATURE S

A summary statement of "what the basin is" in the physical sens e
is necessary in considering how the basin presently functions ecologicall y
and to explain why certain types of environmental and other features ma y
or may not be found in the basin . Furthermore, knowing what the basi n
is now is essential to any consideration of the impacts of various kinds o f
water development, use, ox management contemplated for the future .

An abbreviated statement about the physical features which, in part ,
characterize the Silvies River Basin is given in this appendix . The des-
cription is based largely upon three reports -- the 1957 Survey Report on
Silvies River and Tributaries, Oregon prepared by the Corps of Engineers ,
U .S . Army Engineer District, Portland ; the 1967 Malheur Lake Basin study
prepared by the Oregon State Water Resources Board ; and the 1969 pre-
liminary draft of Water Resources, Appendix V, Volume 2, of the Columbia-
North Pacific Region Comprehensive Framework Study .

Geographic-Physiographic Description

The Silvies River Basin forms part of a larger, closed basin terme d
the "Harney Basin" in the Corps of Engineers report and the even large r
closed "Malheur Lake Basin" in the State Water Resources Board report .
The latter designation includes two areas which do not contribute runoff
to either Malheur Lake or Harney Lake . A general location map of th e
Harney Basin is shown in Figure A-1 .

"The Malheur Lake Basin . . . consists of a number of independen t
but contiguous watersheds in southeastern Oregon of which the most im-
portant are the Silvies, Silver, Donner and Blitzen, and Catlow-Alvord .
Measuring about 160 miles from north to south and 100 miles from eas t
to west, the basin encompasses an area of 9, 965 square miles . . . whic h
is slightly over 10 percent of the state's area ." (OSWRB, p . 1) .

"Because of pronounced differences in physical and hydrologi ca l
characteristics, the basin is divided into four study areas . . . : (I) Silvies ,
(2) Silver, (3) Donner and Blitzen, and (4) Catlow-Alvord . The firs t
three water-lase areas all drain eventually into Harney Lake while th e
fourth, Catlow-Alvord, drains into numerous, separate, variable size d
depressions . " (OSWRB, p . 2) .
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FIGURE A-1. GENERAL MAP) HARNEY BASIN
(SouRCE: C OF E 3 PLP,TE 14) .



The Malheur Lake Basin has "large valleys with elevations vary-
ing between 4, 025 and 4, 600 feet, extensive semidesert benchlands wit h
elevations varying around 4, 500 feet, and adjacent mountains reachin g
elevations up to 9 670 feet ." (OSWRB p .2) .

"A low flat area of more than 600 square miles, lying between
elevations 4,100 and 4,150 feet, borders Malheur and Harney Lakes .
Nearly two-thirds of this area lies to the north of Malheur Lake and i s
commonly referred to as Harney Valley . The low area northwest o f
	 _arneyLake-is_calledWarm	 Springs a1Ley,__and_the_lo_w_area 	 south of

Malheur Lake, on either side of the Donner and Blitzen River, is refer -
red to as Blitzen Valley . The large semidesert region extending south -
ward to the Oregon-Nevada state line is referred to as the Catlow-Alvor d
area .

" The area of low flatlands surrounding Harney and Malheur Lake s
was at one time the bed of prehistoric Delake . There are indications
that the level of the lake dropped slowly to the present low water level o f
Malheur Lake ." (OSWRB, p . 2, 3) . .

Harney basin is "a fan-shaped high plateau area in east-central
Oregon, which was a land-locked lake in prehistoric times . Harney Lake ,
the lowest area in the basin, has a bottom elevation of 4, 080 and has no
outlet . Harney Basin, which lies almost entirely in Harney County, ha s
a total area of 5, 260 square miles .

"Silvies River, Silver Creek, and Donner and Blitzen River ar e
the three principal streams in Harney Basin. . .Silvies River drains 1,35 0
square miles , about one-fourth of the area . It rises in the Blue Mountain s
on the northern margin of the basin and flows southward past Burns, Oregon ,
t o Malheur Lake . Silvies River Basin is bounded on the east by the Cran e
Creek Mountains, with elevations ranging up to 5, 000 feet . On the north,
a part of the Blue Mountain Range rises to elevations of 5, 000 to 6, 800 feet .
On the west, the Silvies River Basin adjoins Silver Creek Basin and is sepa-
rated from it by mountains which rise to a maximum elevation of 5, 500 feet .
Harney Valley and Malheur Lake mark the southern limits of the (Silvies )
Basin . Silvies River enters the northeast corner of Harney Valley nea r
Burns, and meanders across the valley to its outlet in Malheur Lake . Mos t
of the mountainous terrain in Harney Basin lies within Malheur and Ochoc o
National Forests . (Note : the quoted maximum elevations appear to be to o
low, based on comparison with topographic maps. )

" Silver Creek drains about 900 square miles .. It rises in the north -
west corner of Harney County, parallels Silvies River about 35 miles t o
the southwest, and drains through Warm Springs Valley into Harney Lake
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from the north . The drainage area is roughly rectangular, about 4 5
miles long and 20 miles wide . Donner and Blitzen River drains about
1, 000 square miles . It rises in the Steens Mountains, flows northwar d
about 50 miles, and empties into Malheur Lake ." (C of E, p . 4-5) .

"The drainage area of Silvies River is roughly rectangular, abou t
60 miles long and 23 miles wide . By far the greater portion, abou t
1, 100 square miles or 84 percent of the area, is mountainous, -lying a t
elevations of 4, 500 to 6, 000 feet . There are several small valleys alon g
the upper reaches of the river . These include Bear Valley, containing
the town of Seneca ; Silvies Valley, with the town of Silvies ; and othe r
small valley areas .

"About 6 miles upstream from Burns, Silvies River enters Harne y
Valley, a broad, nearly level former lake bed containing about 400 squar e
miles . . . . Harney Valley is contiguous with several other valleys border-
ing Malheur and Harney Lakes . Downstream from Burns. the river sepa-
rates into two shallow, winding streams, the East and West Forks, whic h
meander across the western portion of Harney Valley and empty, into
Malheur Lake . Between Burns, Oregon, elevation 4, 150, and 4sla.1heur
Lake, elevation 4,090, Silvies River traverses a nearly level-a.Hlluvia l
delta . Poison, Prather, Soldier, Coffeepot, Rattlesnake, and Cow Creeks
all flow into Harney Valley . Much of the water from these streams i s
used for irrigation. Percolation. and evaporation consume the greate r
part of the remainder, hence very little of the runoff from these stream s
reaches Malheur Lake . Foley Slough, a distributary from Silvies River ,
has its intake at a point about 5 miles upstream 4 from Burns . It traverse s
level farm lands in a southeasterly direction for a distance of about 9 miles.
This slough, which carries about one-third of Silv,i4e .s River baakfull dis-
charges, passes under State Highway 78 and joins Embree S`Jlough ;through
a series of irrigation canals about 4 miles southeast from Burns : . Embre e
Slough flows in a southeasterly direction and empties intoEast Fork o f
Silvies River about 10 miles southeast from Burns ." (C . of , _E ., pp 5-6) .

Geology and Soil s

"The hills and mountains and many of the other land surfaces i n
Harney County are of igneous origin, some of the lava flows being terme d
as the youngest geologically, in the state . Very extensive faulting occurred ,
and the Steens Mountains are an excellent example of a fault block range .
At one time large lakes were present whose drainages were to the eas t
into the Snake River . This water gap was closed by further volcanic action ,
and the watersheds became land-locked . Waterways gradually filled th e
basins with sedimentary deposits, and the gradual disappearance of th e
glaciers and the receding of the lake waters left broad alluvial plains . "
(Palmer, p . 39) .
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The Harney Valley consists of unconsolidated sediments of Plio-
cene to Recent age, bordered by lava flows and flow breccias of Miocen e
age, crystalline or metamorphic rocks of Permian or Miocene age, basal t
flows of Miocene to Recent age, and silicic flows, sedimentary rocks, an d
welded tuffs of Pliocene age . The latter types extend upstream in the
Silvies Basin, where some of the other stated types may also be found.
Geologic data for the upper Silvies Basin is incomplete . (Palmer, maps
following p . 42) .

"The alluvial delta which lies to the north of Malheur Lake i s
commonly known as Harney Valley . This valley is one of the larges t
areas of nearly level land in Oregon . It is about 25 miles long from
east to west and about 18 miles wide from north to south, with an area o f
more than 250, 000 acres . In the northwestern part of the valley, recent
alluvial deposits from Silvies River cover a former lake bed to a depth
of 6 to 10 feet . Smaller alluvial fans are located on Poison, Prather ,
Soldier, Coffeepot, Rattlesnake, and Cow Creeks where they enter th e
valley from the foothills to the north. These deltas or fans comprise the
best agricultural land in the valley . Most of the soils are composed o f
a silty loam mixed with fine sand . Some sections are quite peaty and a
large portion of the valley has a high percentage of humus . Alkalinity
problems occur at various points throughout the valley ." (C . of E ., p . 8) .

"The soils are extremely shallow in depth, light in texture, an d
susceptible to erosion except for alluvial fans at the mouth of many of
the streams . These deltas supply the lands most suitable for cultivatio n
and other agricultural purposes ." (OSWRB, p . 3) .

Climate

" Silvies River Basin is in a high, arid, land-locked area" (C . o f
E ., p . 60) . " . . . with long, rather severe winters and short summers ,
which have a high proportion of clear sunny days ." (OSWRB, p . 9) .

The climate of the Silvies River Basin is determined primarily
by its distance east of the Pacific Ocean and its high elevation. The Basin
has a mean elevation of about 5, 200 feet above mean sea level . The low-
est point is at about 4, 090 feet elevation and the highest point at about
elevation 9, 052, The basin is under the influence of the Aleutian Low s
at the time of their greatest extent and intensity, November through March .
Because of the comparatively steep lapse rates in the cool maritime ai r
and the high elevation of the basin, a large percentage of the precipitatio n
falls as snow, which accumulates during the period from November through
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March. Thunder showers are quite frequent in the basin during th e
summer months . The Silvies Basin is also subjected to easterly flow s
of dry air which result in high temperatures and very low humiditie s
during the summer season . During the winter, the cold front from th e
northeast brings sub-zero weather over the basin . Because of the hig h
elevation and clear weather, the Silvies Basin has a large diurnal temp-
erature range . Freezing weather has been recorded in every oh o f
the year at the higher elevations ." (C . of E ., p . 16) .

Climatological Records

In the Malheur Lake Basin "there are 10 climatological station s
with more than 20 years of records . These stations are at Seneca, Burns ,
Harney Branch Experiment Station, Squaw Butte, Buena Vista, Malheu r
Refuge, Hart Mountain Refuge, P Ranch Refuge, Sunrise Valley, an d
Andrews . " (OSWRB, p . 10) .

The first three stations listed are in the Silvies Basin and provid e
data on both temperature and precipitation, as does a station at the Mal-
heur Refuge Headquarters . "The station having the longest and most com-
plete record of climatological data is Burns, established in 1890 ." Other
nearby stations include Squaw Butte, Riverside, Beulah, and Cannon City .
(C . of E ., p . 19) .

Temperatur e

Temperature data are summarized in Table A-I few four station s
in the basin, arranged from north to south- -Seneca, Burns, Harney Branc h
Experiment Station, and Malheur Refuge Headquarters . The data include
monthly and annual means, average maximum, average minimum, high-
est recorded, and lowest recorded .

"Silvies River Basin experiences a wide range of temperatures .
Recorded extremes are 112 degrees F . at Beulah and -54 degrees F . at
Seneca . . . . The wide diurnal range of temperature, particularly durin g
the summer months, is well illustrated by the difference between th e
mean-maximum and mean-minimum temperatures . The difference be-
tween the average monthly temperatures in July and January is more tha n
40 degrees . Relative humidity values also reflect the diurnal variation
in temperature, early morning readings being high because of nocturna l
cooling of the air, and daytime values being low, because of high temper-
atures . Percentage of possible sunshine is very high during July an d
August, the driest months, decreasing to comparatively low values durin g
the winter months ." (C . of E ., p . 18) .
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"Temperatures at Burns for January, which are typical of the ope n
valleys, range from an average maximum of 35 .7 degrees Fahrenheit
(°F) to an average minimum of 16 .3°F . Correspondsiing temperature s
for July, the warmest month, are 86 .2°F . and 52 .1°F . " (OSWRB, p .10) .

The mean monthly temperatures at Sen .e.ca are 3 to 16 degree s
cooler than at Burns . (OSWR B, p . 9) .

"The growing season varies from 72 to 98 days in the open lowe r
valleys and is shorter in the upper valleys ." (OSWRB, p . 10) . "The
last freezing temperature in spring and the first in fall usually occur i n
June and September, respectively ." (C-NP, p . 979) .

Humidity

"Relative humidity in early morning hours ranges between 80 and
90 percent throughout the year . Humidity in this range is common almos t
any time of the day in late fall and winter . In contrast, the average rela-
tive humidity during July varies from 50 percent in early morning to 2 0
percent in late afternoon, with afternoon humidity of 10 percent in late
afternoon, with afternoon humidity of 10 percent or lower not uncommon . "
(C-NP, p .981) .

Wind

"Prevailing winds in this area are north to northwest, but thi s
predominance is much less in winter than in other months . During peri-
ods of winter storms the more extreme winds are likely and are mos t
frequently from the south or southeast ." (C-NP, p .979) .

Evaporation

"Substantial evaporation occurs in this subregion during the summe r
months due to comparatively warm days and clear skies . Annual evapora-
tion from a class A pan is estimated at 55 to 60 inches and evaporatio n
losses from lakes and reservoirs is estimated as 39 to 42 inches annually .
The annual potential evapotranspiration varies between 22 and 24 inches .
The computed annual evapotranspiration is 6 to 8 inches and 10 to 1 2
inches for soils with 2 inch and 6 inch moisture holding capacities ,
respectively ." (C-NP, p . 981) .

Sunshine

"During the winter this subregion has predominantly cloudy weather .
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In January the sun shines about 50 percent of the time possible and severa l
consecutive days of fairly clear, .sunny weather are not unusual . In the
summer, the amount of time of sunshine increases to 80 to 90 percent o f
the total time possible ." (C-NP, p .981) .

Precipitatio n

"The mean annual precipitation for the Silvies River Basin is abou t
16 inches and varies from a minimum of about 10 inches to a maximum o f
over 40 inches . The distribution of the mean annual precipitation ove r
the basin is illustrated on " Figure .A-2 . (C . of E ., pp . 16-17) . For com-
parison, mean annual runoff from the basin is shown in Figure .A-3 . Trend s
in annual precipitation and in annual streamflow over several years of re -
cord are illustrated in Figure A-4 .

Annual precipitation is lowest in the lower agricultural areas and
highest in the headwater areas . (OSWRB, p . 11) . Monthly and annual
precipitation at four basin stations are summarized in Table A-I . Table
A-II presents data on snowpack depth and water equivalent for five basi n
stations and two nearby stations . All precipitation and snow cours e
stations are located in Figure A-2 .

"Monthly rainfall varies from less than one-half inch during the
major part of the growing season to about 1 . 6 inches during the variabl e
high rainfall period ." (OSWRB, p . 11) . "Except for the effect of local-
ized convective storms, monthly amounts of precipitation during th e
summer season are ' about one-third as great as those during the winte r
months . Long periods of dry weather are not uncommon in the basi n

. and may be experienced any time from late spring to early winter . "
(C . of E ., p. 17) .

"Most of the winter precipitation is in the form of snow which accum-
ulates from about November to March and melts each spring to produce an
annual highwater period . Average depth for the snow courses in the Silvie s
Basin on the 1st of March is about 20 inches . Water equivalent is about
6 inches ." (C . of E . p. 17) . "Mean annual snowfall ranges from a few
inches in the valleys to over 70 inches in the mountains . " (OSWRB, p . 11) .

"The station at Seneca, which is within the basin, recorded a total
snowfall of over 150 inches during 1955-56 winter season . Canyon City,
which is just north of the basin, recorded 119 inches during the winter o f
1893-94, with 72 inches occurring during the month of January 1894 . Thi s
is the largest monthly snowfall observed in or adjacent to the basin . "
(C . of E . , p . 17) .
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Table A-II

	

Snow Survey Data, Silvies Basin [1 ]

Period of

	

Depth of

	

Water Equivalent

Snow Course

	

Elev .

	

Record	 Date

	

SnOt, inches ofSnow,inches

Starr Ridge

	

5150

	

1936-56

	

Feb .1

	

19

	

4
Mar .l

	

22

	

6

Apr .l

	

15

	

5

Izee Summit

	

5293

	

1936-56

	

Feb .1

	

24

	

6
Mar .l

	

29

	

8
Apr .l

	

23

	

7

Lake Creek

	

5120

	

1938-56

	

Feb .l

	

24

	

6

Mar .l

	

36

	

1 1

Apr .l

	

29

	

1 0

Rock Spring

	

5100

	

1936-56

	

Feb .1

	

19

	

4
Marl

	

22

	

7
Apr .1

	

13

	

5

Idylwild Park 5200

	

1929-56

	

Feb .l

	

18

	

4

Mar .l

	

21

	

6

Apr .1

	

11

	

4

Snow Mountai n
[2]

	

6300

	

1944-56

	

Feb .

	

[3] no

	

data

	

no

	

data
Mar .l

	

37

	

1 1

Apr .1

	

42

	

1 5

Stinking Water 4800

	

1938-56

	

Feb .1

	

13

	

3
[2]

	

Mar .l

	

14

	

4

Apr .l

	

2

	

1

[1] Data Source : Plate 2, Survey Report on Silvies River and Tributaries ,

Oregon, Corps of Engineers, U .S . Army Engineer District, Portland ;

1957 .
[2] Outside Silvies River Basi n

[3] Based on only 5 years of record during period .



"Storms of varied intensity occur throughout the year . Pacific
type storms with associated fronts and low centers and generally of low
intensity occur during the winter months and are of one to several day s
duration. Storms occurring during the period from May through Sept -
ember are generally of the convective type characterized by high inten-
sity, short duration, and small areal coverage . Isolated points may
experience precipitation in excess of one-half inch in 10 minutes and
1 inch in 1 hour, but 24-hour amounts are generally less than 2 inches .
Occasionally precipitation is in the form of hail, resulting in considerabl e
damage to crops ." (C . of E ., pp . 18-19) .

Drainage Network

Figure A-5 illustrates the stream system and lakes of the Silvie s
Basin . Only streams that normally contain water throughout the yea r
are shown ; those that are intermittently dry are omitted . Many of the
basin streams are intermittent .

"All of the larger perennial streams head . . . in the Ochoco and
Malheur National Forest of the northern portion of the basin . . . large r
streams ultimately drain into Harney Lake . All streams have zero flow
in some parts of their channels during the low-flow period of most years . "
(OSWRB, p . 4) .

"Principal tributaries of the Silvies River are Bear, Camp, Trout ,
Emigrant, and Sage Hen Creeks . This area also includes about 15 name d
miscellaneous streams, up to 20 miles in length, which flow directly int o
Harney Valley and eventually into Malheur Lake, if not consumed by evapo -
transpiration enroute . " (OSWRB, p .4) .

"Within the upper watershed of Silvies River, is the Silvies Valley ,
which extends northward between stream mile 55 and 80 . . Bear Valley
continues northward to about stream mile 100 . " (OSWRB, p .4) . "Bear
Creek, with a drainage area of 60 square miles, enters Silvies Rive r
from the east . at Seneca, near the northern boundary of the basin" (C . of E . ,
p . 6) . near stream mile 81 . 'Progressing downstream, Camp, Trout ,
Myrtle, and Emigrant Creeks are the most important tributaries . "
(OSWRB, p .4) . Camp Creek enters the Silvies at mile 71, Trout Cree k
at mile 56, Myrtle Creek near mile 39, and Emigrant Creek at mile 29 ,
(within the Silvies River canyon) . "Emigrant Creek is one of the largest
tributaries of the Silvies River with a drainage area of 11,400 acres "
(260 sqare miles ;--C . of E ., p .6) "and a runoff of about one-fourth the
total flow of Silvies River . "(OSWRB, p .5) .
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FIGURE A-5. SILVIES BASIN DRAINAGE NETWOR K
(SOURCE : O5WRE3 3 PLATE 1)



"Sagehen Creek drains about 150 square miles of broken foothill s
and enters' West Fork of Silvies River from the northwest about 6 mile s
south of Burns" (C . of E ., p 6) near mile 15 of West For Silvies River .
It is intermittent in upstream and downstream reaches .

"From the lower end of Silvies Valley to about stream mile 13 ,
a distance of 42 miles, the Silvies River flows through a canyon wit h
high, steep sidewalls .

'At about stream mile 13, the canyon opens out into Harney Valley .
Harney Valley is one of the largest compact bodies of nearly level lake -
bed alluvium in Eastern Oregon, extending about 25 miles east and west
by 15 to 20 miles north and south, with an area of somewhat more tha n
250, 000 acres . The Silvies River water is divided into several channel s
as it flows through Harney Valley and the surplus flows into Malheu r
Lake ." (OSWRB, p. 5) .

"From the lower end of Silvies Valley downstream to a point abou t
10 miles northwest of Burns . . . the channel slope . . . is about 3 feet pe r
mile . In the 10-mile reach immediately upstream from Burns, the chan-
nel slope is about 2 .5 feet per mile . Below Burns, channel slope of bot h
the East and the West Fork average about 2 feet per mile or less . Slope s
are extremely flat immediately upstream from Malheur Lake . " (C . of E . ,p

. 7Y.

"A number of small streams head in the foothill areas north and
east of Harney Valley . Poison, Prater, Soldier, Coffeepot, Rattlesnake ,
Cow, and Rock Creeks all emerge into Harney Valley from the north, an d
have watersheds somewhat similar in size and capabilities ." (OSWRB, p.5) .

"The natural channel capacity of Silvies River above the head o f
Foley Slough, about 4 miles upstream from Burns, is about 1, 000 c . f . s .
At Burns the capacity is only about 600 c . f. s Channel capacities of th e
East and the West Forks range from about 300 second-feet at their origi n
to less than 100 second-feet at various downstream points . All the chan-
nels on the valley floor are obstructed by irrigation diversion dams and
by brush and piles of debris which at some points almost completely bloc k
the stream . Numerous sloughs distribute water from the river to adjacent
and downstream lands for irrigation purposes . Many swales and slough s
along the river, which receive spring flood overflows, are diked to retai n
this water for irrigation." (C . of E ., p .7) .

"Malheur Lake, which is located near the center of Harney Basin,
receives its water supply from Silvies and Donner and Blitzen Rivers .
The lake has a water surface area that varies from an average minimu m

A-15



of about 25, 000 acres to an average maximum of 45, 000 acres . The
lake depth is about 7 feet . In extremely wet years, such as 1897, 1904 ,
1952, and 1957, lake stages were about 2 feet above ordinary maximums ,
and the lake covered an area of about 65, 000 acres . In extremely dry
years, such as 1889, 1924, and 1934, the lake bed was entirely dry . In
many other dry years the lake was nearly dry ." (C . of E ., pp . 7-8) .

Data on lake levels are presented in Table F-III (Appendix F) .

"Malheur Lake levels fluctuate annually depending on the total -
runoff available from the Silvies and Donner and Blitzen Rivers ." (OSWRB ,
p. 5). "At high stages, Malheur Lake overflows to Mud and Harney Lakes ,
located to the southwest, through a constricted connecting channel calle d
the Narrows ." (C . of E ., p . 8) . "Whenever the lake level rises above
elevation 4, 091 .5 feet, overflow occurs from Malheur Lake into Mu d
Lake at The Narrows, and when it is above 4,093 .5 feet there is overflow
from Mud Lake into Harney Lake . Harney Lake-,normally has a wate r
surface elevation about 8 feet lower than Malheur Lake ." (OSWRB, p .5) .
At higher stages a rather large flow is contributed to Harney Lake fro m
Malheur Lake . (Harney Lake also receives inflow from Silver Creek . )

Discharge Records

"Discharge records for Silvies River . . . date back to 1903 . The
gaging station, located approximately 11 miles northwest of Burns, Oregon ,

. . . has a broken record from 1903 to 1922 and continuous record from
1923 to date . The drainage area at the gaging station is 934 square miles . . .
There ate no other gaging stations in the Silvies River Basin . " (C . of E . ,
pp . 19-20) .

Streamflow Characteristic s

"Discharges in Silvies River and tributaries are characterized b y
low flows from June through February, and relatively high run-off durin g
March, April, and May . Peak flows may occur any time between Januar y
and June . About 70 percent of the maximum annual floods occur in April .
The spring freshets are caused by a rapid sustained snowmelt in the basin,
occasionally augmented by rainstorms . About 80 percent of the yearly
run-off occurs during the 3-month period, March through May . In practi-
cally all floods on Silvies River the flood hydrograph has the broad cres t
and relatively long duration which are characteristics of snowmelt floods . . .

"The average annual run-off at the gaging station near Burns for the
41-year period 1904, 1906, 1910-1912, 1919-1955, is 157 second-feet ,
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113,980 acre-feet, or 2 .29 inches over the 934 square mile drainage area .
The normal annual precipitation is 16 inches, indicating an average annua l
basin loss of almost 14 inches . For the period of record the average mea n
monthly flow of Silvies River at the gaging station is in excess of 329 second -
feet for each month from March through May ." (C . of E ., p . 20) .

Differences in the patterns for annual basin runoff and annual preci -
pitation can be noted by comparing Figures A-2 and A-3 . Basin runof f
past Burns to Malheur Lake is seen to be principally derived from th e
upper Silvies Basin, particularly from the Bear Creek sub-basin (fo r
location see Figure A-5) .

The variation in annual runoff of the Silvies River near Burns i s
shown in Figure A-4 for the greater part of the available record . The
drought period in the early 1930's is clearly accented by the' 5-year movin g
mean discharge . The graph shows that the maximum and minimum of th e
record both occurred in the 1929 - 1958 period, which thus' .' . . should be
representative of longer periods of time ." (C-NP, p . 988) .

Monthly and annual streamflow characteristics for the 30 - yea r
period 1929 - 1958 are summarized in Table A-III . The same data have
been rearranged into flow-duration curves and recurrence-frequency
curves in Figure A-6 .

Consecutive numbers of years of low flow are presented in Tabl e
A-IV, based upon the 1929 - 1958 record . The data illustrate minimum
dependable yields under varying conditions spanning a definite drough
period .

The largest flood of historical record on Silvies River occurre d
in 1897 . It is estimated to have had a peak discharge of 9,000 second -
feed . Of recent floods for which observed data are available, the maxi -
mum was that of April 6, 1952, which had a peak discharge of 4, 96 0
second-feet . Total volume of the 1952 flood was 245, 100 acre-feet . The
second largest flood was the flood of April 15, 1904, which had a pea k
discharge of 4, 730 second-feet and a total volume of 299, 000 acre-feet ,
the largest volume of record ." (C . of E ., p .21) .

A frequency curve for annual flood peaks is presented in Figure A-7 .

Harney Basin Water Balanc e

Annual outflow of the Silvies River near Burns, for 1935 - 1964 ,
varies from 44, 000 acre-feet to 270, 000 acre-feet with an average yiel d
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Table A-IV

	

Dependable Yield, Silvies River Near Burns [1 ]

Lowest

	

Percentage o f

Consecutive Years of

	

Inclusive

	

Mean Flow

	

1929 - 58

Lowest Mean Flow

	

Years

	

(cfs)

	

Mea n

1 1934 15 9 . 1

2 1930-1931 31 18 . 9

3 1929-1931 43 26 . 2

4 1933-1936 60 36 . 6

5 1930-1934 57 34 . 8

6 1930-1935 58 35 . 4

7 1929-1935 59 36 . 0

8 1929-1936 63 38 . 4

9 1929-1937 65 39 . 6

10 1929-1938 83 50 . 6

30 1929-1958 164 100 .0

[1] Data Source : Table 480, Water Resources, Appendix V, Volume II ,

Columbia-North Pacific Region Comprehensive Framework Study, 196 9

Preliminary Draft .
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Frequency Curve of Annual Peak Flows, Silvie s
River Near Burns .

(Source : C-NP, Figure 888)



of 127,000 acre-feet (OSWRB, Table 10, p . 23) . Table A-V shows, fo r
the entire Harney Basin; " . . . the average annual usable yield, consump-
tion, and runoff by study area, as well as an estimate of both surface -
water runoff and ground-water discharge to interior lakes in the basin .

"About 190, 000 acre-feet evaporates or is used by vegetatio n
annually from Harney and Malheur Lakes to form a zero water balance . "
(OSWRB, p . 25) .

"These streams, which drain directly into Harney Valley, supply a n
average usable yield of about 427, 000 acre-feet, of which about 190, 00 0
acre-feet, enters Malheur and Harney Lakes . Of the approximate 190, 00 0
acre-feet, it is computed that 97, 000 acre-feet is combined surface an d
ground-water outflow from the Silvies area, and about 71, 000 acre-fee t
is from the Donner and Blitzen River and tributaries . In poor wate r
years, the Donner and Blitzen River provides the highest outflow . "
(OSWRB, p . 26) .

Ground Water Characteristic s

"Ground-water studies made by the U .S . Geological Survey in 1939 ,
entitled "Geology and Ground Water Resources of the Harney Basin, Oregon, "
Water Supply Paper 841, supplies the most comprehensive technical dat a
available on the basin's ground-water resources . Their report discusse s
much of the Silvies, Silver, and Donner and Blitzen study areas as delineated
herein." (OSWRB, p . 36) .

"Recent chemical water analyses of 59 wells authorized by the Harne y
County Court, a survey of ground-water use by the county agents offic e
and reconnaissance field investigations by the State Water Resource s
Board provide a general appraisal of the ground-water regimen . However ,
these studies are only preliminary data for needed quantitative hydrologi c
work to delineate the larger ground-water bodies .

"The geologic structure of Harney Basin is such that the rocks bord-
ering the central alluvial plain dip inward from all sides to form a close d
basin . All drainage, therefore, is toward Malheur and Harney Lakes, th e
latter being the lowest area in Harney Valley .

"The valley fill alluvium washed into Harney Valley by the variou s
streams, constitutes a ground-water reservoir from which a considerabl e
quantity of water can_be recovered perennially for irrigation and othe r
purposes . Made up principally of gravel, sand, silt, and clay, the allu -
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Table A-V . Estimated Average Annual Usable Yield, Consumption an d

Runoff [1 ]

(All figures are in acre-feet )

- -

Consumption

I

Runoff

	

Evapotranspiration

Study Area
Usabl e
Yiel d
(surface)

Dom .Mun .
Ind .Irr . Other Surface Ground

Malheur
Lake

Harney
Lake

1 .

	

Silvies

a . Upper

b . Lower

Total

167,000

58,000

225,000

31,000

92,000

123,000

5,000

10,000

15,000

128,000

-59,000

69,000

3,000

15,000

18,000

0

71,00 0

71,000

0

16,000

16,000

2 .

	

Silver 58,000 16,000 10,000 27,000 5,000 L..

	

0 32,000

3 .

	

Donner
and

Blitzen

154,000 33,000 50,000 69,000 3,000 59,000 12,000

TOTAL 437,000 172,000 75,000 164,000 26,000 130,000 60,000

[1]

	

Adapted from Table 11, Malheur Lake Basin, Oregon State Water Resource s
Board ; 1967 .
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vium becomes progressively finer grained and less permeable towar d
the center of the valley plain . Except in the coarse gravel and sand
deposited near stream mouths, the valley fill varies greatly in texture .
The water-bearing beds are discontinuous and irregularly distribute d
and their water yielding capacity varies from place to place ." (OSWRB ,
p . 36) .

"The Silvies drainage area, including Silvies River and numerous
small drainages north of Malheur' Lake, is estimated to provide an ave-
rage annual ground-water recharge of about 40, 000 acre-feet to th e
Harney Valley, according to preliminary water budget computations .
At present, some shallow water-bearing strata supply water directly t o
irrigated crops, which have spring floodwater as their other usabl e
source . A portion is used by deep rooted desert-type and marsh-type
vegetation around the lakes and marshes . The residue drains into
Malheur Lake .

"According to the U . S . Department of Agriculture's cooperativ e
survey of 1967, groundwater is used to irrigate 100 acres in the uppe r
Silvies, 400 acres in Emigrant Valley, about 500 acres east and sout h
of Burns, and 700 acres in the Crane-Princeton area along the easter n
side of Harney Valley . Many irrigation wells also are used to supplement -
crop needs during the summer low-streamflow periods . In Harney Valley ,
present studies indicate that not over 5, 000 acre-feet are consumed annu-
ally by the domestic, municipal, and irrigation users of ground-wate r
sources . Due to the close interrelationship between surface and ground -
water in the recharge areas, lowering the ground-water table could
adversely affect surface flows . Conversely, lowering of the water tabl e
below the reach of dense marsh vegetation in the central and lower por-
tions of the valley could materially increase the quantity of water avail -
for beneficial crop production . Recharge to the shallow water-bearing
alluvial deposits takes place all along the Harney Valley streams, but
recharge to the deep pervious alluvium occurs, mainly, on Silvies Rive r
within five miles from the head of the alluvial fan near Burns . The
alluvial fan near Burns . The alluvium ranges from 50 to 90 percent
clean sand and gravel . Beyond this, confining beds, for the most part ,
prevent recharge of the deep pervious beds by downward percolation .

"The U .S . Geological Su rve'y study shows that the deep water-bear-
ing beds in the valley fill have a moderately large capacity to transmi t
water away from the area of recharge . These beds constitute the mos t
accessible source from which to recover ground water in quantities adequ-
ate for irrigation . If the water-bearing beds are depleted by pumpin g
from wells, they can absorb additional water to replace that withdraw n
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by pumping . Thus the water-bearing beds may be utilized to absor b
and store water that otherwise would be rejected, and their safe yield
can be increased by use .

"The better wells are situated in the vicinity of Burns and near
the east margin of the study area, extending from Princeton north to 6
miles beyond Crane ." (OSWRB, pp . 38-39) .

" The valley fill is estimated to be less than 300 feet thick at mos t
places in the basin. Well records show that the fill is roughly 100 fee t
thick within 5 miles of Burns and all along the northeastern margin o f
the valley plain. It -thickens s~ea~il}r toward the soup andsoutheast and
is from 200 to 270 feet thick from 2 to 5 miles north of Malheur Lake .
The valley fill south of the lake feathers out and is from 20 to 50 feet
thick within one-half mile of the Voltage lava field ." (OSWRB, p . 41) .

Water Quality

"The chemical quality of the surface and ground water in Malheu r
Lake Basin generally is good. The presence of potentially toxic amounts
of sodium salts and boron in a few ground-water problem areas indicate s
that, ground water should be analyzed for chemical quality before it i s
used for human consumption or applied to crops . Wells and springs know n
to have water quality problems are concentrated in small areas north o f
Harney Lake, along the Poison Creek watercourse, and east of Malheu r
Lake . Salinity of both surface and ground water increases as the wate r
moves toward Malheur and Harney Lakes ." (OSWRB, pp . 42-43) .

"A comparison of the analyses of ground and surface water show
that the ground water generally has greater concentration of dissolve d
minerals than the surface water .

"Use of the marginal and unsatisfactory water on presently alkalin e
or poorly drained soils, where excess salts can not be leached downwar d
beyond the crop root zone, results in ai adverse effect on crop yields .
The qualities most important in determining suitability of water for irri -
gation in the Malheur Lake basin are the total concentration of solubl e
salts, the concentrations of boron which may be toxic to farm crops, an d
the relative proportions of sodium to the principal cations in the water . "
(OSWRB, p . 43) .

"The surface streams of the area are similar in chemical composi-
tion to most of the streams of mountainous origin in the State . The lakes
into which these streams flow, however are greatly different in chemica l
character ---"due to evaporation or to precipitation of less-soluble minerals .
(C-NP, p . 1006) . Spot observations of temperature have been made in th e
Silvies River near Burns since 1954, according to U .S . Geological Survey
Surface Water Records . A few dissolved oxygen and coliform organism
density analyses are also reported . (C-NP, Table 483) .
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Water Development and Us e

Surface Water Right s

"The Malheur Lake Basin has no appreciable quantities of unappro-
priated surface water subject to the jurisdiction of the State Water Resource s
Board . In some headwater streams, there still may exist limited possi-
bilities for such non-consumptive uses as fish life and recreation . "
(OSWRB, p . 29) .

"Surface water rights have been obtained for the irrigation o f
276, 179 acres, but only about 218, 120 acres have been irrigated in mos t
years due to water shortages . The average annual consumption of 340, 00 0
acre-feet for irrigation contrasts with the legal right to use 712, 855 acre -
feet . The only other substantial consumptive rights are for domestic pur-
poses in the amount of 27, 404 acre-feet .

"The largest nonconsumptive rights are for wildlife in the amount
of 157, 970 acre-feet . These are refuge rights on one spring (Sodhouse) ,
Krumbo Creek, and around the shoreline of Malheur and Harney Lakes .
Other nonconsumptive rights include 20, 996 acre-feet of power rights o n
upper Silvies River, 3, 620 acre-feet of mining rights on upper Silvie s
River, and 3, 945 acre-feet of recreation rights scattered around the thre e
northern study areas ." (OSWRB, pp . 30-31) .

"The identity of unappropriated waters of the Silvies River an d
Silver Creek is obscured by the respective adjudication decrees . On the
Silvies River, the decree essentially provides for an open season fo r
irrigation. Although the decree defines the irrigation season as extend-
ing from March 20 to September 1, the provision is made that the seaso n
thereby fixed shall not prevent water users awarded a right by the decre e
from using waters of the Silvies and its tributaries at other times whe n
such use will be beneficial to the land and the crops grown thereon whe n
the ground is not frozen and the same can be used without needless waste . "
(OSWRB, p .31) .

"On both the Silvies River and Silver Creek, the beginning of th e
irrigation season was established to coincide as nearly as possible wit h
the spring runoff . . . . On certain other streams such as Wildhorse, Rattle -
snake, Mill and Coffeepot Creeks, no irrigation season was set since th e
court recognized, as stated in the decree, that streamflow varied from yea r
to year according to time and quantity of snowmelt and thus had to be use d
when available, providing of course, the water could be used beneficially .



"Storage of presently appropriated surface water and futher ground- -
water development are the principal sources of future supplies for con-
sumptive uses ." (OSWRB, p . 32) .

Ground Water Right s

"The statewide Ground Water Act of 1955 does not require wate r
rights for watering stock, or for irrigating lawns and non-commercial
gardens not exceeding one-half acre in area . Nor are water rights re-
quired for single or group domestic purposes not exceeding 15,000 gallon s
per day (gpd), or for any single industrial or commerical purpose no t
exceeding 5, 000 gpd . Not all ground water withdrawn from wells, there-
fore, is represented by water rights . The quantity used generally i s
small and unknown .

"Water rights are based on the doctrine of prior appropriation and
beneficial use . " (OSWRB, p .44) .

"As of March 1967, the 100 ground-water rights in the Malheu r
Lake) basin permitted annual legal withdrawal of 61, 562, acre-feet . The
rights, in increasing order, were for domestic, municipal, industrial ,
and irrigation uses . The irrigation rights, amounting to about 155 cf s
or 49, 080 acre-feet, accounted for 80 percent of the total legal withdrawal . "
(OSWRB, p .45) .

Domestic Water Us e

"About 1, 200 people in rural areas and unincorporated communitie s
in the (Malheur Lake) basin depend primarily on ground water for thei r
domestic supplies (household, stock, lawns, and gardens) . A small per-
centage of the rural people have springs, creeks, streams, and lakes a s
their domestic water source ." (OSWRB, p. 47) .

"The domestic water right situation in Harney County is somewha t
clouded, because many adjudicated irrigation rights provide reasonabl e
amounts of surface water for domestic or stock watering purposes .
During the irrigation season, the water for these domestic purposes is par t
of the irrigation diversion, but the right to divert water for domestic pur-
poses continues throughout the year ." (OSWRB, p . 47) .

"No domestic water shortages were reported . With the present
trendto urban living and the installation of group water systems, it i s
unlikely that future rural domestic water use will greatly exceed that o f
the present ." (OSWRB, pp . 47-48) .
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Municipal Water Us e

"All municipal systems use wells as a source of water and all
anticipate using ground water for additional future needs . The municipal
systems of Burns, Hines, Fields, and Seneca serve 5, 823 people i n
2, 573 homes and, in addition, serve 138 commercial establishment s
according to the Harney County Water Resources Committee survey .

"Municipal ground-water rights for the (Malheur Lake) basin tota l
3 .78 cfs for a maximum allowable depletion of 2, 737 acre-feet . Most of
the rights are concentrated in the Burns-Hines area .

"Burns is the only city in the basin with a water right issued speci-
fically for municipal use . Hines and Seneca obtain their water based o n
rights that were issued primarily for industrial use ." (OSWRB, p .48) .

"The total volume of water used is estimated to be under 2, 00 0
acre-feet . Average annual use for Burns, during the last 5 years, wa s
1,072 acre-feet (46, 688, 100 cubic feet) . Maximum demand for Burn s
occurs during July and August with a monthly requirement of 6, 161, 00 0
cubic feet and 7,392,100 cubic feet, respectively . Individual system
capacities include Burns, 2, 600 gpm from three deep wells ; Hines, 1, 80 0
gpm from two deep wells ; Seneca, 300 gpm . . . . At present, there are no
serious problems of seasonal deficiency .

"As reported for domestic water supplies, the water generally i s
hard and causes use problems but no treatment problems . The commit-
tee study indicates that the Burns water supply is soft and of high quality .
Looking to the future, an increase in water use of 2 - 3 percent is expected
annually . " (OSWRB, pp . 48-49) .

Industrial Water Us e

"Water rights for industrial uses in the (Malheur Lake) basin amoun t
to 13 .28 cfs from ground water and 0 .04 cfs from surface sources for a
total legal annual depletion of 9, 644 acre-feet . The industrial users o f
water are the agricultural, concrete, and wood processing industries .

"The largest single industrial water user is the Edward Hine s
Lumber Company at Hines . The Ellingson Lumber Company at Senec a
uses modest amounts . The agricultural, concrete, and service industrie s
use only small quantities of water . Industrial water use is estimated a t
not over 5, 000 acre-feet annually . Most of this water is returned fo r
reuse .
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"Ground water is the source of practically all industrial use in th e
basin . Two large wells drilled at the Hines mill in 1965, with capacitie s
of 1, 500 gpm and 1, 750 gpm, provide the plant requirements . With com-
pletion of the new plywood plant, a third well was drilled for mill usage .
No ground-water shortage exists in the vicinity of present industries . "
(OSWRB, p . 49) .

Mining Us e

"There is no mining use of water in the basin except for a few pro-
spectors using virtually no water, and several sand and gravel operation s
that use little or no water . No water quantity or quality problems, there -
fore, are known to exist and none are anticipated in the near future .

"The lone mining water right in the basin was cancelled May 19, 1967 .
The right was for 5 cfs from Myrtle Creek, a tributary of the Silvies River .
for placer operations along Gold Creek in Grant County ." (OSWRB, p .49) .

Irrigation Us e

"About 94 percent of the surface water in the basin is used fo r
irrigation purposes ." (OSWRB, p .50) .

"No storage of any consequence has been developed on any of thes e
(Harney Valley) streams . Therefore, the acreage actually irrigated i n
any year varies according to the run-off . The wide areas of desert and
mountain land surrounding this basin furnish spring and summer forag e
for livestock . Harney Valley produces the hay necessary to carry thi s
stock through the winter season . The growing season is so short, averag-
ing only about 90 frost-free days, that only frost-resistant or very fast -
growing crops can be raised ." (C . of E ., p . 12) .

Table A-VI lists acreages for which water rights are held and thos e
actually irrigated within the Malheur Lake Basin .

The differences between irrigated area and area with rights "include s
land for which there is no water available and land which receives only flood -
flows in better water years . Most of the present water rights are not full y
satisfied .

"Surface water rights for irrigation total about 4, 100 cfs for a maxi -
mum legal annual depletion of 715, 625 acre-feet . The maximum lega l
annual depletion for ground-water irrigation rights is about 155 cfs o r
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Table A-VI

	

Irrigation Development [1]

	

(All figures in acres )

Study Area

Land With Irrigation Water Rights
Land Under
Irrigation

Surface

	

Ground

	

Tota l

-Water

	

--Water

	

Rights -

1 .

	

Silvies 147,975 8,162 156,137 124,800
2 .

	

Silver 30,106 493 30,599 26,100
3 . Donner Und Blitzen 56,777 76 56,853 41,100
4 . Catl opt-Al void 41,321 7,629 48,950 34,700

TOTAL :

	

276,179 16,360 292,539

	

226,700

[1]

	

Data Source :

	

Table 20 Malheur Lake Basin, Oregon State Water
Resources Board ; 1967

Table A-VII

	

Cropland and Crop, 1965,

	

[1] (All

	

figures

	

in acres )

Crop Silvie s
Basin

Total ,

Malheur Lake Basi n

Irrigated

Small

	

Grains 6,800 8,90 0

Hay and Pasture 108,190 200,790
Alfalfa 9,800 17,000
Potatoes 1Q 1 0

Total 124,800 226,700

Non-Irrigated

Small Grains 12,40Q 16,700
Kay and Pasture 4Q0 3,400
Grass

12,400 15,900

Total 25,200 36,000

TOTAL : 150,000 262,700

[1] Adapted from Table 21, Malheur Lake Basin, Oregon State Water Resource s

Board ; 1967 .
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49, 080 acre-feet . If exercised to their maximum legal extent, irrigatio n
rights would divert about 764, 705 acre-feet which is more than the averag e
annual usable yield of the basin .

"Irrigation studies were inaugurated in 1917, at the Harney Branc h
Experiment Station . These studies were concerned primarily with th e
development of adapted crop varieties and rotations . This work has shown
that, with irrigation, satisfactory yields of adapted crops can be produced .
Alfalfa could be expected to yield three to five tons per acre . "(OSWRB, p . 50) .

"Results obtained by the Harney Branch Station could be applied onl y
to certain lands in the project area, favored by adequate drainage an d
ample irrigation water . On ranches where water control exists, compar-
able yields are often obtained ." (OSWRB, p . 51). .

Preliminary soil classification of 60, 000 acres along the lowe r
Silvies River "gave enough soils information to indicate that agricultura l
production could be increased by the use of a full season water supply and
significant benefits could accrue from flood control measures .

"The principal problems, other than the inadequate water supply i n
the basin, are flood control, conservation, and use of the available water .
The streamflow is subject to extreme variations from season to seaso n
and year to year . Maximum discharges up to 5, 000 cfs have occurred in th e
March-April flood season on Silvies River, whereas flows have dropped t o
zero in August and September on most streams . Because of seasonal dis-
tribution of streamflow, floodflows must be diverted for early irrigation ,
even though temperatures are not high enough for optimum growing condi-
tions . Much of the limited values such as seasonal irrigation, diversion ,
and distribution systems are generally rudimentary and little attempt ha s
been made for refinement of the irrigation system or improvement of natu-
ral channels . As a result, flood damages are aggravated by irrigatio n
operations, as well as by lack of adequate natural channel capacity .

"Floodwaters inundate up to 20, 000 acres of land nearly ever y
spring in Harney Valley and appreciable acreage in other valleys . This
prolonged annual flooding prevents production of better types of hay an d
generally limits the crops to native grasses . It damages buildings, irri -
gation ditches, levees, roads, fences, and haystacks . Further, during
years of high runoff, the prevailing method of wild flooding for irrigatio n
suffocates and destroys both native and improved grasses in the area . Be -
cause of the rapid decline in streamflow following the spring floodflows ,
there is not adequate water available for crops during the optimum growing
season ." (OSWRB, p . 51) .
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"Hay is now produced on permanent wild meadows that are irrigate d
from spring floods, which normally occur in late March, April, or Ma y
on the Silvies River . . . . Hay yields are low, seldom exceeding one to n
per acre . During the years of low runoff, the hay production is ofte n
a near failure, except on the most favorably situated lands . It is a com-
mon custom to carry over a full season's supply of hay as insurance agains t
a crop failure due to a short water year ." (OSWRB, pp . 51-52) .

"A system of dams and headgates built by local interests extends alon g
the length of the stream and its East and West Forks between Five-mil e
Dam and Malheur Lake . These structures are used to divert spring floo d
water into canals, laterals, and ditches for irrigation purposes . In many
cases, because of inadequate capacity, these structures cause direct over -
flow and flooding of large areas of adjoining land, to an extent not necessar y
for irrigation .

"Five-mile Dam on Silvies River, approximately 5 miles up-strea m
from Burns, is a low concrete structure built for diversion of irrigatio n
water to Foley Slough. A concrete structure has been built across the
head of Foley slough to control the amount of water entering that channel .
A 3-mile reach on West Fork, about 4 miles southeast of Hines, has bee n
straightened and enlarged . A shorter reach of West Fork, farther down -
stream, has been rectified, and several levees have been constructed ther e
to trap water and force it onto irrigable land . On the East Fork, a reach
of channel about 2 miles long has been rectified ." (C . of E ., p . 15) .

Table A-VII shows the irrigated and nonirrigated cropland by crop .
The crops are adapted to the short growing season of the basin .

"Irrigated lands in the basin, generally, obtain their supplies fro m
floodwater or direct stream diversion, with very little hold-over storage fo r
late-summer irrigation use . Inefficient use of water in many areas cause s
substantial losses through evaporation and low-value vegetation . Applica-
tion of most water to hay and pasture crops is made by wild flooding
methods . " (OSWR B, p . 52) .

Irrigation sources and application methods in the Malheur Lak e
Basin are summarized in Table A -VIII .

The water resources problems and needs in the area as seen b y
the Harney County Water Resources Committee are " . . .for storage of
floodwaters to reduce flood damage, supply late-season water, and improve
agricultural production ." In southern semidesert areas, the interes t
tended toward "determining the ground-water potential for more irrigatio n
development ." (OSWRB, p . 53) .
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Table A-VIII

	

Irrigation Source and Application Method, 1965 il l

(All figures in acres )

Source ( Donner
Catlow-

And Silvies Silver and TOTAL

Application Blitzen
Alvord

Irrigation Water Sourc e

Streamflow 122,700 23,900 39,600 24,400 210,600

Storage Reservoir 400 2,100 1,400 3,620 7,520

Ground Water 1,700 100 100 6,680 8,580

Total 124,800 26,100 41,100 34,700 226,700

Method Of Applicatio n

Sprinkler 2,700 0 0 40 2,740'

Gravity 122,100 26,100 41,100 34,660 223,960

Total 124,800 26,100 41,100 34,700 226,700

[1]

	

Data Source :

	

Table 22, Malheur Lake Basin, Oregon State Wate r

Resources Board ; 1967
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"The upper Silvies area has six damsites, including alternates ,
with a total capacity of about 353, 800 acre-feet . . . . There are 18, 00 0
irrigated acres, which would be benefited greatly by supplemental wate r
supplies . There are 9, 800 acres of additional land, which could be irri-
gated if water were available . Water shouldbe transferred from 2, 510 acre s
of alkali land to potentially productive brushland .

" None of the acreage has a full water supply, 13, 363 acres ha s
a moderate shortage, and 7, 280 acres a severe shortage .

"The average yield of hay is three-fourths of a ton per acre, bu t
with full development it could be two and one-half tons . More water fo r
irrigated pastures would show an increase of 21, 962 cow months o f
grazing . Proposed water storage and related developments could increas e
gross income by about 1 .5 million dollars . The Water Resources Commit -
tee reported a potential for similar economic and financial improvement s
for the other basin areas .

"Ten reservoir sites including alternates . . . have been located i n
the lower Silvies area on the following : Willow, Poison, Coffeepot, Cow ,
Prater, and Rattlesnake Creeks and Mortimer Canyon . These reservoir s
would store about 77, 500 acre-feet of water . The committee recommends
that further consideration be given to the construction of one large reser-
voir on Silvies River or a series of smaller reservoirs for the storage o f
runoff water for later, more timely irrigation, and flood control . Criti-
cally needed are an improved channel, distribution system, and drainage . "
(OSWRB, pp . 53-54) .

"The best irrigable soils are located along the flood plain of the
branches of Silvies River and Foley Slough . The soil type is predominantl y
silt loam 4 to 6 feet in depth underlain by sandy materials and a high wate r
table ." (OSWRB, p . 54) .

Power Us e

"An adjudicated 1904 water right, of 29 cfs for power, on the Silvie s
River near Seneca, is not being utilized at the present time .

"The physical and economic potential for hydroelectric power devel-
opment is limited and practical use of water for this purpose is decreasing .
Good undeveloped power sites within the basin have not been located an d
power presently can be obtained economically from sources outside th e
basin ." (OSWRB, p . 56) .
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Fish Life Us e

"There are no water rights for fish life in the basin .

"According to the Oregon State Game Commission, the quantitie s
and distribution of resident trout and warm-water game fish populations
are the highest in thos e streams and impoundments maintaining the mos t
favorable perennial water quality and quantity conditions . The upper
Silvies River, upper Silver Creek, Donner and Blitzen River, and Trout
Creek have the highest trout populations . The best trout angling impound-
ments are Delintment and Fish Lakes ; Chickahominy, Krumbo, Miller ,
Moon, and Rock Creek Reservoirs ; and Burns Gravel Pond . Rainbow
comprise the bulk of existing trout populations .

"Bluegill and pumpkinseed sunfish, bullhead catfish, white crappie ,
and yellow perch are the warm-water game fish most plentiful in th e
Silvies River . Carp formerly were abundant in lower Silvies River . and
Malheur Lake, but they were controlled by rotenone treatments . Several
types of rough fish, predominantly suckers, carp, roach, chisel-mouth,
shiners, and squawfish, are scattered throughout most of the basin .

"The quantity and quality of much of the available water in the basi n
often is not desirable . for the enhancement of the fish life resources . Un-
like most of Oregon's basins, this basin consists of drainages, some of
which do not have a common destination. Streamflow originates in moun-
tainous areas, flows a relatively short distance, and terminates in a lake ,
usually with no visable outlet . Heavy spring runoff and low summer flo w
are characteristics of the streams . In low water years, irrigation com-
monly reduces streams to small trickles before they reach the lakes an d
the lakes in turn become low or dry . The principal habitat for the estab-
lishment and maintenance of a fishery is in the high lakes, manmade res-
ervoirs, and headwaters of streams ." (OSWRB, p .57) .

The Silvies basin has "enough water 'to support small population s
of fish on a put-and-take basis . Most of these fish are stocked in the
spring because many streams become very low and too warm for trou t
survival late in the season . Many of the small lakes, ponds, and manmade
reservoirs are sufficiently rich in food to rear fingerling trout to lega l
size within a few months . " (OSWRB, p . 57) .

Wildlife Us e

"There are 203 .19 cfs of adjudicated water rights and permit right
(Sodhouse Spring) of 15 cfs for wildlife mainly in the Malheur Lake area .
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The largest right is for 200 cfs from the Blitzen River with a priorit y
date of 1908 for the purpose of providing waterfowl breeding and nestin g
habitat on the fringes of Malheur and Harney Lakes . There are no wild -
life water rights in the Silvies River or Silver Creek watersheds .

°Springs, streams, and impoundments furnish fairly well-distribute d
water supplies for the high mountain areas, but lack of full season wate r
often limits wildlife use in the central and southern semidesert portion s
of the (Malheur Lake) basin .

"According to the Oregon State Game Commission, the Malheur
Lake Basin lies in the center of that portion of the state where wate r
supplies for game are the most limited . The basin's hunter-based re -
creational activity includes 2 percent of the chukar partridge hunting ;
25 percent of the pronghorn antelope hunting ; and over 50 percent of th e
sage grouse hunting . There is limited elk hunting and an annual fur pel t
harvest valued around $3, 000 ." (OSWRB, p .59) .

" Development projects (at the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge )
undertaken by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife since acquis-
ition, have been directed toward the extension and improvement o f
waterfowl habitat . To date, use and control of water has been pointe d
toward improved waterfowl management and does not compare with
strictly reclamation developments over the west .

"A preliminary study of potential developments within the refuge ,
entitled "Report on the Water Rights, Water Supply, Water Distributio n
and Water Use of the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge, Oregon, " wa s
prepared by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, dated Septembe r
1962 . The report pointed out major water problems by management unit s
and proposed various ditching, diking, drainage, structural, and mana-
ment improvements that were needed . Minor implementation of thes e
plans has been undertaken as funds have become available .

"Documented problems of the watersheds included inadequacy o f
watershed storage sites ; inadequate control of floodwaters ; shortage of
late-season water ; need for more adequate control and distribution struc-
tures ; need to drain and rehabilitate large cattail and tule areas ; advisabi-
lity for dividing the uncontrolled Malheur Lake into smaller, manageable ,
and more attractive waterfowl units ; low-priority water rights in th e
lower Silver Valley ; and a water regimen in the form of either a "feast-
or-famine" type of delivery .



"Technicians conducted studies which showed that, in Septembe r
1965, alkalinity of Malheur Lake water ranged from moderately salin e
(pH 7 . 9) in the west and center sections to alkaline (pH 8 . 6) in the east-
ern restricted section behind Colo Island dike . Alkalinity apparently
varies considerably between high and low-water years and seasons . A
flushing action is of great importlance in maintaining a favorable wate r
chemistry in Malheur Lake for the development of desirable aquatic plant s
and invertebrates . Proposals for subdividing the lake must take int o
account these delicate salt balances ." (OSWRB, p . 62) .

In recent years, interest in diking and similar improvement on the
Malheur Lake portion of the Refuge has apparently diminished on the par t
of the U .S . Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, for avariety of scientifi c
economic, and other reasons (interview, Marshall) .

"Malheur Lake covers an average area of about 46, 000 acres . The
water is highly productive of aquatic food plants, such as sago pondweed ,
which is a prime food for waterfowl, especially diving ducks and whistling
swans . These aquatic plants supply about 80 percent of the diet of all specie s
during migration periods . The marsh area provides cover for nesting
birds, part of the food requirements for some species, and protection fro m
predators .

"Malheur Lake is the heart of the refuge waterfowl habitat an d
comprises the principal area of waterfowl use in the basin . It is a vast ,
shallow marsh interspersed with open water areas, separated by stand s
of emegent vegetation, and surrounded by extensive meadows . Its averag e
depth is less than 3 feet, during most years, but varies from 0 to 6 fee t
or more . A slight reduction in water level results in a large decreas e
in surface area .

"Harney Lake is the ultimate sump for Harney Basin . Having no
outlet, its water is extremely alkaline . This high alkalinity, combine d
with frequent periods of desiccation, prevents the establishment of aquati c
vegetation. When Harney Lake is not a dry, alkali lakebed, it is eithe r
a mud flat or open water . Occasionally, following periods of desiccation ,
its water support populations of invertebrates, which are utilized b y
waterfowl .

"About one-half of the refuge agricultural land is in irrigated native
meadows providing favorable habitat for nesting waterfowl and other wil d
birds . Hay and pasture are by-products of these meadows during the fal l
and winter . Small areas are devoted to grain, while fairly large areas



produce brush and marsh vegetation . The hay and grainlands provide
food supply for geese, sandhill cranes, and field feeding species of duck s
during the fall and spring migrations ." (OSWRB, p . 63) .

Flood Contro l

"Flood problems are generally serious only in the heavily popula-
ted portions of Harney Valley because flooding is generally encouraged i n
basin valleys as a means of increasing crop production . Flood problem s
are caused by both natural factors and human management of land .

"Man has greatly intensified flooding problems in some areas ,
while he has controlled floodflows in other areas . The main source of
floodwater is spring snowmelt, although other causes such as rainfal l
augmented by snowmelt and thunderstorms result in occasional flooding .
Floods are most likely to occur in March, April, and May, and frequent-
ly when the ground is still frozen. Agricultural land along the mai n
rivers and tributary streams is subject to overflow during high-runoff
periods .

"Approximately 50, 000 acres of land are nodded amnullyto varying
degrees ; the largest portion of this acreage is cropland . Crop damage i s
minimized because a large percentage of the land is in sod-forming crops .
Manmade structures, some towns, roads, and farmsteads are often dam -
aged by floods ." (OSWRB, p . 65) .

. . . Prolonged annual flooding prevents production of the bette r
types of hay, generally limiting crops to native grasses 	 Further,
during 'years of high run-off, the prevailing method of wild flooding fo r
irrigation drowns out and destroys both native and improved grasses i n
the area ." (C . of E ., p . 29) .

"According to studies made by the U .S . Corps of Engineers in 1957 ,
major floods have occurred in the city of Burns and its suburban areas .
This report states that the average annual flood damage for the lowe r
Silvies River is estimated at $154, 000 . Of this amount, about 83 percent
is agricultural, 10 percent is urban, and 7 percent is ;unclassified . "
(OSWRB, p . 65) .

"No flood control•, . . works have been constructed in this area b y
Federal Agencies . " (C . of E ., p . 14) . "Local farmers and the town of
Burns have constructed small channel' revetments and a low levee whic h
extends about 1 mile along the right bank of Silvies River from the
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bridge on United States Highway No . 20 downstream to State Highway 78 .
This levee affords partial flood protection for the town . "(C . of E ., p . 15) .

Drainag e

"According to the U . S . Department of Agriculture ' s cooperative
studies,' the present system of wild flood irrigation causes a critica l
drainage problem in portions of the basin . The elimination of prolonge d
flooding is frequently a prerequisite for effective drainage .

"Estimates show that approximately 121, 000 acres, or about one -
third of the irrigable soils have a major wetness problem . Wet soil s
have been either drained to a degree necessary for the crops being grow n
or are used for pasturing where the drainage problem is not as critical
as for cultivated crops . An estimated 75,300 acres, or about 62 percent
of the excessively wet soils, need to be drained under present use .

"Phreatophytes are heavy water-use plants that thrive in wet soil s
along the stream systems and contribute appreciably to water losses in
the basin ." (OSWRB, p . 66) .

Erosion

"Surveys indicate that 650, 000 acres of arable or potentially arabl e
land have a predominant problem of erosion . Erosion, a more seriou s
problem on rangeland than on cropland, primarily is due to low precipi-
tation and resultant inadequate range vegetation cover for the soil . Over -
grazing on the steeper land, also, is a serious problem, which subject s
the land to both water and wind erosion .

"Considerable land is lost through streambank erosion. Damage
usually is more severe in the high-velocity portions of the streams .
However, a lesser problem exists in the slow, meandering portions o f
the streams . Gully erosion is prevalent in the steeper reaches of the
watersheds of the basin where deep soils exist . Sediment deposition in
irrigation structures, canals, road culverts, and reservoirs has bee n
damaging and is expensive to control ." (OSWRB, p . 66) .

Population

"The basin supports' a relatively small population, concentrate d
in towns such as Burns, Hines, and Seneca and open valleys such a s
Harney Valley . Large areas are uninhabited due to inadequate water sup-
plies or adverse physical features ." (OSWRB, pp . 11-12) .
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Figures for the 1960 population of Harney Basin are shown i n
Table A-IX, by drainage area and county . "About 80 percent of Harney
County population . . . is located in Harney Valley ." (C . of E ., p . 10) .

Table A-IX Basin and County Population Distribution, 1960 [ 1 1

Basin Harney Grant Total

Silvies 5, 620 580 6, 20 0
Silver 2 80 0 280
Donner and Blitzen 160 0 16 0

TOTAL : 6, 060 580 6, 640

[1] Adapted from Table 2, Malheur Lake Basin, Oregon State Wate r
Resources Board; 1967 .

The City of Burns "is the county seat of Harney County as well a s
the economic and cultural center of the basin . .The population of Burns
in 1960 was over 3,500 . Hines, with a population of about 1, 200, is th e
largest unincorporated community in the basin with a reported population
of 400 in 1960 ." (OSWRB, pp . 12-13) .

Historic trends in population growth are shown for Harney County
and for the towns of Burns and Hines in Table A-X for the Period 1890 -
1967 . The reported population of Harney County in 1970 is 7, 215 .

'Table A-X Population in Harney County, 1890 - 1967 [ 1 ]

Location

	

1890

	

1900

	

1910

	

1920

	

1930

	

1940

	

1950 1960 196 7

County

	

2, 559

	

2, 598

	

4, 059 3, 992 5, 920 5, 374 6, 113 6, 744 7, 180
Burns

	

264

	

547

	

904 1,022 2,599 2,566 3,093 3,523 4,05 0
Hines

	

-

	

-

	

-

	

-

	

217

	

677

	

918 1,207 1,43 0

[11 Adapted from Table 3, Malheur Lake Basin, Oregon State Water Re -
sources Board; 1967 . 1967 Population data from Palmer, Water and
Sewer Plan, Harney County, Oregon ; 1969 .



Estimated population density outside the Burns-Hines urban area s
is less than one-half person per square mile, based on voter precinc t
boundaries, except just south of these towns, where it averages about 8
persons per square mile . In the Burns precinct, population density ave-
rages over 900 persons per square mile . (Palmer, 1969) .

Basin Economy and Resources Availabl e

"The three principal activities contributing to the (Malheur Lake )
basin's economy are agriculture, consisting mostly of livestock production ;
forestry, including manufacturing of wood products ; and recreation, i n
the form of services to visiting tourists and sportsmen . Although loca l
markets are increasing to some extent, most of the products in the basi n
are shipped to major consuming centers in Oregon and California . "
(C . of E ., p . 10) . Within the last 15 years (of 1957) there has been a n
increase in production of barley, much of which is exported for maltin g
purposes ." (C . of E ., p . 10) .

"Absent from the list of basin resources is an anadromous fishery .
This interior basin has no stream outlet to the ocean . The lack of water -
power potential is another significant difference between this and mos t
other basins in Oregon .

"Ownership and use of the (Malheur Lake) basin's land are liste d
in Table (A-XI) . As shown in the table, 73 .6 percent of the 6, 377, 60 0
acres is federally owned .

Table A-XI .

	

Land Ownership or Administration for Malheur Lake
Basin (All figures in acres) [1 ]

Ownership

	

Range

	

Crop & Forest Other Total Percent
Pastur e

Federal :
National Fores t
Othe r

Stat e
County & Municipal
Private

	

50, 400

	

- 528, 780 8, 200

	

587, 380
3, 891, 870 29, 520 162, 700 23, 800 4, 107, 89 0

	

209,390

	

500

	

9, 760 5,100

	

224, 75 0

	

8, 000

	

5, 000

	

13, 00 0

	

1,120,140 232,680

	

78,160 13, 600 1 ;444,580

9 . 2
64 . 4

3 . 5
0 . 2

22 . 7

5, 279, 800 262, 700 779,400 55, 700 6, 377, 600 100 . 0
Table 4, Malheur Lake Basin,Oregon State Water Re-
sources Board; 1967 .

TOTAL :
Data Source : [ l I



" The state, county, and municipalities own 3 .7 percent and 22 . 7
percent is in private ownership . Only about 4 percent of the total area
is in cropland, while the remaining private land is used for forest, range ,
or pasture purposes ." (OSWRB, pp . 13-14) .

Basin Industry and Employment

"Manufacturing industries are based almost entirely on wood and
livestock products . Small industries include sand and gravel operations .
These industries are of material significance to the basin because the y
provide an important source of income and help to diversify the basin ' s
economy .

"Industry expansion in 1965 can be credited to the opening of th e
plywood plant in the city of Hines . "(OSWRB, p . 16) .

The employment in Harney County is shown for the period 1940 t o
1960 in Table XII, for the basic types of industry present in the basin
"This table shows a decrease in agricultural employment and a marke d
increase in forestry, manufacturing, trades, and services . Total employ-
ment was 2, 609 people in 1960 . " (OSWRB, p . 17) .

Table A-XII

	

Employment in Harney County [1 1

Industry

	

1940

	

1950

	

196 0

Agriculture

	

778

	

715

	

52 5
Forestry

	

3

	

26

	

5 0
Mining

	

17

	

14

	

2 3
Construction

	

113

	

107

	

9 2
Manufacturing

	

463

	

580

	

71 J
Transportation and Utilities

	

97

	

102

	

9 9
Wholesale and Retail Trades

	

220

	

352

	

38 5
Services arid' other industry

	

484

	

547

	

'

TOTAL :

	

2,175

	

2, 443

	

2, 60 9

[11 Data Source :

	

Table 7, Malheur Lake Basin, Oregon State Wate r
Resources Board ; 1967 .

Land Use and Development

Agricultur e

"Stockmen, who settled upon the open valley lands of the (Malheu r
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Lake) basin about 100 years ago, found an abundance of water and wild
hay meadows, which could readily be adapted to their needs . Although
subsequent development has included varying degrees of water spread-
ing, diking, and drainage improvements, only nominal advancement s
have been made in water use designed to increase hay yields and improve
pasture production .

"Economic, climatic, and biological limitations practically hav e
limited the production of crops to lands which are irrigated in some man-
ner . Various Homestead and Desert Land Act legislation, in the earl y
1900's, encouraged hundreds of dryland farmers to settle in the basin ,
but these farmers, by 1920, realized that dryland farming generally wa s
uneconomical .

"Malheur Lake Basin is essentially a livestock producing =area ,
and agriculture, of necessity, is devoted largely to the production o f
feed crops for livestock . With the short growing season, commercial
crop production is limited generally to hardy varieties of alfalfa, pastur e
mixes, wild hay, and spring grain .

"Of the basi n ' s total acreage, 5, 279, 800 acres are rangeland and
only 262, 700 acres are used for crops . The largest cropland area ,
123, 000 acres, is in Harney Valley . Cattle ranches average 100 acre s
of irrigated land in the farm unit which averages over 4, 000 acres i n
size ." (OSWRB, pp . 14-15) .

"Most of the livestock raised is beef cattle because dairy cattl e
and sheep have been less able to compete on an economic basis . Accord-
ing to the Oregon State Extension Service and U .S . Department of Agri -
culture's estimate for 1963, crop ales amounted to $348, 000, whil e
animal product sales amounted to $5, 777, 000 ." (OSWRB, pp . 15-16) .

"A considerable change in agricultural production methods ha s
occurred in recent years . This has been concurrent with, and to som e
extent caused by, a gradual break-up of the very large ranch holding s
formerly existing in the valley . At one time two large ranches covere d
practically the entire area, with only a few smaller ranches near Burn s
and Lawen . Both of these large properties have been sold and divided ,
and the present average ranch size is about 800 acres, ranging from a
maximum of about 20, 000 acres to a minimum of about 100 acres . The
smaller holdings do not provide the sole income of the owners, who gen-
erally are employed in the mills or on the larger ranches . Some of th e
smaller properties are being consolidated into more economical units . "
(C . of E ., p .11) .

Table A XIII shows general land use in the Malheur Lake Basi n
by drainage area .
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Table A-XIII General Land Use, Malheur Lake Basin [1 ]
(All figures in acres )

Study Area

	

Forest

	

Range

	

Crop

	

Towns ,
Land

	

Land

	

Land

	

Roads,

	

Tota l

etc .

1 . Silvie s

a . Upper 430,400 152,000 27,000 3,300 612,000

b . Lower 111,700 491,000 123,000 7,300 733,70 0

2 . Silver 194,400 1,080,600 28,700 3,000 1,306,700

3 . Donner and Blitzen 26,500 556,100 43,200 1,100 626,900

4 . Catlow-Alvord 16,400 2,999,400 40,800 41,000 3,097,600

TOTAL 779,400 5,279,800 262,700 55,700 6,377,600

[1]

	

Adapted from Table 5, Malheur Lake Basin, Oregon State Wate r

Resources Board ; 1967 .

An indication of the land capabilities in the Silvies Basin is shown in
Figure A-8. The soils of the basin are shown as classified for the Oregon
State Water Resources Board and the U . S . Department of Agriculture .
Soils in Group II have few limitations or hazards . . Simple conservation
practices are needed when lands are cultivated. Group III soils have mor e
limitations than those in Group II . They require more difficult and comple x
conservation practices when cultivated . Group IV soils have still greate r
limitations and hazards . Group V soils have severe limitations and ar e
generally not suited to cultivation. They are suited to pasture, range ,
woodlands or wildlife uses .

The suitability of Silvies Basin soils for irrigation is shown i n
Table A-XIV, based upon soil characteristics .
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FIGURE A-8. GENERALIZED LAND CAPABILITIES ,
3ILVIE5 BASI N

(SOURCE: OSWRB, APPENDIX NZ., GENERAL SOIL MAP)



Table A-XIV Soil Irrigation Suitability, Silvies Basin (1 )

Soil
Group

Acreag e

I 27, 400

II 200, 100

III 176, 80 0

IV 77, 000

V 331, 300

Deep, medium textured,

	

Excellent
well-drained soil s
Sandy soils and soils

	

Good
with depth and slope
limitation s
Soils limited mainly

	

Fair
by slope, depth, low
permeability, fine tex-
ture, wetness, or alkali
Soils shallow to hardpan

	

Poo r
or bedrock, stoniness ,
steep slopes, with o r
without alkal i
Miscellaneous land lim-

	

Very Poo r
ited by rock, slope, un-

	

(non-irrigable )
stable terrain, and very
shallow soils

Soil
Characteristics

Irrigation
Suitability

(1) Data source: Tables 5 and 6, Oregon's Long Range Requirements for
Water, Appendix I-12, Oregon State Water Resources Board ; 1969 .

"Irrigation practices are showing improvement on many of th e
ranches . . ." due to availability of " . . . large earth-moving equipment . . "
and " . . . agricultural conservation programs . . . to improve irrigation
and drainage structures and practices . These improvements are makin g
possible the production of better grasses and legumes for hay and pastur e
as well as expanding acreages of alfalfa and barley ." (C . of E ., p .12) .

"Considerable improvement is reported in the type of livestoc k
produced in the basin . Many high-grade bulls have been purchased to
up-grade the herds generally . Barley not suitable for malting has been
utilized for producing a higher finish on beef cattle, and some cattle ar e
now being fed out to slaughter stage, although the majority is being sol d
as feeders." (C . of E ., pp . 12-13) .

Forestry

"Forested land covers 779, 400 acres or 12 .2 percent of the (Malheu r
Lake) basin . Timber production is dependent mainly on lands of the Mal-
heur National Forest and the eastern portion of the Ochoco National Forest .
Ninety percent of the lumber is ponderosa pine and the remainder is fi r
and larch. " (OSWR B, p . 16) ..

	

-- -
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Table A-XV Forest Areas of Malheur Lake Basin ,
by Ownership and Type (All figures in Acres)

Type

	

Federal

	

State Private

	

Total

Ponderosa Pine

	

460, 920

	

1 , 230

	

34, 720 496, 87 0

Associated Species

	

51, 700

	

30

	

-

	

51, 73 0

Lodgepole	 Pine

	

7, 810

	

-

	

-

	

7,81 0

Hardwood

	

-

	

-

	

-

	

-

Nonstocked

	

1, 800

	

-

	

540

	

2,340

Noncommercial

	

169, 250

	

8, 500

	

42, 900 220, 65 0

TOTAL :

	

691,480

	

9, 760

	

78,160 779, 40 0

[1] Data Source :

	

Table 6,	 Malheur Lake Basin, Oregon State Water
Resources Board; 1967 .

"Ten percent of the forest land is privately owned while 90 percent
is publicly owned by the Federal and State Governments . Most of the
sawtimber is produced by the national forest . The lumber company at
Hines, cuts timber in the national forests on a sustained-yield basis and
operates the largest mill and plywood plant in the area . The other larg e
mill is at Seneca . Timber harvest from 1950 to 1964 fluctuated from a
low of approximately 24 million board feet to a high of nearly 59 million
board feet in 1964 . The forest land also is used extensively by recra-
tionists and sportsmen." (OSWRB, p . 16) .

Table XV shows the forest area of the Malheur Lake Basin by
ownership and type .

Mining

"The mining of mineral resources has not increased the basin' s
economy significantly, because deposits generally are small or are o f
inferior grade . Harney County mineral production figures, reported by
the U .S . Bureau of Mines for 1965, amounted to $261, 000 all for sand
and gravel .
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"Present principal mining activities are limited to cinders west o f
Hines and sand and gravel near Burns . Most sand and gravel for concret e
aggregate is imported from Ontario and John Day .

"Various minerals occur in the basin . Gold, zinc, and magnetit e
prospects have been worked north of Burns . Pumice was excavated wes t
of Hines . Cinnabar, copper, and gold are found in small pockets in th e
Steens and Pueblo Mountains . Diatomite, its quality impaired by abund-
ant interbeds of volcanic ash, occurs in a considerable area west of th e
Whitehorse Ranch . Volcanic tuff, structurally suitable for building ston e
but now little used because of its drab color, is widespread .

"A dozen exploratory oil wells, nine of which exceed 1, 000 feet i n
depth, have been drilled between Burns, Crane, and Harney Lake . None
has produced commercial oil or gas . The deepest well, drilled in 194 9
in the eastern outskirts of Burns, bottomed at 6, 480 feet in Miocen e
basalt ." (OSWRB, p . 17) .

Transportation Facilitie s

Roads

"The area is served by modern highways extending to the west ,
east, north and southeast . United States Highway No . 20 runs west -
ward from Burns to Willamette Valley and eastward to Boise, Idaho .
United States Highway No . 395 runs northward from Burns throug h
Pendleton to Spokane, Washington, and southward to California throug h
Lakeview, Oregon. State Highway No . 78 runs southeastward to it s
junction with U .S . 95 near Jordan, Oregon." (C . of E ., p . 14) . Two
miles east of Burns, State Highway No . 205 branches from No . 78 and
goes south, being paved for most of the distance to Frenchglen .

"Numerous County and other miscellaneous roads join the above ,
and most of these are poor . Some have been rebuilt with good alignment
and grades, but with varied surface materials . Due to the immense area
served and the low density of population, funds have been limited and very
few miles have been oiled or paved except that done by the cities and by
State or Federal agencies .

"The B .L. M . and the Forest Service are responsible for the construc-
tion of many miles of roads for access to timber, grazing and recreation
areas . Thousands of miles of other roads have never received and wil l
probably never receive much betterment . Paving on some of them ha s
been installed .
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"Due to the extensive area most public travel will continue to b e
by private automobile, and the major travel routes will continue to b e
bettered . " (Palmer, p . 30) .

Passenger and Freight Line s

"Scheduled passenger service east and west is provided by Trail -
ways Bus Line . . . No north-south service is available . One can obtain
transportation with some of the various contract mail lines which go t o
Bend, Pendleton, Lakeview, Ontario, Denio and Whitehorse Ranch ,
Frenchglen and Roaring Springs, and to Princeton and the Narrows .
Caboose travel to Huntington can be had on the Union Pacific Railroad .

"The Oregon and Northwestern Railroad offers freight line servic e
from Burns and Hines to Seneca, a distance of 45 miles . It was devel-
oped primarily to haul logs destined for the Hines sawmill . The Unio n
Pacific Railroad extends from Burns and Hines eastward and joins wit h
the main line near Ontario . No scheduled passenger service is availabl e
on either one of these railroads .

"Two motor freight lines have offices in Burns . Garrett Freight
Line services the Burns ,area and connects with Compton Freight an d
Storage for distant incoming or outgoing freight . Trans-Western Freight
Line is an authorized agent for Aero Mayflower long distance movin g
service, and has regular delivery routes to Crane, Riley, Drewsey, and
the Malheur Lake area ." (Palmer, p. 31) .

Air Line s

"The Burns Municipal Airport, located 4 miles east, is the onl y
commercial landing field in the County . It has two runways paved .
Charter service is available and a small number of privately owned small
planes are kept there . Scattered throughout the County are level strip s
which have been cleared of sagebrush and other obstacles for landin g
facilities . No stops for Commerical airlines are scheduled in Harney
County ." (Palmer, p. 31) .
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APPENDIX B

HISTORICAL FEATURE S

Introduction

The inventory of historical features was limited to thos e
features known or thought to have some remains . The Silvies River
Basin is rich in history dating from its early settlement . But existing
literature pinpoints few of the historical sites . Some sites outside th e
basin but near Malheur Lake have been included in both the historica l
and archaeological inventories because they may shed light on additional ,
presently-unidentified sites within the Silvies Basin .

Much of the literature dealing with the history of the Silvie s
River Basin concerns people and their struggles to settle the basin .
Other literature will, for example, locate a historical site " . . . on the
banks of Rattlesnake Creek . . . "

Earliest visitors to the region were parties sent out by the
Federal Government and by the Hudson's Bay Company .. The first white
men believed to have visited the area were a group of trappers fro m
Fort Vancouver led by Peter Skene Ogden in 1826 .. Later, following
the discovery of gold in the John Day and Powder River regions, the
basin was traversed by prospectors . The first emigrants settled in the
basin about 100 years ago .

Two excellent publications on Harney County history ar e
Harney County Oregon and Its Range Land b'y . Francis G . Brirralow and
the Diamond Jubilee Edition published by the Burns Times-Harald .
These are recommended to anyone who wishes to better understand th e
historic development of the basin .

Completeness of Historical Inventory

The inventory of historical features indicates that some impor-
tant sites occur near the lower part of the Silvies River, from Burns t o
Malheur Lake, or in the area surrounding Malheur Lake . These could
b.e affected by water resource utilization and management . However ,
several of the sites reported as important in the history of the basin
appear to be at some distance from the main Silvies River or Malheu r
Lake and hence would not be directly affected by water usage there .
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Some of these could be affected by water control measures on tributar y
streams .

No important sites were reported to exist on the main stem o f
the Silvies River upstream of Burns . There may be some unreporte d
remains of early cabins and homesteads in this area . These are mos t
likely to be near U . S . Highway 395 or the Oregon Northwestern railroa d
line . Although the highway and railroad are away from the Silvies Rive r
over part of its course upstream of Burns, they are near the stream fro m
Silvies upstream to Seneca where some unreported historical sites may
remain . This could also be true along the Bear Creek valley east o f
Seneca.

Inventory

The following historical sites and landmarks have been identi-
fied from the available literature . They are located on the basin map o f
Figure B-1 .

Bell A Ranc h

The Bell A Ranch is located two miles southeast of Burns .
Started by William Hanley in the 1890's, the 7, 000 acre spread is no w
owned by the Cliff family . Some of the original buildings are still i n
use . Old windmills, corrals, barns, bunkhouses, the blacksmith shop ,
and the cookhouse still remain . Dome cylinders of hay weighing 50 ton s
are still stacked yearly on the ranch . (Friedman, 1966 ; p. 132) *

Frenchglen

Frenchglen is located 60 miles south of Burns on Oregon
Highway 205 . This settlement is named for Peter French, famous cattl e
king of Harney County, and Dr . Hugh James Glenn, who was French' s
partner (see P Ranch, following page) . (Friedman, 1966 ; p. 134)

*Parenthetical references at the end of each description indi-
cate sources of presented information or additional bibliographic mater-
ial which may be of special interest to the reader . Full referencing of
these notes is given at the end of each chapter .
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FIGURE B-i. HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL FEATURES OF TH E
SILVIES BASIN AND ADJOINING AREA
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P Ranch

The P Ranch headquarters is located 62 miles south of Burn s
at the south end of the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge, near Frenchglen .
The 132, 000 acre Peter French Ranch of the 1880's spread over th e
Blitzen Valley and surrounding hills . This ranch was one of the larges t
in the west. A few miles northeast of the P Ranch is the famous Round
Barn which French built for year-round horse breaking . The P Ranch' s
original foundation and chimney still stand . Lana from he Blieri
Valley portion of the P Ranch was added to the Malheur National Wildlife
Refuge in 1935 . (Albrecht, 1965, p. 76 ; U .S . Dept. of the Interior )

Malheur National Wildlife Refuge Headquarter s

The Malheur National Wildlife headquarters is located six mile s
east of Narrows and Highway 205 . The Stenger and Chapman brother s
built a sod house here in the 1860's . John Weaver homesteaded here in
the 1870's . Sod ranch buildings and the Voltage post office near th e
headquarters were built in the 1880's . The house, barn, cellar, and
corrals still stand . (Albrecht, 1965, p. 76 ; U.S . Dept . of the Interior )

Burns

Burns, Oregon is the county seat and site of the historical
museum for Harney County. The Catholic Church, built at the turn of
the century, was the first major church building in Burns . (Burns, 1963 ,
p. 9 )

Harney City

This abandoned town is located 12 miles northeast of Burns nea r
Rattlesnake Creek . After liquidation of Fort Harney in 1880, the tow n
boomed. Harney City once had a newspaper, doctor, lawyer, school ,
saloon, general store, blacksmith shops, a sawmill and a livery stable .
Now only a blacksmith shop remains and the main street is farmed b y
the single family that lives nearby. (Burns, 1963, p . 7 )

Idle City Mine s

The abandoned Idle City mines are located 20 miles northeas t
of Burns in the Malheur National Forest . Hundreds of Chinese coolie s
once panned the creeks and tailings . No mention was made of any re-
maining structures . (Harney Co. brochure )
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Old Historical Cemetery

The cemetery is located on the east side of Highway 205 at it s
junction with an unpaved road just south of Wright's Point. The grave
of Elkanah Peachwood, a child who died on the Meek's wagon train o f
1845, supposedly started this cemetery . (Burns, 1963, p . 8)

Museum

Located at Burns, Harney County's museum has a historica l
collection including old guns and furniture. (Harney Co . brochure )

Indian Battle Ground

The battle ground is located 20 miles west of Burns near U .S.
Highway 20 . During the uprising of June 1878, the Bannocks and
Paiutes killed some of the local settlers and burned the famous P
Ranch. Soldiers from Fort Harney caught up with the Indians at the sit e
of this battleground, where Chief Buffalo and several soldiers wer e
killed. The soldiers overtook the Indians again at John Day and too k
them to the Yakima Reservation . (Burns, 1963, p. 5 )

Fort Harney

Located 12 . 5 miles northeast of Burns on Rattlesnake Creek ,
the fort was established in 1867 by the U .S . Army to protect miners
traveling from California to Idaho . The first white child born in Harney
County was born at this fort . Settlers in the area fled to the fort durin g
the Indian war of 1878 . A small cemetery remains . (Brimlow, 1951 ,
p. 81-88)

Round Barn

Located about seven miles northeast of Diamond, the Round
Barn was built by Peter French for year-round horse breaking . (Harney
Co . brochure )

Old Military Road

In the late 1860's, the Old Military road was located in Rattle -
snake Canyon and extended northward over the mountains to Canyon City .
(Brimlow, 1951, p. 83) .
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Stagecoach Lin e

In 1911, a stagecoach line was still operating between Burns an d
Canyon City . A stopping point was at the Glen Clemens Ranch on Poiso n
Creek. (Burns, 1963, p. 6 )
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APPENDIX C

ARCHAEOLOGICAL FEATURE S

Introduction

Locations of any Indian sites, pictographs, petroglyphs, o r
artifacts such as arrowheads were sought for the inventory . Amateur
archaeologists and curio hunters have discovered many sites in th e
Silvies River Basin, but little work has been done in the region by pro-
fessional archaeologists .

Information regarding archaeological features is difficult t o
obtain because state antiquities laws do not provide for the protection o f
prehistoric sites . Publication of site locations can lead to site destruc-
tion by amateurs and curio hunters . Archaeologists and others, awar e
of archaeological features and concerned bout their preservation, ten d
to be reticient in making the information on archaeological feature s
public .

There is a good chance of discovering Indian artifacts nea r
any intermittent or perennial source of water in the Silvies -River Basin .
Many of the dry lake beds have arrowheads and other artifacts scattere d
around them, recalling past years of abundant water (Interview, -Clapp) .
Wildlife in the basin supported many Bannock and Paiute Indians . The
dry climate preserved an abundance of artifacts from their old camps .

Inventory

General or specific locations have been given for several
archaeological items in the Silvies Basin area . These are discusse d
below and shown on Figure B-1, together with historical features .

Petroglyphs

Several rock carvings are located 42 miles south of Burns o n
the Buena Vista Ranch (see Figure B-1) . Situated 100 yards north of the ,
ranch house, the carvings include human figures, lizards and horne d
toads . (Cressman, 1940, p . 33)
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Pictograph s

On a northern rim of a small, mesalike elevation at the
Narrows, Indian pictographs•include human figures, circles, and on e
warrior thrusting another with a spear . (Cressman, 1940, p . 34 )

North of Frenchglen ten miles, zig-zag lines have been
painted on a boulder 10 feet in diameter . (Cressman, 1940, p . 34)

More pictographs may be found 18 miles southwest of Burns
as well as just north of Krumbo reservoir . (Interview, Clapp )

Arrowheads or Artifacts

Arrowheads may be found in the northern portion of the dr y
Harney Lake bed, 16 miles south of Highway 20 . Another site is north
of Malheur Lake, 3 . 5 miles south of Oregon . Highway 78 . (Highland,
brochure) .

Arrowheads may also be found north of Malheur Lake at a
point one mile south of Highway 78 . (Interview, Clapp)

Indian artifacts may be found seven miles north of Frenchglen ,
and 14 miles south of the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge Headquarters .
(Palmer, 1969, p . 36) .

Limitations in Information

Archaeological site reports, a Bureau of Outdoor Recreatio n
report and a Bureau of Land Management report on the Silvies Rive r
Basin area exist but were not made available to the study group .

There are about ten archaeological sites in the Silvies Rive r
Basin area . Most are located 15 to 20 miles southwest of Malheur Lake ..
(Interview, Cole) .

A reconnaissance project would be useful to establish archaeo-
logical sites in the area. Archaeological sites would most likely b e
found near water sources . Additional information might be gain.&d by
interviewing ranchers in the area, some of whom have collections of
Indian relics . (Interview, Ross) .
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APPENDIX D

RECREATIONAL FEATURES

Introduction

All types of recreational development or recreational use wer e
sought for the inventory . Information was found and is reported here o n
camping grounds, picnic and field sports areas, fishing waters, gol f
courses, hunting areas, natural, scenic or other areas of interest, rock -
hound areas, water sports areas and winter sports areas . However, no
information on vacation cabins or ranches, riding stables, or any othe r
types of recreational features was found .

Recreational developments in the Silvies River Basin are com-
paratively few in number . Hunting, fishing, camping and other outd®o r
recreation such as bird watching at the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge
figure most predominantly among the recreational activities in the basin .

Recreation in the Silvies Basin area, as in much of the Wester n
United States, is overwhelmingly outdoor-oriented . Also, it is very
similar in nature to much recreation available in the surrounding areas .
Because of the low population of the basin, extensive development o f
recreation must depend upon the ability to draw people from a consider -
able distance . Two factors are quite important in this attraction o f
people to the basin . First, many of the basin's characteristics can be
matched by other alternatives for recreation outside the basin, severa l
of which are closer to population centers . Second, because of available
alternatives to many of the basin's common recreational features, th e
attraction, therefore, may lie in the unique features of the area and thi s
uniqueness must offset both distance and alternative attractions .

Several local characteristics may be sufficiently unique to
present opportunity for attraction : a) remote areas relatively undeveloped;
b) the Malheur Marsh ; c) access to the Steens Mountains . Other charac-
teristics, such as hunting, fishing, winter sports, rock hounding ; may b e
equalled or exceeded in quality and quantity at surrounding areas . Hence ,
these latter features add to the local diversity of recreational opportunitie s
but do not offer a strong attracting influence alone .
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Inventory

The recreational facilities of the Basin and environs are dis-
cussed below. Locations of the described sites may be found in
Figure D-1 .

Use figures are not generally available ; however, visitor days
are reported for Forest Service Campgrounds . The figures are annual
average figures for recent years of use and are reported with eac h
campground description.

Campgrounds

At the Malheur National Wildlife Headquarters are four traile r
hookups . (Albrecht, 1965, p. 88 )

Idlewild campground, located 14 miles north of Burns o n
Highway 395, has 22 campsites and 8 trailer sites . Campers can hunt
and hike near the Malheur National Forest camp. There is no big
stream nearby. (O. S . W . R . B . , 1967, p. 18) Recent annual usage is
about 3, 700 visitor-days .

Joaquin Miller campground, located 17 miles north of Burn s
on Highway 395, has 14 campsites and four trailer sites . Campers can
hunt and hike near this Malheur National Forest camp. No big stream
flows near the camp although the Silvies River is about five miles away .
(O. S . W . R . B . , 1967, p. 18) Recent annual usage is about 1, 60 0
visitor-days .

Blue Spring campground is located 25 miles northwest of
Burns . There are three campsites at this Malheur National Fores t
camp. Campers may hunt nearby . (O . S . W . R . B . , 1967, p . 18) Recent
annual usage is approximately 200 visitor-day s

Delintment Lake campground, located 35 miles northwest o f
Burns, has 26 campsites and 16 trailer sites . Campers may swim ,
boat, fish or hunt at this Ochoco National Forest camp, located in th e
Silver Creek drainage just west of the Silvies River drainage area .
(O . S . W . R . B. , 1967, p . 18) Annual usage is about 4, 100 visitor-days .
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Rock Spring campground, located 31 miles northeast of Burn s
and five miles east of Silvies, has two campsites . Campers may hunt
or hike at this Malheur National Forest camp. (O . S . W. R. B . , 1967 ,
p. 18) . Recent annual usage is 1, 500 visitor days .

Parish Cabin campground is located about 40 miles northeas t
of Burns, near Bear Creek east of Seneca. There are four campsite s
and 19 trailer sites at the Malheur National Forest camp . Camper s
may h unt or -Bike . O. S . W . R. B . , 1967, p . 18). Annual-usage is about
10, 100 visitor-days .

Starr campground, located on Highway 395 about 45 miles nort h
of Burns, has 12 campsites and 7 trailer sites . Campers may hunt an d
hike at this Malheur National Forest camp . This campground is at th e
summit between the Silvies and John Day Basins and is not near any
important stream. (O. S. W. R . B . , 1967, p. 18) . Recent annual usage i s
about 4, 200 visitor-days .

Picnic and Field Sports Areas

A fine picnic site is at the Witzel Patrol Station on the Malheu r
National Wildlife Refuge . (Albrecht, 1965, p . 92)

Another developed picnic area is on the north side of Burns . A
state picnic area and roadside rest is located on Highway 20 a few mile s
west of Hines . At many places along the roads in the Basin the travele r
can find pleasant, scenic spots to stop and picnic or rest .

At Hines there is a lighted sports field . Burns has the Veterans
Memorial Field which is also lighted . (Palmer, 1969, p . 33 )

Fishing Water s

The preliminary figures for 1970 indicate 8, 930 angler-day s
of fishing in the Silvies River drainage basin .

Game fish in the Silvies River Basin include trout, bluegill ,
pumpkinseed sunfish, bullhead catfish, white crappie, and yellow perch .
(Thompson, 1968, p. 2 )

While trout are present in the Silvies River from Burns upstream ,
good trout angling is mainly confined to the upper waters of the river .
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(O. S .G . C . , 1964, p. 13) Warm-water game fish provide only fair spor t
fishing in the middle reaches of the river . (U . S . D . I . , 1957, p. 13)

Specific fishing waters in the area include Krumbo Reservoi r
45 miles southeast of Burns . The reservoir is open to rowboats and i s
stocked according to need . (Albrecht, 1965, p . 80 )

The Silvies River Fivemile Dam is located at T22S, R30E ,
Sec . 23, river mile 12 . There is county road access and a mud slid e
ramp. The fishery includes crappie, bluegill, bullhead, perch an d
smallmouth bass . (O . S. G . C . , 1968, p. 6 )

Yellow Jacket Lake located at T19S, R29E, Sec . 32, has a
fishery of rainbow trout and kokanee . (O. S. G. C. , Dec . , 1967, p. 56 )
Campground use has been about 6, 000 visitor-days annually .
Golf Course s

The Valley Golf Club, is a nine hole public course locate d
between Burns and Hines . (Oregon Vertical Files )

Hunting Area s

Big game that may be hunted in the Silvies River Basin include
deer, elk, antelope, and bear . Small game include coyotes, squirrels ,
and rabbits . Upland game birds that can be hunted in the basin includ e
ring-necked pheasants, sage grouse, valley quail, mountain quail ,
Hungarian partridge and chukar partridge . Abundant waterfowl in th e
basin are snow and cackling geese, white-fronted geese, honkers ,
mallards, and pintails . (Corps, 1957, p. 13 ; O . S. G . C . , 1967 ,
p. 8-11 ; O .S . W . R .B. , 1967, p. 20)

In the higher mountains of the upper Silvies River Basin, rocky
mountain elk and black bear may be hunted . Mule deer and antelope can
be hunted in both the mountains and the surrounding desert . The Malheur
National Forest is open for deer hunting as well as small game such a s
coyotes, rabbits and ground squirrels .

On the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge, 22, 000 acres ar e
opened for hunting of upland game birds and archery hunting for mul e
deer . An additional 18, 000 acres of the refuge are opened for water -
fowl hunting when water conditions are suitable . (Corps,1957, p. 13 ;
O . S . G . C . , 1967, p . 3 ; Mace, 1954, p. 8 ; U . S . D . I. Brochure)
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Natural, Scenic, and Other Areas of Interest

Diamond Craters, located 36 miles southeast .of Burns, is the
youngest lava field in Oregon. (Friedman, 1966, p . 133 )

The Narrows is the area that separates Malheur and Harne y
lakes. When the level of one lake is significantly higher than the other ,
the Narrows becomes a stream . (Friedman, 1966, p . 133 )

The Malheur -N-a:tiorial Wi1dliTe Refuge soutE of Burns is th e
largest public owned wildlife refuge in the nation . Ducks, geese, and
numerous species of wildlife utilize the habitat of the 180, 000 acr e
refuge . (Albrecht, 1965, p. 42 )

At Silvies, Oregon, is the Pon's Ranch, site of the larges t
buffalo herd in the state . Permission is required to reach the bison
area,which supports a herd of 2, 500 . (Friedman, 1966, p. 131 )

Wildlife may be observed in many places over the Malheu r
National Wildlife Refuge . Observation towers are located at the P
Ranch station near the south end of the refuge and the refuge headquar-
ters just south of Malheur Lake . Wildlife such as sandhill crane, an d
waterfowl may be seen in the ponds and marshes of the refuge. Dee r
and antelope frequent the refuge meadows . Cole Island Dike on Malheur
Lake is an ideal observation point for waterfowl and the only access t o
Malheur Lake except by boat . (Albrecht, 1965, p. 92 )

Guided tours are conducted through the Hines ponderosa pin e
mill, one of the largest such mills in the world . (Oregon Vertical File)

Rock Hound Area s

Obsidian, agate, jasper, thunder eggs, sunstones, fossils and
petrified wood may be found in the Silvies River Basin . The location s
of the various rock hound areas in Figure D-1 are approximate .
(O . S. H. D . , brochure), (Harney Co . , brochure )

Water Sports Areas

The Hines community pool is supplied with a continuous flo w
of warm water from a nearby spring . (Oregon Vertical Files )

Pleasure boats registered in Harney County in 1966 numbere d
165 (23 boats per 1, 000 residents) .

	

Data from 1962 and 1966 sugges t
that about half of the boating in the- county is done by visitors to the are a
(0 . S. W . R. B . , 1967, p. 21). Boat launching sites are at Delintmen t
Lake, at 5-mile Dam, and at Malheur Lake .
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Winter Sports Are a

Located about 15 miles north of Burns off U .S . 395 is a smal l
rope tow for skiing. (0. S . H. D . , 1967, p. 20; Oregon Vertical Files )
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APENDIX E

FISHERIES

Introduction

The inventory of the Silvies River Basin Fishes is broken dow n
by region and specific collection sites .

Inventor y

The fishes which have been identified in the Silvies Basin ar e
listed in Table E-I .

Table

	

E-I

	

Fishes of the Silvies River Basin (arranged alphabeticall y
by common name, introduced species starred . )

Common Name Scientific Name Source „„

	

_

black bullhead Ictalurus melas (O .S .G .C .,

	

1960 ,
p .

	

110 )
* black crappie Pomoxis nigromaculatus (U .S .D .I ., Aug .

1957,

	

p .9)
bluegill Lepomis macrochirus (Thompson, 1968,

p .2)
bridgelip sucker Catostomus columbianus (Bisson,

	

1969,

* brown bullhead Ictalurus nebulosus
Table 1)

	

f .

(O .S .G .C .,

	

1965 ,

carp Cyprinus carpio (U .S .D .I .,

	

19:57_,
p .

	

13)'
channel catfish Ictalurus punctatus (U .S .D .I .,

	

1957,
p .

	

13 . )
chiselmouth crocheilualutaceus,A (Bisson,

	

1969 ,

* kokanee Oncorhynchus nerka
Table 1 )
(O .S.G .C .,

	

1967 ,
p .

	

56 . )
largemouth black bass Micropterus salmoides (U .S .D .I .,

	

1957,
p . 13 )
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Catostomus macrocheilus (Bisson,

	

1969 ,
Table 1 )

Rhinichthys cataractae (Bisson,

	

196 9
Table 1 )

Cottus bairdi (Bisson,

	

196 9
Table 1 )

Prosopium williamsoni (U . S . D .I . , Aug .
1957,

	

p .

	

9 )
Ptycho ,cheilus oregonensis (Bisson,

	

1969 ,
Table 1 )

Lepomis gibbosus (Thompson, 1968 ,
p .

	

2 )
Salmo gairdneri (Bisson,

	

1969 ,
Table 1 )

Richardsonius balteatus (Bisson,

	

1969 ,
Table 1)

Micropterus dolomieui (O .S .G .C .,

	

1964 ,

p .

	

. 7 )
Rhinichthys osculus (Bisson, .1969, x ,

Table 1' )
Gila bicolor (Bisson,

	

1969 ,
Table 1 )

Pomoxis annularis (Thompson, 1968 ,
p .,2)

Perca flavescens (U. S .

	

1957,_
	p .	 13)

Fishes of Silvies River Basin Region s

For purposes of discussion, of fish distribution the Silvies 'Basi n
has been subdivided into five regions, progressing upstream from Mal-
heur Lake . The regions and the fishes collected are shown in Figure E-1 .

Carp, tui chub, and occasionally the warm water game fish ar e
present in Malheur Lake, region one .

Region two comprises the mouth of the Silvies River to the main chan-
nel of the river just southeast of Burns . Fishes which have been collected i n
this region include carp, chiselmouth, largescale sucker, northern squaw-
fish and tui chub .

Region three is the main stem of the Silvies River upstream from Burn s
to the conjuncture of Emigrant Creek and the Silvies River as well as interven-
ing tributaries . Fishes that have been collected there are bluegill, bridgeli p

Table E-I (cont . )

largescale 'sucke r

longnose dac e

mottled sculpi n

moutain whitefis h

northern squawfis h

pumpkinseed sunfis h

rainbow trout

redside shine r

* smallmouth bas s

speckled dace

tui chub or roach

< white crappi e

yellow perch
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sucker, bullhead catfish, carp, channel catfish, chiselmouth, crappie, large -
mouth black bass, largescale sucker, northern squawfish, rainbow trout, red -
side shiner, tui chub, smallmouth bass and yellow perch .

Region four includes Emig rant Creek and tributaries and th e
Silvies River and tributaries upstream of Emigrant Creek to Silvies ,
Oregon . Fishes there include the bridgelip sucker, carp, chiselmouth ,
kokanee, largescale suckei', longnose dace, mottled sculpin, norther n
squawfish, rainbow trout, redside shiner and speckled dace .

Fishes that have been collected in region five, the Silvies Rive r
and tributaries north of Silvies, Oregon, include bridgelip sucker ,
chiselmouth, largescale sucker, northern squawfish, rainbow trout ,
redside shiner, and speckled dace .

Fishes from Collection Sites in the SilviesRiverBasin

Several fish collection sites are shown in Figure E-l . The fishes
which have been found at each site are listed in Table E-II with the site s
grouped by region in the Silvies Basin .

Table E-II . Fishes Collected in the Silvies Basin( by. Region and
Collecting Site

Location Fish Comments

Region 2

2 . I. chiselmouth Approximate collection
largescale

	

sucke r
northern squawfish

site .

	

(U . S . D. I .

	

1957, p . 4

Region 3

3 . 1 northern squawfish Backwater pond of the

3 . 2

redside shine r
tui cub

bullhead catfish

Silvies River by Burn s
Airport. (Bond Collec . )

T 22 S, R 30 E, Sec . 23 .
bluegil l
crappi e
perch
smallmouth bass

River Mile 12 .

	

This is the
fishery of the Five Mile
Dam pool .

	

(0. S . G . C . ,-
1968 ; p. 7 )

3 . 3 bullhead catfish T 22; S, R 30 E. Sec . 9 .
bluegill
crappie
perch

River Mile 15 . 5 . Specified
as available fishery . (O . S .
G.C .,

	

1968,

	

p .

	

9 )
smallmouth bass
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Table E- II . Continue d

Location

	

Fish

Region 3

3 . 4 bullhead catfish
bluegill
crappi e
perch
smallmouth bas s

3 . 5

Region 4

bullhead catfish
bluegil l
crappi e
perch
smallmouth bas s

4. 1 speckled dac e

4. 2 bridgelip sucke r
chi s elmouth
largescale sucke r

4. 3 longnose dac e
rainbow trout
redside shine r
speckled dace

4 . 4 kokanee
rainbow trout

4. 5 car p
chi s elmouth
longnose dac e
largescale

	

sucker
northern squawfis h
redside shiner

T 21 5, R 29 E, Sec . 25 .
River Mile 23 . Specifie d
as available fishery .
(O .S .G.C ., 1968, p. 11 )

T 21 S, R 29 E, Sec . 1 3
and 14. River Mile 28 .
Specified as available fish-
ery. (O .S.G .C ., 1968 ,
p. 13 )

Small tributary to Emigrant
Creek, 22 miles NW o f
Burns . (Bond collec . )

Approximate collection site .
(Bond collec . )

Site at Sawtooth Creek, 4
miles above confluence wit h
Emigrant Crk . (Bond collec . )

T 19 S, R 29 E, Sec . 32 .
Listed as fishery 1 Yellow -
jacket Lake . (O. S . G . C . ,
1967, p . 56 )

Approximate collection site .
Silvies River at Stancliffe
Crk. (Bond collec . )

Comments



TableE-]I . Continued

Location

	

Fish

	

Comments

4. 6 longnose dace

	

Site is 12 miles downstream
largescale sucker

	

from Seneca, 2 miles . from
mottled sculpin

	

Silvies . (Bond collec . )
northern squawfish
redside shine r
speckled dac e

4. 7

	

chiselmouth

	

Approximate collection site .
largescale sucker

	

(Bisson, 1969, figure 4)
northern squawfish
redside shine r

Region5

	

5 . 1

	

redside shiner

	

Site is 3 . 5 miles south o f
Seneca. (Bond collec . )

	

5 . 2

	

chiselmouth

	

Approximate collection site .
(Bisson, 1969, figure 4)

	

5 . 3

	

bridgelip sucker

	

Collection in upper Bea r
northern squawfish

	

Crk. (Bond collec . )
redside shine r

	

5 . 4

	

rainbow trout

	

Site in Scotty Crk . tributary
speckled dace

	

of upper Silvies drainage .
(Bond collec. )
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APPENDIX F

WILDLIFE

Introduction

The inventory of wildlife in the Silvies River Basin includes a
summary of big game, small game and birds . There is also a summar y
of endangered, rare, and peripheral birds . A table is reproduced which
shows 226 species of birds observed on the Malheur National Wildlif e
Refuge since 1908 . Another 18 species of birds are included which hav e
been seen on the Refuge but are considered rare or out of their usual range .
A second table is reproduced giving the mammals of the Malheur National
Wildlife Refuge . The lists of Refuge birds and mammals would also re -
present a general list of Silvies River Basin wildlife, as Refuge wildlif e
can be seen elsewhere in the basin at times . (Interview, Mason) Thi s
appendix also presents information on fluctuations of lake size and relate d
wildlife factors .

Inventor y

Big Game

Black bear and rocky mountain elk are scattered throughout th e
upper Silvies River drainage . Mule deer are scattered over the basin ,
while antelope are found mostly south of the Silvies River Basin . (Mace ,
1956, p . 10; U . S. D . A. , 1967, p. 23 )

Small Game

Coyote, bobcat, beaver, mink and muskrat occur in or near th e
Malheur National Wildlife Refuge . Skunks, racoons, and weasels ar e
present in the basin north of Burns . Rabbits in the basin include the
Oregon cottontail, and the black-tailed jack . Squirrels in the Silvie s
River Basin are the antelope ground squirrel, chickaree, columbia n
ground squirrel, golden-mantled ground squirrel and the Oregon groun d
squirrel . Other small game include the badger, chipmunks, porcupin e
and the yellow-bellied marmot. (Duebbert, 1969, p . 19 ; U . S . D. I . , 1957 ,
p. 18 ; O. S. G. C . , 1963, No . 10 ; O . S . G . C. , 1966, No . 18 ; O. S . G. C, ,
1966, No . 16 ; Interview Mason)

Birds

There are light populations of sage grouse north of Burns an d
denser populations south of Burns . Blue grouse, ruffled grouse, ring -
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necked pheasant, mountain quail and California quail are found in th e
basin. Chukar and Hungarian partridges are found in the basin as wel l
as the mourning dove . (Nelson, 1955, p. 14 ; O .S .G . C ., 1969, p. 67 ;
Thompson, 1968, p . 9 ; U .S.D . A., 1967, p. 25 ; O.S .G. C . , 1969, p.
85 ; U . S . D. I. , 1957, p. 17)

A few mallard ducks nest north of the Malheur National Wildlif e
Refuge . The entire world's population of Ross' geese stop in the basin
during spring migration . Other birds in the basin include pelicans ,
herons, egrets, ibises, cranes and rails . (U . S . D . I . , 1957, p . 19-20)

Endangered, Rare, or Peripheral Bird s

Birds in the Silvies River Basin which have a state and nationa l
endangered status include the American peregrine falcon, prairie falcon ,
and the greater sandhill crane . The trumpeter swan and the norther n
bald eagle carry a state endangered status . Birds which carry a rar e
state status include the white pelican, swainson's hawk, western snow y
plover and the caspian tern . Birds with a peripheral state status ar e
the horned grebe, American common egret, brewsters snowy egret ,
western least bittern, white-faced ibis, ring-necked duck, lesser scaup ,
black-necked stilt, franklin's gull, catbird, and the bobolink . (Marshall ,
1969 )

Birds of the Malheur National Wildlife Refug e

The list reproduced in Table F-1 contains 226 species of birds ob-
served at the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge since 1908 and 18 specie s
that have been found there but which are considered rare or generally
out of their usual range . It is believed that these birds might also b e
seen occasionally at other locations in the Silvies Basin .

Table F-1. Birds of the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge[ 1 ]

Note -- The following list of birds observed by various individuals sinc e
establishment of the refuge in 1908, using species names, is in accor-
dance with the Fifth (1957) A . O . U. Checklist. Species nesting locall y
are preceded by an asterisk M . Abundance symbols are grouped unde r
columns representing the four seasons of the year . These are defined
as follows :

[1 1raken from James C . Albrecht thesis, The Recreational Re -
sources of the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge, Oregon State Univ ., 1965 .
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Season

S - March - May
Su - June - August
F - September - Novembe r
W - December - February

Abundanc e

a - abundant
c - common
u - uncommon
o - occasional
3 - rare

226 Species Observed Since 1908:

S %E. W S F W

o o r
e a c r
c a c r
c a c o
c a a r
c a a
c a c o
c .c .c_ r
u c u
c a c r
o u o
u c o r
o u u
c r a u
u u u u
a a a a
u u
a r a r
3 r
u u
a a a c
a a a u
a u a o
a o a o
u u o
c a c r
3 r

*Horned Grebe
*Eared Greb e
*Western Grebe
*Pied-billed Grebe
*White Pelica n
*Double-crested Cormorant
*Great Blue Heron
*Common Egre t
*Snowy Egret
*Black-,¢r owned 1Vight Heron
*Least Bittern
*American Bittern
*White-faced Ibis
Whistling Swan
*Trumpeter Swan
*Canada Goose
White-fronted Goos e
Snow Goose
Blue Goose
Ross' Goose
*Mallard
*Gadwal l
*Pintail
*Green-winged Tea l
*Blue-winged Tea l
*Cinnamon Tea l
European Widgeon

*American Widgeon
*Shoveler
Wood Duck

*Redhead
Ring-necked Duc k
*Canvasback
*Lesser Scaup
Common Goldeneye
Barrow's Goldeneye
Bufflehead
Old squaw
White-winged Scote r

*Ruddy Duck
Hooded Merganser
*Common Merganser
*Turkey Vultur e
Goshawk
Sharp-shinned Haw k
Cooper's Hawk
*Red-tailed Hawk
*Swainson's Hawk
Rough-legged Hawk
*Ferruginous Hawk
*Golden Eagl e
Bald Eagl e
*Marsh Hawk
Osprey

a u a c
a c a o
3 r r r
a a a o
3 o 0

a u a o
c u c u
c r c u

3 r
c . r c o

3 r
r

a c a o
r .r o
cuco -
c c c

o
u u- o
o o u o
c c c u
c c c r
c

	

c . c
q 0 0 0

u u u u
3 r u
a a a c
3 r



SSu F W
*Prairie Falcon

	

u o o o
*Peregrine Falcon

	

r r r r
Pigeon Hawk

	

r r
*Sparrow Hawk

	

o o o o
*Sage Grouse

	

u u c u
*California Quail

	

a a a a
*Mountain Quail

	

o r o o
*Ring-necked Pheasant

	

a a a a
*Chukar

	

c c c c
	 Gray___Partr	 idge

	

r r r r
*Sandhill Crane

	

a c a u
Virginia Rail

	

c c c o
*Sora

	

c c c o
*American Coot

	

a a a c
*Snowy Plover

	

o u o
*Killdeer

	

a a a o
American Golden Plover

	

r r r
Black-bellied Plover

	

r

	

r
*Common Snipe

	

c c c o
*Long-billed Curlew

	

c c c
*Spotted Sandpiper

	

u u u
Solitary Sandpiper

	

u u
*Willet

	

u u u
Greater Yellowlegs

	

c o c r
Lesser Yellowlegs ,

	

r r r
Pectoral Sandpiper ;_

	

_ r
Baird's Sandpiper

	

- r-'r
Least Sandpiper

	

c u c
Dunl in

	

u u -u , '
Dowitcher (both species?) a c a
Western Sandpiper

	

a a a' .
Marbled Godwit

	

r o 0
*American Avocet

	

c c a
*Black-necked Stilt

	

u u o
*Wilson's Phalarope

	

c c a
Northern Phalarope

	

o r o
*California Gull

	

c a a o
*Ring Billed Gull

	

c a a o
*Franklin's Gull

	

o u u
Bonaparte's Gull

	

r r r
*Forster's Tern

	

a a u
*Caspian Tern

	

o u o
*Black Tern

	

a a u
*Mourning Dove

	

c c c r
*Barn Owl

	

r r r r
Screech Owl

	

r

	

r
Flammulated Owl

	

r r
*Great Horned Owl

	

c c c c
*Burrowing Owl

	

u u u
*Long-eared Owl

	

u u u u

S Su F W

*Short-eared owl

	

c c c u
Saw-whet Owl

	

r r o r
*Poor-will

	

u u u .
*Common Nighthawk

	

u . a a
V a ux' s Swift

	

o 0
White-throated Swift r r
Rufous Hummingbird r c c
*Belted Kingfisher u u u a
*Red-shafted Flicker c c c c
Lewis' Woodpecker u u r	
% f l o w - b e l l i e d Sapsucker u u u r

*Hairy Woodpecker

	

r o o 0
*Downy Woodpecker

	

o u u o
*Eastern Kingbird

	

u u u
*Western Kingbird

	

c c c
*A41-th oatad Flycatcher 0 0 0
*Say's Phoebe

	

c c c r
*Train's Flycatcher

	

u c u
*Dusky Flycatcher

	

u u u
*Gray Flycatcher

	

u u u
Western Flycatcher

	

r o
*Western Wood Peewee u u u
Olive-sided Flycatcher

	

o
*Horned Lark

	

c u c u
*Vio]et-green Swallow c u u
*Tree Swallow

	

a c a r
*Bank Swallow

	

o o o
*Roughwinged Swallow u u o
*Barn Swallow

	

c c c
*Cliff Swallow

	

a a a
'Steller's Jay

	

r r
*B1 ack-billed Magpie a a a a
*Common Raven

	

c c c c
*Common Crow

	

c u u r
Pinyon Jay r r
*Black-capped Chickadee o o o r
Mountain Chickadee o o o

*Common Bushtit o 0 0
WtdJ-breasled Nuthatch o o o
Red-breasted Nuthatch o u u o
Brown Creeper

	

r r r
*Dipper

	

r r r r
*House Wren

	

• o 0 0
Winter Wren

	

r r r
*LDrpi7.led Afars h Wren

	

a a a o
*Canyon Wren

	

0 o 0 0
*Rock Wren

	

u u u u
Mockingbird

	

r

	

r
Catbird

	

r
*Sage Thrasher

	

u c c r
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l

S~FW

	

SSaFW -
*Robin

Varied .Thrush
Hermit Thrus h

*Swa irrs on' s 'Thrush
*Western Bluebird
*Mountain Bluebird
Townsend ' s Solitaire
Golden-crowned Kingle t

___Ruby -crowned	 K i ng l-s-t_.~ _`
Water Pipet -

	

0 0
Bohemian Waxwing

	

o .
*Cedar-Waxwing

	

o o
' Northern Shrik e
*Loggerhead . Shrike
*Stara ing
Red-eyed Vire o
Solitary-Vire o

.*Warbl ing Vireo .
- Orange-crowned Warble r
Nashville . Warbler
*Yellow-Warbler ,
Black-throated Blue Warbler
Myrtle Warble r

*Audubon' s Warbler
*Black=throated Gray Warbler r r
Townsend's Warbler

	

o o
Northern Waterthrush

	

r
MacGillivray's Warbler

	

u : o
*Yellowthroat

	

c,_ a
*Yellow-breasted 'Chat

	

u u- u
*Wilson's- Warbler -

	

c u . c
American Redstar t

*House. Sparrow
*Bobolink
*Western Meadowlar k
*Yellowheaded Blackbird

The following 18 species of accidental or very rare occurrence .
are included on the basis of only one or two observations :

a a a
r

r

	

• r
c - a : c

3 r o
a a a
o u u
u c c
a a a

c a a u *Redwinged Blackbird a

	

o' o o.

	

*Bullock's Oriole

	

u

	

-u To u o

	

*Brewer's Blackbird

	

a
o o r *Brown-headed Cowbird u
o u 'u r Western Tanager a

	

c u c c

	

*Black-headed Grosbeak o o' o
o - u o *Lazuli Bunting u o r
o u o Evening Grosbeak u r o u
	e_ o_c	 o	 Cartsin.'sFinch__o o o

	

c o

	

*House :-F:inch

	

u c c r

	

o

	

• Pine -Grosbeak

	

:

	

' - r

	

. X' ,
u o Graff-crowned Rosy Finch- r r '
3 o Pine Siskin u o u . o

	

a u

	

*American . Gold-fineh .

	

u u u

	

c c

	

Lesser Goldfinch

	

.r r
Red Cros-sbill '
Green;-tailed Towhe e
Rufous-sided . Towhee
*Savannah Sparrow .
*Vesper Sparrow
*Lark' Sparrow
*Black-throatedSparrow r
'*Sage Sparrow

r -'Slate-colored Junc o
3 '. 'Oregon Junco c
o r , - Tree Sparrow_ o
3 *Chipping Sparrow u
u

	

,*Brewer's Sparrow a
c

	

White-crowned 'Sparrow a
Harris' Sparrow
Golden-crowned Sparrow o
White-throated Sparrow r

a '

u
r

*Fox Sparrow ". u o u
Lincoln's Sparrow o o

' *Song Sparrota a a a c
Snow Bunting

	

- ` 0

r

	

-r- ,

q 0 - .'r
u .u u o
a , a a'
u o u u '

- uo• u
r

c c c
r

o u

U

C

a a
u o
a a
c c
u a

c
0

Common Loon
Louisiana Heron
Greater Scaup
Surf Scote r
Semipalmated Plover
S ande rling

Red Phalarope
Williamson's Sapsucke r
Purple Martin
Clark's Nutcracke r
Pigmy Nuthatch
Gray Jay

Brown Thrashe r
Phainopepla
Black-and-whit e

Warble r
Ovenbird
Baltimore Oriole
Purple Finch
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Mammals of the Malheur National Wildlife Refug e

The list reproduced in Table F-II gives the mammals which hav e
been found on the Wildlife Refuge . Asalready noted, these mammal s
might also be seen elsewhere in the basin on occasion .

Table F-II . Mammals of the Malheur National Wildlife Refug e

Since common names for mammals have not become as standard-
ized as bird names, scientific names are included on this list . The order
in which the species are listed and the scientific names follow Miller an d
Kellogg (List of North American Recent Mammals, U .S. National Museum
Bulletin 205) . Common names follow Burt and Grossenheider (A Field
Guide to the Mammals, Houghton Mifflin Co . ) . In those cases where th e
species have become well known by more than one common name, a
second common name follows in parentheses . To make this list les s
complicated, subspecies names have been left off the list . As a matte r
of convenience, the mammals are listed under family headings .

SHREWS : Soricidae
Malheur Shre w
Vagrant Shrew

PLAINNOSE BATS : Vespertilionida e
Little Brown Myoti s
Yuma Myoti s
Long-eared Myoti s
Sma 11-footed Myot i s
Silver-haired Ba t
Western Pipistre l
Big Brown Ba t
Hoary Bat
Western Big-eared Bat (Long-eared)
Pallid Bat

RABBITS : Leporida e
Blacktail Jackrabbi t
Mountain Cottontail
Pigmy Rabbit

[ II-Taken from the James C . Albrecht thesis, The Recreational
Resources of the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge, Oregon State Univ . ,
1965 .

Sorex preble i
Sorex vagrans

Myotis l uc if ugus
Myotis yumanens is
Myotis evotis
Myotis subulatu s
Lasionycteris noctivagans
Pipistrellus hesperus
Eptesicus fuscu s
Las iurus cinereu s
Corynorhinus raf inesqui i
Antrozous pallidus

Lepus californicus
Sylvilagus nuttallii
Sylvilagus idahoensis
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Table F-ti. Continue d

MARMOTS, SQUIRRELS, AND CHIPMUNKS :
i

	

Yellowbelly Marmot

	

_
Townsend Ground Squirre l
Belding Ground Squirre l
Whitetail Antelope . Squirre l

(Antelope Ground )
- - Gb7AManteled4uirrel

(4olden-manteled .G,round )
Least Chipmunk

POCKET GOPHERS : Geomyidae •
Northern Pocket'Gophe r
Townse Pocket Gopher

POGKIs_T'-MIC , KANGAROO RATS, AND KANGAROO MICE : Heteremnyida e
Great Basin Pocket Mouse
Ord Kangaroo Ra t
Great Basin Kangaroo Ra t
-Dark Kangaroo Mouse

•Perognathus parvus
.. Dipodomys ordi i
Dipodomys microps
.Microdipodops megacephalus

Re ithrodontomys mega1oti s
Peromyscus crinitus
Peromyscus manaculatu s
Onychomys leucogaste r
Neotoma lepida '
Neotoma cinere a

Mountain Vole (Montane Meadow-Mouse)

	

Microtus montanus
Longtail Vole (Long-ta iled Meadow Mouse) • Microtus 1ongieaudu s
Sagebrush Vole

	

Lagurus ;curtatus
Muskrat

	

Ondatra zibethicu s

OLD WORLD RATS AND MICE :: Muridae
House Mous e

PORCUPINES : • Erethizontidae
. 1 porcupine

COYOTES, WOLVES, FOXES : Canidae
Coyote

RINGTAIL CATS, RACCOONS : Procyonida e
Raccoon

BEAVER: Castoridae
Beaver

MICE, RATS : Cricetidae
Western Harvest Mous e
Canyon Mouse
Deer- Mouse (White-footed) '
Northern Grasshopper Mouse

.' Desert Woodra t
Bushytail Woodrat

Castor canadensis

• Mus musculu s

Erethizon dorsatum

Canis latrans

. Procyon lotor

Sciuridae
-Marmota flaviventris
Citellus townsendi i
. Citellus belding i

-Citellus leucuru s

Citellus laterali s
Eutamias minimus

Thommys talpoide s
Thomomys _townsendi i
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Table F-n.Continued

WEASELS, MINK, BADGERS, SKUNKS :
Longtail Wease l
Mink
Badger
Spotted Skunk (Civet Cat )
Striped Skunk

CATS Fe ridae
Bobcat

DEER : Cervidae
Elk
Mule Deer

PRONGHORNS : Antilocaprida e
Pronghorn (American Antelope)

Mustelidae
Mustela frenata
Mustela vison
Taxidea taxus
Spilogale gracili s
Mephitis mephiti s

Lynx ruf us

Cervus canadensi s
Odoeoileus hemionu s

Antilocapra americana

Malheur Lake Fluctuation s

The water level and surface area of Malheur Lake fluctuat e
seasonally and over the years in response to variations in precipitation ,
runoff, evaporation, and transpiration. A marsh similar to the presen t
one is believed to have occupied the basin for nearly 10, 000 years .
Apparently, the basic ecology of the marsh has changed little over time ,
in spite of frequent fluctuations between wet and dry conditions . The
biota of the marsh are considered to be well adapted to the ecological
extremes imposed by climatic variations and, in fact, the biological
productivity of the marsh may be highly dependent upon periodic fluctua-
tions in water levels . (Duebbert, 1969 )

A summary of lake sizes over the past two centuries is given
in Table F-III, based upon indirect estimates, records of variou s
observers, and, since 1938, measurements of water level . Duebbert
(1969) interprets the data to show severe, protracted droughts at inter-
vals of 70 to 90 years, lesser droughts at various other times, very hig h
water levels following patterns similar to those for droughts, and almos t
every possible variation in water condition likely to occur between extrem e
drought years and extremely wet years .

Seasonal and annual fluctuations in size of Malheur Lake ar e
shown in Figure F-1 .
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Table F-III . Fluctuations in Size of Malheur Lake, 1735-1965 11 .

Year

	

Size of Lake

Lake levels probably high . (Tree ring studies indicat e
abundant moisture . )

Lake levels generally low, probably dry some years .
(Tree ring studies indicate severe drought . )

Lake levels probably high . (Tree ring studies indicate
abundant moisture )

Lake levels generally low, probably dry same years .
(Tree ring studies indicate severe drought . )
Note : It is interesting that tree ring data agrees wit h
observations of early travelers . In 1826 Peter Skene
Ogden reported an extensive saline lake (Harney Lake )
but described only a small freshwater lake to the east
(Malheur Lake) .

1864

	

Malheur Lake sufficiently large to be named separately
by Captain George Currey . (Maps published as early
as 1864 showed a chain of thre-e lakes which might b e
Harney, Mud, and Malheur, but they were not named . )

1865-1882

	

High levels reported by travelers .

1881

	

Unusually high water said to have caused cutting o f
channel through "Sand Ridge" to Harney Lake an d
consequent lowering of level .of Malheur ?

1889

	

Nearly dry after 3 years of low run-off .

1895-1905

	

Lake was "extensive" .

1911

	

"Average 18 inches deep" (October -- 15, 000 acres? )

1912

	

"Flooded to Narrows " (34, 000-40, 000 acres? )

1915

	

"No connection between Narrows and Main Lake "
(25, 000 acres? )

1916

	

"Water at extremely low level . No connection between
Mud Lake and Harney Lake . "

1917

	

Very small.

1918

	

"Driest year in history of region ; greater part of lake
dry, water not over one foot in depth. " (10, 000 acres? )

1921

	

Extensive

1735-175 5

1755-1775

1775-182 5

1825-1850
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Table F-III .

Year

Continued.

Size of Lake

192 2

193 0

193 1

193 2
193 3
193 4

193 5

1936

"Greatest supply of water since 1917 ; large overflow
from Narrows to Mud Lake ; both Silvies and Blitzen
flowing strong in June . "

	

(50, 000 acres? )

Lake small ; beginning of drought (2, 000 acres )

Smallest size in historic times (500 acres) . No run -
off from Silvies River and little from Blitzen .
"Small"
"Very Small "
Entire bed of lake dry (Sept . 20) ; even the lowe r
elevations farmed (small grains) .
"Very little water ; none reached Cole Island. "
(10, 000 acres? )

"Very little water ; none reached Cole Island, but a
slight increase over 1935 ."

	

(15, 000 acres? )
1937 Increased acreage . (25, 000 acres? )

1938* 43, 000 acres 4092 . 70 feet a . s .l .
1939 47, 000 acres 4093 . 00 feet a . s .l .
1940 25, 000 acres 4091 . 92 feet a . s .l .
1941 48, 000 acres 4093 . 02 feet a . s .l .
1942 60, 000 acres 4094 . 81 feet a. s . 1 .
1943 64, 000 acres 4095 . 24 feet a. s . 1 .
1944 52, 000 acres 4093 . 50 feet a. s . 1 .
1945 53, 000 acres 4094. 48 feet a. s . 1 .
1946 53, 000 acres 4093 . 60 feet a. s . 1 .
1947 44, 000 acres 4092 . 80 feet a. s . 1 .
1948 56, 000 acres 4093 . 77 feet a. s . 1 .
1949 51, 000 acres 4093 .30 feet a. s . 1 .
1950 40, 000 acres 4092 . 56 feet a. s . 1 .
1951 51, 000 acres 4093 . 42 feet a. s . 1 .
1952 ** 67, 000 acres 4095 . 39 feet a. s . 1 .
1953 60, 000 acres 4094 . 44 feet a. s . 1 .
1954 53, 000 acres 4093 . 57 feet a. s . 1 .
1955 36, 000 acres 4092 . 20 feet a. s . 1 .
1956 56, 000 acres 4093 . 84 feet a. s . 1 .
1957 66, 000 acres 4095 . 12 feet a. s . 1 .
1958 66, 000 acres 4095 . 16 feet a. s . 1 .
1959 51, 000 acres 4093 . 30 feet a . s .l .
1960 22, 000 acres 4091 . 82 feet a . s .l .
1961 8, 000 acres 4090. 88 feet a . s . 1 .
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Table F-III .

Year

Continued.

Size of Lake

1962 7, 00'0 acres 4090 . 78 feet a. s . 1 .
1963 20, 000 acres 4091 . 50 feet a. s . 1 .
1964 25, 000 acres 4091 .92 feet a. s . 1 .
1965 58, 000 acres 4094 .-34 feet a. s,1 .

*
Figures for 1938-65 based on staff gauge in Malheur Lak e

near mouth of Blitzen River ; the peak reading for the year was used
in this table .**

Highest level on record .

[11Adapted from Appendix 1, Duebbert, 1969 .

The vast quantities of submerged plants in Malheur Lak e
are considered to be primarily responsible for creating such goo d
waterfowl habitat. Among the species of submerged aquatic vegetatio n
present, sago pondweed is the most valuable waterfowl food plant . Con-
sequently, use of the lake by migratory birds depends upon its abundance .
(Duebbert, 1969 )

A comparison of the size of Malheur Lake, the amount of sag o
pondweed present, and the amount of waterfowl use of the lake is pre-
sented in Table F-IV . The large acreage of sago pondweed in 1956 wa s
apparently due to a planned fish-kill in 1955 to reduce the carp population
and hence reduce the lake turbidity (Duebbert, 1969) . From 1957 to 1959 ,
sago pondweed acreage declined in spite of fairly stable conditions for th e
maximum lake size . Waterfowl usage showed a similar decline during
that period . From 1959 to 1962, a decline in lake size and continue d
low acreages for sago pondweed were reported at the same time that
waterfowl usage dropped substantially . Thereafter, sago pondwee d
acreage increased as wetter years again occurred, and waterfowl usag e
also increased. Although many other factors are involved in :a complex
ecological system such as Malheur Marsh, the fluctuations of wate r
level are inferred to be essential to sago pondweed growth and the avail -
ability of this food source quite important to waterfowl residence tim e
at the marsh (Duebbert, 1969 ; Interview, Marshall) .
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Table F-IV . Comparison of Lake Size, Acreage of Sago Pondweed ,
and Amount of Waterfowl Use of Malheur Lake during
the .Period 1956-65 . [ 1 ]

	

-

Year Lake Size Sago Pondweed W aterfowL .U.sage*
Acres Acres Bird-days

1956 56, 000 15, 000 m m

1957 66, 000 23, 000 66, 700,000
1958 66, 000 6, 500 39,400, 00 0
1959 51, 000 500 20, 600, 00 0
1960 22, 000 1, 000 28, 500, 00 0
1961 8, 000 0 5, 165, 000
1962 7, 000 100 4, 222, 000
1963 20, 000 1, 500 23, 727, 000
1964 25, 000 2,500 16, 080, 000
1965 58, 000 10, 000 - 29, 000 ; . 000

[1] Data Source : Tables 2 and 4, Duebbert, 1969 .

Includes ducks, coots, geese, and swans .

No figures available .

Amount and Diversity of Bird Lif e

Some idea of the diversity of bird species at Malheur Lake
and environs can be obtained from Tables F-I and F-II . The amount
of use at the lake is suggested by the figures reportedin Table F-IV.
The amount and diversity of bird life vary from year to year in re -
sponse to the extent and quality of marsh habitat (Duebbert, 1969) .

A further example of amount and diversity of birds is show n
in Table F-V, where the numbers are based on three 640-acre block s
within the lake, each representing a different ecological type . The ob-
servations were made in June 1966 .



Table F-V. Amount and Diversity of Bird Life at Malheur Lake a t
Three 640-acre Blocks within Different Ecological Types ,
June 1966 . [11 [2]

Location Date of
Observation

Number of
Species Observed

Number of
Individuals Observe d

Western Unit 1 June 66 35 1, 074

Central Unit 2 June 66 28 1, 75 1

Eastern Unit 7 June 66 34 1,180

[ lbata Source: Table 5, Buebbert, 1966 .
z
Only birds that were actually observed are listed; therefore ,

the figures may underestimate the extent of bird life .
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APPENDIX G

AESTHETIC CONSIDERATIONS

Potential Considerations

Those features of the Silvies (or any other river basin) which ar e
valued aesthetically vary in importance according to the tastes of man y
different populations of people . The features judged aesthetically valuabl e
vary, too, according to people's direct or vicarious experience with the
basin. Finally, the people who are aesthetically interested in the feature s
of a river basin are quite often not residents of that basin .

The Malheur Marsh, which is part of the . Malheur National Wildlif e
Refuge, is the most outstanding aesthetic feature appurtenant to the Silvie s
Basin. The exact nature and scope of aesthetic values regarding thi s
marsh are not precisely known, but they can be expected to range from
regarding it as a marginally productive marsh of little aesthetic value to
viewing the marsh as a rare and exquisite natural wonder . Perhaps more
significant than the variability in perceptions of the refuge is the distribu-
tion of people viewing the marsh as a natural wonder . Through both direct
and vicarious experience this population can be expected to be national in
scope . Greatest awareness of the marsh as a natural wonder can b e
expected to be found among groups with a preservationist or naturalis t
aesthetic orientation .

Leopold ; of the U .S . Geological Survey, provides a checklist t o
determine the relative aesthetic value of a river basin on the basis of
physical, biological, and human interest/use factors . An adaptation of
his 46-point checklist is shown on Table G-I . As used by Leopold, severa l
sites (basins) must be compared to arrive at relative uniqueness . But
even if comparisons with other basins are not made, his checklist provide s
a means of describing the aesthetic values in a given basin .

Table G-I .

	

Consideration in Basin Aesthetics [1 ]

Physical Factors :
river width
river depth
river velocity
flow variability
river pattern
valley height/width
width of valley flat

stream bed materia l
bed slope
drainage are a
stream orde r
bank erosion
sediment deposition in bed

[1] Adapted from Leopold, 196 9
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Table G-1 (cont .)

Biological and Water Quality Factors :

	

water color

	

river fauna
pollution evidenc e
land flora -- valley

-- hillside
-- diversity ,

turbidity
floating material
water condition
algae -- amount, type
larger plants - - amount _type

Human Use and Interest Factors :
trash & litte r

- - metal, paper, othe r
- - ease of removal

artificial control s
accessibility -- individuals ,

mass us e
local scene
vistas
view confinement

The problem, however, in applying the Leopold model in any basin
is that different groups of people will weight each factor differently . To
a group of development-oriented planners the human use and interest
factors would receive greatest weight . To naturalists the biological and
water quality factors would receive the greatest weight .

With respect to the Malheur Marsh, development-oriented planner s
could be expected to hold the view that the physical, biological, and wate r
quality factors are manageable by man and that this management would ,
in terms of human use and interest factors, be better than natural manage-
ment . Naturalists, on the other hand, could be expected to hold the vie w
that man cannot improve on the natural physical, biological, and wate r
management of the marsh, and in terms of a naturalist's view of huma n
interest factors, man's management would not be preferable to nature's .

The people at each pole of this hypothetical continuum begin with a
different set of criteria which they desire to optimize . To the extent that
these criteria are mutually exclusive (i . e . ; natural management versu s
man's management) a conflictive relationship is likely to develop whic h

conditio n

land us e
utilities -- obstructivenes s
degree of change
recovery potentia l
urbanization
special views
historic features
misfits
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is worked out according to power and influence . To the extent that thes e
criteria are complementary (i . e . ; a development scheme able to optimiz e
the goals of each) a relatively harmonious relationship can be worked out
on cooperation and mutual consent .

The following are observations made of the basin by Klingema n
and Cole . The description is structured according to the Leopold
checklist and examples cited in that reference .	

Physical Factor s

River width of the Silvies near Burns is approximately 30 feet at
the Highway 395 bridge . Between Seneca and Burns the river is general-
ly 10-30 feet wide and farther upstream it is generally less than 10 feet
wide . Widths are estimated from observed summer flows and width s
between banks to carry larger discharges .

Channel depths of the Silvies during summer flow are generall y
small, on the order of one foot or less in many places . Deeper pools
exist, particularly in meandering portions of the river .

Velocities likewise are not great during the summer . In some
places riffles are evident, with velocities of perhaps one foot per second .
But in many meandery reaches the summer velocity is nearly imper-
ceptible .

Flow variability is reportedly very large seasonally and over ex -
tended wet or dry years . Annual variations may range from a few
thousand feet per second during storm or snowmelt runoff down to a fe w
feet per second (or even no flow or rare occasions) by late summer .

River pattern is generally dependent upon the reach of the rive r
being considered . Upstream reaches display a mixture of pools-and -
riffles, braiding, and meandering . Downstream of the Silvies Canyon
the river becomes more predominantly meandering in pattern until i t
reaches the broad alluvial fan near Burns . There it forms several
meandering distributaries .

Valley height/width ratio is quite variable . In upstream
portions of the Silvies the surrounding hills rise a few hundred feet
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above a valley floor which varies from a few hundred feet to a mile o r
more in width. High, steep sidewalls in the Silvies Canyon give a larg e
height/width ratio whereas the Bear Valley has a small ratio . Downstream
of the Canyon the ratio progressively decreases as the river approache s
and flows out onto its alluvial plain .

The width of flat portions of the valley ranges from a few hun-
dred feet or less to many miles as the stream nears Malheur Lake .

Streambed materials range from large boulders in steepe r
reaches to fine sediments in most of the meandering reaches of the river ,
the latter being particularly characteristic downstream of the Silvie s
Canyon but also occurring in the Bear and Silvies Valleys .

Bed slopes are large in headwater areas, particularly near th e
far north of the basin . Typical gradients from the Bear Valley to Burn s
are about 550 feet in 90 miles or 6 feet per mile . From Burns to Malheur
Lake the gradient is quite flat, being about 60 feet in 30 miles, or 2 feet
per mile .

The drainage area of the Silvies River above Burns is reported
as 934 square miles . The total drainage area of the Silvies Basin i s
1,350 square miles, or about a quarter of the entire Malheur Lake Basin .

The Silvies River appears to be a fifth-order stream (dependin g
upone one's interpretation of ephemeral and intermittent portions of th e
drainage network) . Most of the network branching takes place in the far
upstream portions of the Silvies River and along Emigrant Creek, one o f
its principal tributaries .

Bank erosion is evident to some degree along many meande r
bends, particularly in the upper part of the .Silvies and along its tribu-
taries . Banks are most stable where a heavy brush groth occurs, as in
portions of the river below the Silvies Canyon .

The extent of sediment deposition in the bed, while difficult t o
evaluate from limited observation, suggests a reasonably stable channe l
rather than rapidly degrading or aggrading conditions . It would seem that
net bed deposition occurs in the lower river, downstream of Burns, wher e
the river spreads over an alluvial outwash zone and often does not reac h
Malheur Lake as a surface stream.
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Biological and Water Quality Factor s

Water color and turbidity during the summer season appear t o
be closely related . The general appearance of much of the Silvies, 'par-
ticularly in the sluggish meandering flows, is murky and brownish . In
swifter-flowing headwater areas, the flow is clearer . Some of the brown-
ish water has green tints, suggesting the presence of algae or othe r
aquatic plants .

Relatively little or no floating material is evident during summe r
flows .

The general summer water condition along the Silvies might b e
described as good in upstream reaches, perhaps even excellent in som e
tributaries, and poor in downstream reaches .

Algae appear to be present in the sluggish lower reaches of th e
Silvies .River, based on the greenish tint of the brown. water . However ,
no attempt was made to identify the types or amount of algae or othe r
aquatic plants present .

Weed growth in the water is evident in many locations of slow -
moving flow .

River fauna were not identified .

Evidence of pollution occurs in portions of the Silvies River .
Downstream of the town of Seneca the river color is darker . Some foam
and bubbles in the water can be seen near Burns .

Land flora were not identified .

Human Use andInterest Factor s

Trash and litter are evident along parts of the Silvies, particu-
larly near roads and bridges . Car bodies can be seen along one erodin g
bank just south of Seneca. Cans and can lids maybe seen at bridges suc h
as that forMghway 395 just north of Burns . The total amount of such
litter does not appear to be great and most of it can be removed relatively
easily.
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Artificial controls are numerous in the basin, though all of smal l
size . Aside from the concrete diversion dam five miles north of Burn s
(Fivemile Dam), most structures are earth-and-debris (or manure) dikes .
Fivemile Dam gives the appearance of being abndoned or at least in-grea t
disrepair . The boat launch area there likewise appears to be uncared for .

Accessibility is variable . While portions of the Silvies can b e
reached directly by paved roads, particularly by Highway 395,most reache s
are only accessible by gravel or dirt roads, many of which are impassibl e
in wet weather except by 4-wheel drive vehicles . Even the importan t
headquarters area of the wildlife refuge lacks paved access for about fiv e
miles. However, Highway 205 is in excellent condition from Burns to,- ,
Narrows and beyond, to most of the southern part of the refuge . Acces s
to most river areas, therefore is generally satisfactory but not all -
weather . Accessibility for mass-use, such as bus tours, is poorer tha n
for individual use (standard passenger vehicles) .

The local scene is generally diverse . In broad 'alluvial valleys ,
the local diversity is generally restricted to sage lands or grazing lands ,
broken by small trees and brush . In some such valleys little diversity o f
the local scene exists, due to large . fields of hay or sage which extend from
the viewer into the distance . Views of the river are not particularly
impressive, perhaps due to the meanders and bank brush which hide muc h
of the Silvies from view .

View confinement is variable . In some of the upland terrain ,
views are restricted or closed by hills, ridges, or trees . But the ma-
jority of views are relatively open and unobstructed .

Vistas in the basin are variable, with many views of far places .
In the attractive canyon areas, the vistas are fairly closed . But the
Bear, Silvies and Harney valleys offer many distant vistas . These views
provide a mixture of arid sage brush "desert" lands, open ponderos a
pine forests, attractive and prosperous-looking grazing lands with (i n
season) neatly stacked hay, and flat lands or canyons . The views of wide ,
flat land are nicely broken by distant hills in all cases . And the distant
vistas almost always give an uncluttered appearance . Views from the
basin floor southeast of Burns and Hines toward those cities are attrac-
tive except for a black smoke plume from the Hines Lumber Mill, whic h
from a distance is perhaps the only means of identifying the location of
these urban areas .
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Land use is quite well mixed near the Silvies River, rangin g
from forest and mixed recreation through lumbering, grazing an d
agricultural fields to small urbanized zones . There is a sufficient net -
work of dirt and inferior roads, however, that no true wilderness are a
is considered to exist .

Utilities in the basin, such as power and telephone lines, ar e
not sufficient to cause obstructions of views .

Degree of change in the basin is variable . While some parts o f
the basin are virtually in their original condition of wild and unimprove d
land, the majority of the basin has experienced a modest alteration, eve n
if only the grazing of cattle and horses in otherwise untouched land . Ap-
preciable alterations in the basin are not extensive -- these include th e
urban settlements and irrigated lands, as well as the intensively manage d
portions of the wildlife refuge .

Because of the limited degree of change, the recovery potential o f
the basin to a natural state is considered high . Whether or not this is desir-
able is a separate question.

Urbanization is restricted, due to the small basin population o f
only a few thousand people . Because of the economic and other values o f
town life, the urbanized areas, while quite few in number, tend to concen-
trate the population and to minimize the number of houses and building s
in rural areas . Burns and Hines do not have special charm or appeal t o
the stranger, except for the lumber mill, hilly character of Burns, old
stone buil iings in Burns, and some of the public and private buildings .

Two special views and related features of human interest deserv e
special mention -- the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge and Wright' s
Point. The wildlife headquarters area is very well developed from a n
aesthetic standpoint, except for its dusty summer roads (which may b e
desirable in that they do tend to remind the visitor that he is at least a
little distance from urban civilization) . The combination of water, large
trees, attractive buildings, and prosperous-looking fields and grazin g
herds create a very pleasant "oasis" effect in the midst of a sage desert .
The historic display and museum at-refuge headquarters offer muc h
interesting material to complement the observation of waterfowl and
other wildlife . Work buildings are sufficiently hidden and removed from
the visitor area so as not to detract . The presence of hills and, especially
of the lookout tower permit the visitor to obtain an extensive view stretching
to all horizons and serve to offset the otherwise flat terrain near Malheu r
Lake .
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Wright's Point, a local ridge running east and west betwee n
Burns and Malheur Lake,offers commanding views to the north an d
south . This scenic vista remains largely undeveloped, except fo r
a short gravel pull-off on the south side of Highway 205 and a trash dum p
area on the north side . This grossly overlooked point of interes t
offers the traveler sweeping views of nearby agricultural,grazing ,
and sage lands, of Malheur Lake and refuge land s in the middl e
distance-and of the Stec n~ Fountain a nd et a e circling-mountain
ranges in the far distance .

Historic features (including archaeological features) exist i n
the basin, although perhaps not as extensively as in other settle d
areas .

Misfits, or architectural features which do not fit into a
particular landscape, do not appear to be numerous -- perhaps
due to the small population and limited development in the basin .
The trash dump on Wright' s Point is a definite misfit . Billboards
and other advertising signs in the countryside are not numerou s
nor unusually objectionable .
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